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Executive Summary

In June of 2001, approximately eight months after the start of our project efforts in Martin County, our team at Eastern
Kentucky University submitted a proposal to the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Department for Local
Government and the Office of the Governor under the Flex-E-Grant program initiative. In our submitted proposal, our
university team sought funding to stay in the field in Martin and Perry County. In accordance with the charges outlined in
the Flex-E-Grant initiative, we proposed to address specific issues of ‘civic capacity’ in our social impact assessment.
In our Flex-E-Grant proposal, we stated that we would address civic capacity issues at two levels:
1.

First, we would complete our survey, interviews and field research. With our research complete, we argued, we
would be in a position to empirically compare and contrast civic issues and civic concerns in both Martin and
Perry County. This comparison and contrast, we argued, would allow us to understand and explain differences
in civic capacity across two coal economies. In our submitted proposal to the Flex-E-Grant program, we
argued that Perry County would serve as our “control community” and that this comparative analysis between
sites, would allow Our research team to objectively evaluate the impact that the coal waste disaster might have
had on civic life and civic capacity in Martin County.

2.

Second, we proposed to develop a series of recommendations on improving civic capacity in Martin County.
In accordance with our community based research design, we proposed to develop this set of recommendations
in close consultation with a citizen advisory committee. On this dimension, we requested funding to establish
an advisory committee of area citizens. We argued that the CAC would assist us in forming our set of
recommendations on building civic capacity in Martin County since the coal waste spill of October 2000.

Flex-E-Grant Funding ____________________________________________________________________
In August of 2001, the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Department for Local Government and the Office of the
Governor approved our Flex-E-Grant proposal. Flex-E-Grant funding has allowed our university team to complete our
survey and field interview work in both Martin and Perry County. It has also allowed our team to establish a citizen
advisory committee (CAC). Through consulting with the CAC, we have developed our project recommendation. Based on
CAC testimony, we have also conducted a careful review of the public record and an extensive review of regulatory
agency documents. As a consequence, our team has been able to develop a series of pointed recommendations on how to
improve civic and community life in Martin County since the environmental disaster of 2000.
Recommendations__________________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDATION #1: Community Involvement in Recovery and Reclamation: We encourage the Kentucky
Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor to explore
channels of public involvement in environmental recovery and reclamation in Martin County, Kentucky. We
encourage the above law-makers and their staff of associates, to review the public participation provisions contained
under CERCLA and RCRA and legally review how these provisions could be re-invoked, in some form, in providing
Martin County citizens with the appropriate civic mechanisms to participate in rebuilding their environment and
community since the 2000 October coal waste spill.
SUBRECOMMENDATION: In providing Martin County citizens with the necessary civic mechanisms in becoming
more involved in community affairs since the disaster, we encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the
Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor to act on recommendations set out by the
State Environmental Quality Commission (EQC) in January 2001: After Hearings on the Martin County coal waste
disaster, the EQC recommended to state and federal lawmakers that a citizen advisory committee of Martin County
citizens be established to oversee cleanup and reclamation activities in Martin County. We encourage the Kentucky
Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor to act on this
central EQC recommendation of establishing a citizen advisory committee.
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SUBRECOMMENDATION: In supporting a citizen advisory committee to oversee and provide input on community
and environmental recovery, we encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local
Government and the Office of the Governor to hold EPA Region 4 to its formal commitments to its citizen advisory
group (CAG) of Martin County citizens.
SUBRECOMMENDATION: In holding EPA Region 4 to its commitments to its citizen advisory group, we encourage
the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor
to review EPA Region 4 statements and actions surrounding the final submitted stream and reclamation plan.
Testimony from Martin County citizens suggests that citizens were assured by Region 4 officials of a public comment
period on the final plan but were, in the end, denied a period for public comment. Further testimony suggests that Martin
County citizens, as formal CAG representatives, were not provided opportunity to participate in conference sessions with
company and other agency personnel on environmental recovery and stream mitigation strategies.

RECOMMENDATION #2: Community Involvement in Watershed Management: We encourage the Kentucky
Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor as well as the
Kentucky State Public Service Commission to explore channels for public involvement in water quality and water
treatment issues in Martin County, Kentucky. We encourage the above lawmakers and Public Service Commission to
involve a team or taskforce of local citizens in addressing long-term water quality and water treatment issues in Martin
County.
SUBRECOMMENDATION: In involving a team or taskforce of local citizens in addressing long-term water quality
and watershed management issues in Martin County, we encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the
Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor to act on the central recommendation
contained in this report to support independent water quality testing with full citizen oversight over the sampling
and testing methods. We encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local
Government and the Office of the Governor to act on this central recommendation of our report and involve a team of
local citizens and technical experts in water quality testing and monitoring of the local watershed.

SUBRECOMMENDATION: In building an independent action team of citizens and technical experts to monitor and
test water quality in Martin County, we encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for
Local Government and the Office of the Governor to pursue compensation for laboratory, technical assistance and
consulting costs that will be incurred. Many Martin County citizens are of the view that the coal company should be
financially responsible for such independent testing and monitoring of the local watershed. However, the project team,
upon recommendation from of its own citizen advisory committee, recommends that the Kentucky Appalachian
Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor aggressively explore
methods to ensure that citizen testing and monitoring be objective and independent of outside influences and financial
ties.
SUBRECOMMENDATION: In ensuring independent and objective testing of the local watershed with citizen
oversight, we encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and
the Office of the Governor to pursue the prospect of applying for technical assistance grants under CERCLA. As outlined
in the Civic Capacity and Water Quality sections of this report, under CERCLA local citizen groups in impacted areas are
able to apply for technical assistance grants (TAG) to assist them in their own independent assessment of the short and
long term impact of a chemical contamination on their local environment and community. And. as also outlined in this
report, because EPA did not respond under CERCLA in Martin County, such TAG grants were never made available to
Martin County citizens in their own bid to independently evaluate the impact to the sludge spill on the local watershed
and area soils. But, as also outlined in this report, there appears to have been initial agency maneuvers on the part of EPA
Region 4 to respond to the disaster by invoking its authority under CERCLA. Rather than recommending a review of the
set of exchanges leading to the shift to CERCLA to the Clean Water Act, this report recommends that, as a corrective
measure in fulfilling its statute obligations to citizens and the Commonwealth, the Kentucky Appalachian Commission,
the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor request that the federal EPA make
federal TAG grants available to Martin County citizens.
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Section One: An Overview to the Report
Problem Statement_______________________________________________________________
1.

On Tuesday, October 11, 2000 at midnight, a coal company employee for Martin County Coal, a subsidiary of
Massey Energy (MCCC-Massey) is working the belt near the west mine portal. He notices that the belt has
stopped. Based on events documented in another report, the employee radios the dispatcher to report his
observation.1

2.

Company employees then travel to the north mine portal and on arrival observe slurry flowing out of the drift
opening at a high velocity. They report their findings to the radio dispatcher. According to the next set of
reported events, company employees travel next to a south mine portal. They observe slurry flowing out of the
south opening at an even higher velocity.

3.

By 2:00 in the morning, based on reported events, dozer operators are brought to the impoundment. They begin
pushing materials (soil and rock) into the impounding area where the breakthrough has occurred.

4.

An hour later at 3:00 a.m. the company safety manager calls the supervisor of the Mine Safety Health
Administration (MSHA) field office. He reports a breakthrough of slurry from the Big Branch Coal Waste
Impoundment. The company safety manager also reports that slurry has flowed out of the north and south
portals and into the waters of Coldwater Fork and Wolf Creek.

5.

By 3:30 a.m. the Company notifies the Emergency Services Director for Martin County of the incident. After
contacting local emergency personnel, the Company contacts the Kentucky Division of Emergency
Management. The Kentucky Division of Emergency Management calls the on duty officer for the Kentucky
Division of Water (DOW). The DOW discharges an Environmental Response Team to the site.

Meanwhile, Martin County citizens living on Coldwater and Wolf Creek are unaware of the activity and communications
between company and agency people that is occurring through the early morning hours. They are unaware that there has
been a massive release of slurry and sludge materials that have ruptured through the bottom of the 72-acre coal waste
impoundment upstream from their homes and properties. Citizens on Cold Water and Wolf Creek will comment on these
events in their later interviews with our project team. Some citizens will be openly hostile to the fact that residents living
downstream were never notified of the impending disaster upstream. Several area citizens in later interviews would
comment, 2


No one had notified anyone downstream that this was coming and at that time it wasn’t even down here. It was
just in the process of coming. And at their security check up there at the county road crossing it was about 10
ft. deep there at the time. But you know it was just like a big, gooey glob. It was a whole lot like watching lava.
You know the flow of it and it just kept accumulating deeper and deeper. But this has been one of my biggest
concerns since the spill happened, is that no one notified anyone downstream that it was coming. No warning,
absolutely no warning, at any time! And during one of the community meetings I asked [the coal company
president] as to why and who made that decision and he said he made that decision. I don’t want [the coal
company president] making that decision with my life and my family’s life you know…but that was their
answer to it. They made that decision.



I feel that the minute the coal company knew that it happened they should have come down Wolf Creek and
where I live warning the people.



We first learned –just by people in the area – that the impoundment had failed. And that is why of a lot of
people in this area –people are kind of angered. The fact that you had 300 million gallons of slurry that came
out of this impoundment. MCCC could not have known it could break into two watersheds. It could have easily
broken, all out into Coldwater or all out into Wolf Creek. […] All these homes in the area near the streams
would have been taken out.

1
The events chronology reported in this section are taken from: United States Department of Labor. Mine Safety and Health
Administration Coal Mine Safety and Health. (October 17, 2001) Report of Investigation. Surface Impoundment Facility Underground
Coal Mine. Non-Injury Impoundment Failure/ Mine Inundation Accident. Pp.3-5.
2

February. 2001. Field Interviews.
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After the Martin County coal waste spill of October 2000, a series of agency reports were produced that address vital
aspects of impoundment safety, impoundment regulations and agency enforcement over coal waste impoundments.
These reports are summarized below in the following footnote 3 for the reader’s benefit and reference. Several of
these reports speak to emergency preparedness and notification procedures for communities living downstream from
coal waste impoundments. Because impoundment regulations, enforcement and safety issues have been covered
elsewhere in these other reports, this report focuses less on impoundment risk, stability and safety issues. 4 Rather,
this report focuses more on the after effects of the spill on Martin County. Specifically, this report focuses more on
the social and environmental impact of the spill on community and civic life in Martin County. Unlike other agency
reports that have been produced since the Martin County coal waste spill, this report does not focus on the
impoundment, rather on the impacted community. Unlike other reports, the following report is a community impact
report that documents the impact of the October disaster on life among citizens in Martin County, Kentucky.

A Community Impact Report_______________________________________________
The Martin County coal waste spill appears to have had a significant impact on the local environment and subsequently,
on the local community. However, there persists debate between citizens and agencies on the extent to which the impact
of the spill will have chronic long-term impacts. This report attempts to document that debate. In assessing the
community impact of the spill, the following report addresses water treatment issues, water quality testing and monitoring
and cleanup and reclamation activities as reported by both agencies and the local citizenry. By addressing issues of water
treatment, water quality monitoring and reclamation, this report attempts to outline some of the issues that still confront
the community since the spill.
As the next section on Research Design and Project Methodology will explain, this social impact report takes a
community-based research (CBR) approach. That is, this project report attempts to understand the impact of the coal
waste spill on life in Martin County from the perspective of the local citizenry. In understanding the citizens’ perspective,
it is also important to note that this project employs traditional scientific research methodologies. These methods are
explained in the following section. Based on our methods, this report will show that many citizens have expressed
concerns over water treatment and water quality as well as cleanup and reclamation plans. Thus, with a report focus on
environmental issues that confront the county, from a citizens’ perspective, this report will provide some insight into the
impact of the coal waste disaster on community and civic life in Martin County.

3

See for example:
1. Triad Engineering, Inc. (March 2001) Subsurface Investigation Big Branch Slurry Impoundment Martin County, Kentucky.
Triad Project No. C 00553 Submitted to: United States Department of Labor Mine Safety and Health Administration.
Available online: http://www.msha.gov/impoundments/martincounty/triad.pdf

2.

United States Department of Labor. Mine Safety and Health Administration Coal Mine Safety and Health.
(October 17, 2001) Report of Investigation. Surface Impoundment Facility Underground Coal Mine. Non-Injury
Impoundment Failure/ Mine Inundation Accident. Available online:
http://www.msha.gov/impoundments/martincounty/martincountya.pdf

3.

National Research Council. (October 2001.) Coal Waste Impoundments: Risks, Responses and Alternatives. (Prepublication
Copy) Washington D.C. National Academy Press. Available online: http://www.nap.edu/books/030908251X/html/

4.

United States Department of Interior. Office of Surface Mining. (March 2002). Report on October 2000 Breakthrough a t the
Big Branch Slurry Impoundment. Available online: http://www.osmre.gov/martincounty030402.htm

4
Though this report will focus on the environmental and social impact of the spill, our university team has also collected information on
impoundment safety regulations and emergency preparedness. For example, our survey results report that 94 % of Martin County citizens
strongly agree (58%) or agree (36%) that the coal company should provide the community with an emergency safety plan. Likewise, in
Perry County, a similar 91 % of citizens strongly agree (33%) or agree (58%) with the need for emergency preparedness plans to protect
communities downstream from coal waste impoundments. Upon request, our project team could readily provide a supplementary report
to the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor on emergency response
and preparedness, based on field interviews and survey responses and other primary source documentation that we have collected since
being in the field in Martin County.
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Background to the Project
Prior to Flex-E-Grant Funding _____________________________________________________________________
Our research team at Eastern Kentucky University has been in the field in Martin County since the October 2000 coal
waste disaster. For the reader’s quick review, we provide a timeline of our research efforts in Martin County. The
timeline is summarized below. These stages are discussed more fully in the section on Research Design and
Methodology.

1. October 11, 2000 Big Branch Impoundment
ruptures at bottom break points and slurry and
coal waste empty into two local watersheds:
Wolf Creek and Coldwater Creek
2. Early November 2000, our university field
team conducts initial site visits to Martin
County and establishes key contacts with local
citizens.
3. Mid November 2000, our team sets up formal
meetings with key contact persons in the
community and with spokespersons for MCCCMassey. Our project team also begins to
explore funding opportunities to finance our field
research in Martin County.
4. Mid December 2000, our team receives
internal university grant support from Eastern
Kentucky University to begin our field efforts
in Martin County.
5. In early January 2001, our team establishes a
field course and recruits over 20 upper-division
university students as members of our research
team. This team will begin a social impact of
assessment of the impact of the coal waste spill
on community and civic life in Martin County.
6. End of February 2001, our university field
team completes intensive field interviews with
over thirty Martin County citizens.

7. Mid March 2001, our university field team
conducts a systematic residential survey of
Martin County citizen views since the October
2000 coal waste spill. Our team collects 290
surveys (response rate =62%).
8. End of April 2001. Our team reports the
results of the social impact survey to citizens at
the Sheldon Clark High School, Martin County
9. Mid May 2001, our team begins to survey
areas of Perry County as our identified control
community site.
10. June 2001, our university team applies for
outside Flex-E-Grant funding through the
Kentucky Appalachian Commission,
Department of Local of Government and the
Governor’s Office.
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A Proposal to Evaluate Civic Capacity since the Disaster ______________________________________________
In June of 2001, approximately eight months after the start of our project efforts in Martin County, our team at Eastern
Kentucky University submitted a proposal to the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Department for Local
Government and the Office of the Governor under the Flex-E-Grant program initiative. In our submitted proposal, our
university team sought funding to stay in the field in Martin and Perry County. In accordance with the charges outlined in
the Flex-E-Grant initiative, we proposed to address specific issues of ‘civic capacity’ in our social impact assessment.
In our Flex-E-Grant proposal, we stated that we would address civic capacity issues at two levels:
1.

First, we would complete our survey, interviews and field research. With our research complete, we argued, we
would be in a position to empirically compare and contrast civic issues and civic concerns in both Martin and
Perry County. This comparison and contrast, we argued, would allow us to understand and explain differences
in civic capacity across two coal economies. In our submitted proposal to the Flex-E-Grant program, we
argued that Perry County would serve as our “control community” and that this comparative analysis between
sites, would allow our project team to objectively evaluate the impact that the coal waste disaster might have
had on civic life and civic capacity in Martin County.

2.

Second, we proposed to develop a series of recommendations on improving civic capacity in Martin County.
In accordance with our community based research design, we proposed to develop this set of recommendations
in close consultation with a citizen advisory committee. On this dimension, we requested funding to establish
an advisory committee of area citizens. We argued that the CAC would assist us in forming our set of
recommendations on building civic capacity in Martin County since the coal waste spill of October 2000.

Flex-E-Grant Funding ____________________________________________________________________
In August of 2001, the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Department for Local Government and the Office of the
Governor approved our Flex-E-Grant proposal. Flex-E-Grant funding has allowed our university team to complete our
survey and field interview work in both Martin and Perry County. It has also allowed our team to establish a citizen
advisory committee (CAC). Through consulting with the CAC, we have developed our project recommendation. Based on
CAC testimony, we have also conducted a careful review of the public record and an extensive review of regulatory
agency documents. As a consequence, our team has been able to develop a series of pointed recommendations on how to
improve civic and community life in Martin County since the environmental disaster of 2000. These recommendations,
and the results of our research efforts under the Flex-E-Grant initiative, are contained within the body of the following
report. To assist the reader in reviewing this report, we outline the contents of the report below.

Report Outline ________________________________________________________________________


Section Two: Research Design Project Methodologies: In this section, we summarize the field interview
methods that our team used in collecting interviews with over thirty Martin County citizens. We then
summarize our survey methodologies by explaining how our survey was developed. We then discuss the
sampling methods that were used to distribute and collect surveys in both Martin and Perry County with Perry
County being described as our control community site. In this section, we also speak to the development of the
citizen advisory committee. We end with a discussion on our content analysis of newspapers articles, agency
documents and other public records. These other reports and other agency documentation are heavily cited in
the body of this report.



Section Three: Defining Civic Capacity: In this section, we provide a working definition of ‘civic capacity.’
After defining civic capacity, we then proceed to evaluate the civic sphere in Martin County since the coal
waste disaster. Based on a timeline of events that have occurred since the spill, we argue that the civic sphere
in Martin County has been seriously constricted. Events presented in this section, suggest that area citizens
have not been given opportunity to participate in environmental assessment and recovery decisions. This
section explains that there are statutes that provide for citizen involvement in disaster recovery. We review
these statutes in this section as well.
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Section Four: Emergency Water Provisions and Water Treatment: In section four we speak directly to one
of the prime issues of civic concern in Martin County as identified in our survey findings. This section
addresses water supply and water treatment since the October 2000 coal waste disaster. The section outlines
first, emergency water response as an emergency water line was established in Martin County approximately
ten days after the spill. Second, this section then outlines other water quality and water treatment issues
surrounding these two events.



Section Five: Water Quality Testing and Monitoring: In this section, based on the concerns expressed by the
citizen advisory committee, our project team reviews water testing and monitoring and other environmental
impact assessments conducted under the Unified Command Structure (UCS). This section is both framed by
the citizen advisory community and our survey findings. Based on our survey results, a large majority of
citizens either agree or strongly agree that an independent citizen’s committee should monitor water quality in
Martin County. This section, based on a review of coal company and agency water quality tests conducted
under the UCS, provides empirical justification for an independent citizens’ committee to monitor water quality
in Martin County.



Section Six: Cleanup and Reclamation and Civic Capacity since the Disaster: In the prior section (Section
Five), we start to review the environmental statutes and regulations that were applied and not applied in
responding to the coal waste disaster in Martin County. These statutes are also reviewed in the Civic Capacity
section of this report. In this section, we outline some of the public participation provision in several
environmental statutes. After outlining events surrounding cleanup and reclamation activities, we refer back to
these statutes and their provisions for public involvement and public comment.



Section Seven: Recommendation on Improving Civic Capacity in Martin County: We set our recommendations
in full in the final section of this report. We provide two principal recommendations to the Kentucky
Appalachian Commission, the Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor:
1.

Increase community involvement in cleanup and reclamation strategies

2.

Increase community involvement in watershed management

These two recommendations are central in rebuilding civic capacity in Martin County since the coal waste
disaster. We offer evidence for our position in this section of the report. In this section, we also offer a series of
sub recommendations to assist the above governing bodies in implementing the above recommendations.


Appendix A: Field interview schedule



Appendix B: Survey Results



Appendix C: Survey District Maps



Appendix D: Martin County Water District Maps
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Section Two: Research Design and Project Methodologies

After preliminary site visits, 5 our project team formally began to study the impact of the coal waste disaster on
community life in Martin County in January of 2001. In January of 2001, less than three months after the disaster, faculty
from the sociology program at Eastern Kentucky University, recruited a team of over twenty university students into a
field course to begin a social impact study in Martin County, Eastern Kentucky. Many of the student recruits, from
sociology, anthropology, social work and geography had already been well trained in traditional research methodologies
and were already prepared for an intensive research push in the impacted community. Though university students were
already well versed in traditional research and statistical methodologies, more training was in order to prepare them for
this community-based field project. In late January 2001, the university field team spent an intensive weekend in a
workshop training session. During this two-day workshop, our project team invited a key informant from the community
to lecture and discuss with the student and faculty field team on issues confronting Martin County since the spill. Along
with this local expert, the project team also invited a regional expert from the University of Kentucky to discuss and
lecture on field interview methods and techniques to apply when conducting open-ended interviews with area citizens.6
During this workshop, the project team in consultation with both experts, began to develop the set of open-ended
questions that would be used in Martin County when interviewing area citizens on their after-thoughts after the spill.
Having now provided our field team with intensive workshop training, we began to prepare for the “field interview
phase” of our research design.

Field Interview Phase ____________________________________________________________________________
Faculty on the project team soon began to make contact with area citizens based on several contact lists compiled from
newspapers and key informants. Key informants provided us with lists that represented a cross-section of area citizens.
One of our key informants in the community provided us with several lists of citizens that “we should probably talk to”
even though they themselves did not always “agree with their politics.” Thus, in our initial field contact stage, the
project team was able to make contact with local citizens that held various positions and various perspectives on the spill.
By February 2001, one of the faculty members on our project team began making telephone contact with Martin County
citizens to schedule interviews between citizens and university students. Out of approximately 50 telephone contacts, our
project team was able to line-up 36 field interviews with area citizens. During the last two weekends of February, the
student-faculty field team traveled to Martin County to conduct these scheduled interviews. These interviews between
students and citizens typically ranged from 20 minutes to 40 minutes in length. It was during these sessions that citizens,
in their homes, were asked to comment on the spill and community and environmental recovery. The open-ended semistructured interview schedule that was used in the field in Martin County is provided in Appendix A of this report (see
Appendix A). Along with these scheduled interviews, while in the field, the project team was able to secure several more
interviews with area citizens. These citizens were also willing to share their points of view and perspective on the spill
with the university field team.
During this field interview phase, each university student was responsible for conducting approximately two taped field
interviews with area residents. In addition, as part of their project obligations, students then transcribed these taperecorded sessions and coded the interviews for content. The project team has since heavily referenced these transcripts.
The transcripts have assisted the project team in understanding events surrounding the coal waste disaster in Martin
County from a citizen’s perspective. In this report, our project team quotes and references this transcript database.
5

Prior to January 2001, the project team consulted with subject experts and wrote small mini-grants to fund our field efforts. The project
team would like to acknowledge, at the start of this report, the help in project startup that Duane Gill, Mississippi State University
provided faculty and students at Eastern Kentucky University. Gill, an expert on communities and technological disaster, traveled to
Eastern Kentucky University to consult with students and faculty on matters of research design and human subject protocols when
studying disaster-impacted communities. Gill’s visit was funded through the Appalachian Studies Center and various other programs
and departments at Eastern Kentucky University.

6
The project team would like to also acknowledge the help in project startup that Shaunna Scott, University of Kentucky provided
faculty and students at Eastern Kentucky University. Scott has since begun to develop a similar field component offering at the
University of Kentucky. Scott’s visit was funded through the Appalachian Studies Center, Eastern Kentucky University. We also want
to formally acknowledge the help of all our citizen contacts in assisting the project team in project development. Without their help and
early confidence in our project, the success of our field efforts in Martin County would have been far less. Other programs and internal
grants at Eastern Kentucky University have funded other stages of this project prior to the current funding source: The Flex-E-Grant
Initiative: Funded through the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, Department for Local Government and the Governor’s Office
allowed us to establish and consult regularly with our citizen advisory committee.
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Survey Development _____________________________________________________________________________
It soon became apparent to the student-and-faculty research team, in our seminar discussions, that certain themes and
concerns were consistently being repeated and expressed in our field interviews with area citizens: It appeared, for
example, that many citizens were generally concerned over the long-term impact of the coal waste spill on the area
environment and local watershed. Others expressed more specific concern over the public water system and water testing
and monitoring. Also in our discussions, it appeared that many citizens were speaking to how disaster response and
cleanup activities were being handled by the coal company, government and various state and federal regulatory agencies.
Based on these interviews, our project team of faculty and students began to identify the themes that were being expressed
in our field conversations with area citizens. These repeated themes, issues and concerns then informed the development
of our survey questionnaire. In developing the survey, questions from standard community impact surveys 7 were
modified to reflect the themes being expressed in Martin County. Over several working sessions, the student-faculty
research team modified standard inventory questions to reflect local issues and local concerns. The survey was then pilottested. Through various stages of its development, the survey was pilot-tested across twelve sociology classes at Eastern
Kentucky University. Based on the commentary and feedback of more university students and faculty, provided during
the pilot-testing, further modifications were made to the survey instrument. A copy of the survey along with percentage
reports on each question for Martin County and the control community is provided in Appendix B of this report (see
Appendix B).

Sampling Methodology _____________________________________________________________________________
Although this project is often referred to as the “Martin County project,” it is important to explain that not all of Martin
County was surveyed during the survey phase of our research design. Our project team surveyed the more populated
areas of the county between the city of Inez and the town of Warfield. This area was defined as the ‘direct impact zone’
by the project team. [See: Map Appendix C. Map 1: Primary Survey Routes in Impact Zone, Martin County, Kentucky].
Our project team was mostly interested in surveying Inez and Warfield citizens living between these two watersheds.
Essentially, our team was mostly interested in understanding the views of citizens that lived in closer proximity to the
impacted area than citizens that lived in other, further removed, areas of the county. It is typical practice in community
and disaster research, and in environmental-community- health impact assessments to define population boundaries
differently than based on standard county or town boundaries. Typically not all persons in a town, city, county or even
neighborhood confront the same environmental impacts. This is specially the case when geo-physical conditions such as
topography, ground and surface water flow, soil composition and wind direction are considered.
Having decided on the population parameters, the project team then made decisions on sampling methodology. The
project team devised a sample method that reflected settlement patterns with a higher proportion of surveys being
distributed in higher density areas and route districts within the impact zone. Based on a systematic review of residential
addresses listed in the telephone directory, the project team made decisions on the proportion of surveys to distribute
along each county road. Surveys were then bundled accordingly. A set number of surveys were bundled for delivery on
each route. The project team then decided to treat each route as a sub-sample frame: Based on the house count on each
route and the number of surveys to distribute, the student-faculty survey team would deliver a survey to every “nth” house
on that particular road or route area. Along with this systematical residential sample design, the project team decided to
use a “drop-off/ pick-up” method. The project team agreed that arrangements would be made with local citizens to pickup
the completed survey the following day.
To survey the impacted area, the team used three student survey teams (each team with a faculty driver) in the field at the
same time. Each survey team was responsible for separate survey districts. See Map Appendix C 8 of the three survey
districts within the impact zone.
Student-faculty survey teams were assigned to each of the three survey districts. Student-faculty survey teams distributed
and collected surveys over the course of a week –the March 2001 Spring Break Week. Three survey teams were in the
field for three working days and another three field teams (with the same three faculty drivers on each sweep) completing

7
The project team is thankful to Duane Gill, Mississippi State University, for sharing with our project team, community impact surveys
that were distributed in impacted and control communities in Alaska after the Exxon-Valdez oil spill in 1991, 1992 and 2001. Other
questions from other risk perception surveys were taken from: Freudenberg, William. (1993) Risk and Recreancy: Weber, the Division
of Labor, and the Rationality of Risk Perceptions. Social Forces. June 1993. 71 (4) pp.909-932; Freudenburg, William and Timothy
Jones (1991) Does an Unpopular Facility Cause Stress? A Test of the Supreme Court Hypothesis. Social Forces 69: 1143-68.
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See: Map 1: Primary Survey Routes in Impact Zone, Martin County, Kentucky.
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the survey work within each survey district over the course of the remaining three Spring Break vacation days. By the
week’s end, 290 surveys were collected from Martin County citizens living in the impacted area with a response rate of
62 percent.

Sample Representativenesss________________________________________________________________________
Our research team designed a sampling method that would result in a sample representative of settlement patterns in the
impact area. A higher proportion of surveys were distributed to higher density areas within the impact zone. It appears
that the sample (n=290) is not only representative of settlement patterns in the area, but appears relatively representative
of some broader population characteristics in Martin County based on a review of county employment, income and
education data. A review of Table 2.A, for example, suggests that the sample matches general employment
characteristics for the county. For example, 7 percent of those surveyed reported being unemployed in March 2001, while
official state statistics report a similar 6 % unemployment rate for the county in March 2001. Aside from unemployment,
the project team had wanted to compare occupational patterns between our sample and the county population based on
coal mining. However, the project team was unable to make this comparison due to question measurement differences
between our survey report and data compiled through the U.S. Department of Labor Statistics. Whereas, our survey
findings report 32 percent of Martin County citizens reporting either themselves, or a family member involved 9 in the
mining industry. Labor statistics for the region report approximately 10 percent of the county workforce employed either
full-time or part-time in the mining sector. 10 Differences in how mine employment and mine sector involvement are
measured make these percentages not comparable.

Table 2.A. Assessing Sample Representativeness based on Employment, Income
and Education Characteristics
Sample Percentages a
Unemployment
Income

7%
$20, 000 (median)

County Population Reports
8% b
$22, 000 (median) d

Education

a.
b.
c.
d.

<High School

28%

55%

High School

59%

38%

College

13%

6%

Martin County sample (n=290, response rate=62%)
Kentucky Department for Employment Services: Labor Market Information.
Available online: http://www.kycwd.org/des/lmi/labor/clf/annual00.htm
U.S. Census Bureau. State and County Quick Facts. Available online: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/21/21159.html
Note: High School category includes persons with some college as well as an Associates Degree while College category
includes persons with a Bachelors or Professional Degree. Regional Economic Information System (2000) GEOSTAT –
Geospatial Statistical Data Center. Available online:
http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/BasicFactsTable?_lang=en&_vt_name=DEC_1990_STF3_DP2&_geo_id=05000US21159

With respect to income levels, the U.S. Census for 2000 reported the median household income in Martin County at
$22,000.00 ($22,497.00) per year. In our sample, near half (47%) of those residents surveyed reported household incomes
less than $20,000 in 2000. On education, based on U.S. 2000 Census comparisons, our sample appears to be slightly
more educated than is typical in Martin County with 13 percent of those persons surveyed reporting more than 16 years of
education (a Bachelors Degree or Professional Degree). In contrast, U.S. Census data compiled on Martin County for
2000 reports 6 percent of the county workforce (over the age of 25) holding at least a Bachelor’s Degree.
9
Survey percentages are reported on the following survey question: “Is any person in your household involved in the mining industry –
either through being employed, the sale of mineral rights or through other business-related activities?” See Appendix B for the survey
question and percentage breakdowns for both Martin and Perry County.
10
Taken from: Regional Economic Information System (2000). GEOSTAT: Geo Spatial and Statistical Data Center. Available online:
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/cgi-local/reisbin/county2.cgi
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Control Community _____________________________________________________________________________
Soon after the survey was distributed in Martin County, our project team began to make plans to survey a control
community. A comparison of Martin County citizen views with citizen views in a comparable community would allow
us to infer on the impact that the coal waste spill had on citizen and civic attitudes. Both being defined by the Kentucky
Appalachian Commission as “core coal producing” counties, 11 our project team selected an area in Perry County as a
comparable community site for comparisons with Martin County. As in the case of Martin County, not all of Perry
County would be surveyed. Our team decided to distribute a similar survey to citizens living along the Kentucky River
basin between two large coal waste impoundments: The Brushy Fork Impoundment in Knott County, rated by the Mine
Safety Health Administration (MSHA) as ‘moderate’ breakthrough potential, and the Four Seams Impoundment in Perry
County rated by MSHA as of “low’12 potential for breakthrough. Under breakthrough conditions, based on MSHA
definitions, populations living downstream in this catchment area would be directly impacted through property loss and
loss of public services and/ or damage to the environment.
Other county factors, aside from proximity to coal waste impoundments, were also considered in deciding on Perry
County as the control community site: For one, Perry County, like Martin County, is categorized by the Appalachian
Regional Commission as a “Distressed County.” Like Martin County, approximately 30 percent of the Perry County
population falls below the federal poverty line. Like Martin County, a very small percentage of young adults went on to
complete college. According to 1990 Census reports, less than 7.0 percent of the adult workforce was college educated in
Perry County which was similar to Martin County with only 6 percent of the adult workforce holding a college degree in
1990. 13 Though it is worth noting that in our survey sweep of Perry County, as in Martin County, a higher proportion of
college-educated persons were surveyed. Twenty-one percent of Perry County citizens report 16 or more years of formal
schooling in 2000 (See Survey Appendix B).
Our project team initiated the survey sweep of the control community during the summer of 2001. During the summer of
2001, our team used two student-faculty field teams and applied the same drop-off/ pick-up method and proportionate
sampling design. That is, the potential impact area was stratified by route area with a higher proportion of surveys being
distributed along higher density route areas as was done during the Martin County survey sweep. During the summer of
2001, our project team started the survey on the outskirts of Hazard and in Vicco with a summer field team of faculty and
students collecting 100 surveys. By the fall of 2001, with funded support from the Flex-E-Grant program, our team
recruited a new field team of university students to complete the control community phase of the research design. Flex-EGrant funding allowed the project team to survey parts of the Hazard municipality within the defined impact zone. (See
Map Appendix C. Map 2: Primary Survey Routes in Projected Impact Zone, Perry County, Kentucky.) Over two threeday weekends in September 2001, the student-faculty research team divided into four survey teams, mapped and then
surveyed four survey districts in the Hazard municipal area of the Kentucky River basin. Our project team collected an
additional 150 surveys with Flex-E-Grant funding. Across both the summer and fall survey sweeps, our team collected
250 surveys from the “potential impact zone” in Perry County with a standard 50% response rate for a survey control site.
Comparable case bases for Perry (n=259) and Martin (n=292) County allow for valid comparisons between places.

Data Comparisons _____________________________________________________________________________
Throughout this report, we compare the results between Martin and Perry County citizens from our social impact survey.
This comparison of citizen attitudes, among relatively similar communities, allows us to infer on the impact of the coal
waste disaster on shifts in public and civic attitudes in Martin County. We believe that some of the reported shifts in
public opinion between communities are likely due to the coal waste spill. Our project team believes this is a sound
assumption considering, not only the above community parallels, but also the match on demographic and household
characteristics between samples. These household parallels between samples are reported next.

11
U.S. Census figures were quoted from: Kentucky Appalachian Commission. (2000) Pursuing the Potential of Appalachian Kentucky:
Kentucky’s Appalachian Development Plan.

12

Note: MSHA rating on the Four Seam Slurry impoundment rates it as ‘low’ breakthrough potential with breakthrough being contained
within underground mines. For rating system: See: http://www.msha.gov/impoundments/asp/impoundments.asp
MSHA rating on the Brushy Fork impoundment rates with ‘moderate’ breakthrough potential with potential breakthrough damage to
miners, property and the environment. See: http://www.msha.gov/impoundments/asp/impoundments.asp
13
U.S.Census figures were quoted from: Kentucky Appalachian Commission. (2000) Pursuing the Potential of Appalachian Kentucky:
Kentucky’s Appalachian Development Plan.
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Household and Demographic Characteristics between Samples: Most citizens in both counties rely on their county’s
public water system When asked to report on their water source, 85 percent of Martin County citizens say that they rely
on the public water system, compared to 89 percent of Perry County citizens, while only 14 and 8 percent of Martin and
Perry county citizens respectively report using a private water source or private well. In terms of homeownership, in
Martin County 85 percent of those surveyed report owning their homes, while in Perry County 69 percent report being
homeowners; the larger number of apartment complexes and rental units in the Hazard municipality could possibly
account for the differences in homeownership rates between counties.
Income levels between counties, as reflected in our samples, appear to be comparable: In Martin County, 20 percent of
those surveyed report a salary under $10,000 per year in comparison to19 percent in Perry County. Forty-seven percent
of Martin County citizens report an income less than $20, 000 while 38 percent of Perry County citizens report within the
same income range. Other income comparison across other income categories are reported in Table 2.B. In terms of
gender, in Martin County, 39 percent of the survey case base report being male and 61 percent report being female
compared to 40 percent male and 60 percent female in Perry County. In both samples, there was an approximate 2 to 3
ratio of men to women.
Another noteworthy comparison between communities was on the question, “Did you vote in the last local election?” The
percentage of voters in the last local election for both Martin and Perry County was 75 percent while 25 percent in both
chose not to vote in the last local election. It appears, therefore, based on these survey percentages, that our survey results
represent more so the voting public in both counties. Finally, the average length of residence in both counties is relatively
similar based on survey reports. The typical survey respondent, in Martin County, reported living in the community
approximately 37 years, while the typical survey respondent, in Perry County, reported living 38 years, on average, in
Perry County. These percentages are summarized in Table 2.B.

Table 2.B. Martin County and Perry County Household and Demographic Comparisons
Martin County
(n=290)

Perry County
(n= 250)

39%
61%

40%
60%

37 yrs.

38 yrs.

85%

69%

85%
14%

89%
8%

20%
47% cumulative

19%
38% cumulative

75%

75%

Gender
Male
Female
Average years spent living in
County
Homeownership
Water Source
Public Water
Private Well
Income
Less than $10,000
Less than $20,000
Voted in last local Election?
Yes

Note: Other demographic comparisons between Martin and Perry County households are presented in Survey Appendix B of this report.

Community and Quality of Life Questions between Samples: Though there are broad parallels between households at
both sites, it appears based on a review of other survey questions presented in Survey Appendix B, that citizens in Martin
County and Perry County are thinking differently on various issues related to their communities. Again, we infer that
some of these attitude differences between similar households in similar communities might be due to the impact of the
coal waste disaster in one of them. For example, on the community/ quality of life scale, 62 percent of Martin County
citizens rate the quality of the natural environment in their community as “poor- to- very poor” compared to only 23
percent in Perry County. On outdoor recreational opportunities, 79 percent of Martin County citizens rate outdoor
recreational opportunities “poor- to-very poor” in comparison to only 35 percent in Perry County.
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On another community scale, presented in full in Survey Appendix B, Martin and Perry County citizens were asked to rate
their community concerns on the following scale: not a problem, a slight problem, a moderate problem, a serious
problem. Based on our results, it appears that Martin County citizens report greater concern with city, county and state
government than citizens in Perry County. Thirty-six percent of Martin County citizens report a serious problem with city
government, 45 percent with county government and 29 percent with state government. These percentages more than
double reports in Perry County: In rating city, county and state government a ‘serious problem’, Perry County citizens
report 14, 19 and 12 percent respectively. These results are reported in Table 2.C.
Continuing with this inventory of community questions, in Perry County, 3 out of 4 (74 percent) of those surveyed report
crime and drugs as their greatest concern compared to 51 percent of Martin County citizens. Unemployment was the
second highest rated concern in Perry County with 45 percent of citizens rating it a serious problem. In Perry County,
crime and drugs and unemployment appear to be the principal local issues among citizens.
Whereas crime and drugs is the highest rated problem among Perry County citizens, Martin County citizens report
drinking water as their number one concern. Eighty percent -or 8 out of 10- Martin County citizens compared to only 24
percent -or 2 out of 10- Perry County citizens rate drinking water ‘a serious problem.’ Based on survey percentages,
drinking water appears to be of the highest priority among Martin County citizens. As in Perry County, unemployment is
also rated a serious community problem among Martin County citizens. But whereas 45 percent of Perry County citizens
rate unemployment a serious problem in their community, 71 percent -or 7 out of 10- Martin County citizens report
unemployment as a serious issue facing their community. Along with unemployment, coal waste is also rated high as ‘a
serious problem’ in Martin County. Like unemployment, an approximate 7 out of 10 of Martin County citizens (69
percent) rate coal waste a serious issue facing their community versus 12 percent of Perry County citizens rating coal
waste the same way. These percentages are also reported in Table 2.C.

Table 2.C. Martin County and Perry County Community / Quality of Life Comparisons

Quality of Community Life
(Poor to Very Poor)
Natural Environment
Outdoor Recreation

Martin County
(n=292)

Perry County
(n=292)

62%
79%

23 %
35%

Community Problems (A Serious
Problem)
36%

14%

City Government
County Government
State Government

45%
29%

19%
12%

Unemployment
Local Environment
Coal Waste

71%
41%
69%

45%
16%
12%

Drinking Water

80%

20%

Note: Other Demographic Comparisons between Martin and Perry County households are presented in Survey Appendix B of this report.

Significant differences between communities are also found on the dimensions of health, sewage, garbage, economic
growth and the environment. When asked, for example, to rate the environment in their community, 41 percent of Martin
County citizens rate it a serious problem in comparison to only 16 percent of Perry County citizens. These percentages
are summarized in Table 2.C below. Survey percentages for the full question inventory on community satisfaction are
reported in Survey Appendix B of this report. A review of table and appendix percentages suggest that Martin County
citizens report a greater number of problems in their community than Perry County citizens with the exception of crime
and drugs, -which citizens report as the number one issue in Perry County. In contrast, in Martin County, citizens rate
drinking water as the number one problem facing their community.
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In summary, it appears based on survey comparisons on standard community, quality of life and livability scales that
Martin County citizens tend to think differently about their environment, watershed, public water system and government
than other citizens. Further ahead, we report on other percentage differences on other questions between Perry and Martin
County. These percentage differences have helped frame the set of recommendations offered in this report.

Citizen Advisory Committee ________________________________________________________________________
In fine-tuning our set of report recommendations, our project team has consulted heavily with area citizens. Flex-E-Grant
funding allowed our project team in the fall of 2001 to establish a citizen advisory committee (CAC). University
students involved in the fall 2001phase conducted field interviews with area citizens that had agreed to participate on the
citizen advisory committee. In these interviews, the CAC was asked to discuss issues confronting the community since
the spill. The CAC also discussed with the student-faculty research team environmental response and how the coal
company, various branches of government and various regulatory agencies had handled the response. During these
interviews, CAC members were asked to fine-tune, develop and critique the set of report recommendations in progress.
CAC interviews were then transcribed, tagged and coded for content. As a result, the project team has another store of
citizen commentary along with the February 2001 interviews with 30 Martin County citizens to draw upon in writing this
report. These CAC transcripts, and other consultation sessions with the CAC, have been heavily referenced in developing
the recommendations in this report. (See: Corresponding footnote and the project team’s acknowledgement to the CAC).14

Content Analysis on News Events __________________________________________________________________
Over a four-month period, the local county newspapers, the Mountain Citizen and the Martin County Sun as well as the
regional newspaper, the Lexington Herald Leader, were content-coded for the following themes: 1.Emergency water
provisions, 2. Water treatment, 3.Water quality, testing and monitoring and 4. Cleanup and reclamation. 15 Contentcoding for each of these themes was done using traditional content-analysis methods: Each news article was coded
separately on each of the above themes. For example, local and regional new reports were coded and notes were taken on
all articles related to water quality and water testing. This information was then compiled into a database. The database
represents now a spreadsheet of notes on newspaper events related to water testing and water quality monitoring in Martin
County. The project team has compiled separate databases for each of the above content themes. News accounts of
events in the field, and how they have unfolded, frame and set the context for the comments and analysis of events
provided by area citizens. In the following report, citizen and CAC commentary, as well as survey percentages, are set in
the context of a timeline of events as recorded by the regional and local press. It is worth stressing that local news
reporting by the Martin County Sun and the Mountain Citizen16 serves as much of the backdrop of this report. The work
of county reporters, and their extensive and investigative reporting on the spill and state and federal agency actions in
responding to the spill, are fully acknowledged here.
Review of Primary Source (Agency) Documentation _________________________________________________
Towards the end of our content review of news reports, the student-faculty research team initiated a review of primary
source documentation on the spill. In mid December 2001, our team submitted a formal request to review regulatory
records on file at the Division of Water (DOW). One-month later, the DOW made available the public access files
regarding the spill. 17 During sessions at the DOW, the research team reviewed enforcement, test data and the daily
14

Due to the length of time it has taken to compile this report and considering the ‘consent to continue’ protections that were built into
our research protocol, at various stages of our research design, members of the citizen advisory committee (CAC) have since left the
project. The project team anticipated that this would occur as the project moved towards completion of its final report. As part of our
human subject protocol of ‘no coercion in research,’ we provided citizens with several opportunities to opt off the CAC at several
junctures in our research. Though citizens were unable to make a public commitment to the final report as public representatives of the
CAC, the project team wants to thank the CAC for their contributions to this research project.

15
Although not being reported here, local and regional news accounts of the spill were also coded on mine regulations, impoundment
safety, emergency preparedness and coal waste alternatives.
16

The Martin County Sun has since incorporated into the Big Sandy Area News and the Mountain Citizen has faced other issues related
to incorporation since the May 2002 writing of this report. See: Roger Alford, AP (May 22, 2002). Judge orders newspaper not to print
under name: Newspaper loses right to use its copyrighted name. Richmond Register.

17

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUESTS: The project team made its first records request to the Division of Water (DOW)
Records Division in mid-December (December 19 2002). It is worth noting that the DOW legal team first reviewed file materials on the
Martin Count coal waste spill before being released for our inspection and public review. Email Correspondence: To: Stephanie McSpirit
From: DOW Records Division (January 11, 2002)
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incident reports on file in the Records Division. With regard to enforcement actions, our team reviewed the enforcement
files in order to formally outline regulatory actions, violations, and exchanges between the state DOW and the Martin
County Coal Corporation (MCCC). We also reviewed Federal EPA enforcement records on file at the DOW.
Our student-faculty research team then completed a review of water quality tests on file with the DOW. Division of
Water files contained water monitoring and water test reports filed by Martin County Coal and its subcontracting firms as
well as water test data completed by the DOW- Drinking Water Branch. With copies of water quality analyses, the team
then consulted with three separate water quality experts at Eastern Kentucky University in separate consultation
sessions.18 Based on these consultation sessions, our research team compiled a database of DOW and Coal Company
water test data done on the Martin County watershed since the October 2000 spill. This database of water testing and
watershed monitoring forms much of the basis of the documentation cited in the Water Quality Testing and Monitoring
Section of this report.
The student-faculty research team also reviewed federal EPA and EPA Region 4 regulatory records based on a review of
the EPA Administrative Record publicly available on CD-Rom.19 Aside from this software search, the project team also
corresponded electronically with EPA Region 4 officials and were able to obtain other EPA information and
documentation on the spill. Our team has since received from EPA Region 4 teleconference minutes between Region 4
and Martin County citizens 20 as well as copies of final reclamation plans. Transcripts (January 29, 2002) between EPA,
the state and company officials on final reclamation strategies for Martin County have also been forwarded for our team’s
review by Region 4.

Summary of Project Method ______________________________________________________________________
Our student-faculty research team has applied a community-based, multi-method approach in assessing the impact of the
coal waste spill on community life and civic capacity in Martin County. By applying several research methodologies, the
project team has lent validity to the perspective of Martin County citizens. Our survey and our content analysis of news
events and agency records seems to reinforce the position of Martin County citizens and our citizen advisory committee.
For this reason, we are confident in the recommendations that are set out in this report. The project recommendations on
rebuilding Martin County’s civic capacity since the coal waste disaster are recommendations that have been developed
out of several research methodologies and in careful consultation with our citizen advisory committee.

At the time, several of the project team’s CAC members expressed concern with this DOW protocol and wanted to know whether any
documents had been removed from public inspection and if any documents had been, which documents, and the reasons for withholding
release. In March 2001, the project team followed up on this CAC request and posted to the DOW a request for a listing of all
documents removed from the Martin County Coal file and requested the reasons for their removal. This list is still pending.
Email Correspondence: From: Stephanie McSpirit. To: DOW Records Division. (April 16, 2002)
The project team also recognizes some advantages to agency review of documentation before release to the public insofar as the
documentation that has been made available has been pre-approved for public release. We feel confident citing extensively from the
DOW Records file.
The project team has also filed a Freedom of Information (FOI) request with EPA Region 4 regarding past response actions in the field
pertaining to Eastern Coal Company in Hardy, Pike County, Kentucky (1985). The project team believes that this 1985 case would help
the project team frame EPA response actions in Martin County. After some correspondence on the prospects of a full fee waiver
(denied), the project team is waiting to hear from EPA Region 4 with regard to the status of this 1985 Eastern Coal Corporation request.
Email Correspondence: From: Stephanie McSpirit. To: EPA FOIA (June 1, 2002)
18
Our project team would like to acknowledge the technical assistance that Drs. Guenter Schuster (Biological Sciences), Barbara Ramey
(Biological Sciences) and Melissa Dieckmann (Earth Sciences), Eastern Kentucky University provided the project team in reading water
quality reports. The final interpretation and framing of the water and soils data that appears in this report, however, lies solely with the
research team in consultation with the CAC.
19

Administrative Record: Martin County: To Obtain: AR Coordinator: U.S. EPA Region IV, 61 Forsyth Street SW. Atlanta, GA
30303. (404) 562-8862

20

The minute record on teleconference sessions between EPA officials and Martin County citizens that the project team has been able to
review is incomplete. The project team has only been able to secure meeting minutes for June 14 2001, June 26 2001, September 4 2001,
September 4 2001, and January 8, 2002 though the project team is aware that EPA Region 4 has held nearly regular (every first Tuesday
of the Month) teleconference sessions. The project team has requested that EPA Region 4 provide remaining transcripts so that our team
can review the complete record of EPA Region 4- and Martin County citizen dialogue on recovery issues facing the county. However,
the full transcript set was unavailable through the regional office. Email Correspondence: To: EPA Region 4 From: StephanieMcSpirit
(June 1, 2002).
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In assessing the credibility of our recommendations, a summary of our research design follows:
1.

Our student-faculty research team began to identify the issues confronting citizens in February of 2001, when
university students conducted semi-structured, taped interviews with over thirty Martin County citizens.

2.

Based on the themes that the research team heard emerging from these field interviews, our team then
developed a survey that reflected these themes.

3.

Martin County citizens were then surveyed through systematic residential sample methods. Our survey resulted
in 290 Martin County citizens (response rate=62%) reporting their opinion on the spill and how it had been
handled by federal and state agencies.

4.

For comparison purposes, the survey was administered in a similar coal community soon after. Flex-E-Grant
funding allowed our project team to survey citizens in Perry County. A comparison of percentages, suggests
that Martin County citizens are thinking differently about the issues confronting their community since the
October 2000 coal waste spill.

5.

Based on survey percentages, the student-faculty research team then assembled a citizen advisory committee of
area citizens to fine-tune report recommendations and assist the research team in writing the final report. This
was in accord with our community-based approach as our team intended to deliver a community impact
assessment that was reflective of citizen concerns from a citizen’s perspective. Establishing the CAC was also
financed through the Flex-E-Grant initiative.

6.

To frame and add context for what we heard citizens in Martin County expressing, the research team then began
a content review of secondary and primary source documentation on the spill. The research team used
traditional content-analysis methods to catalogue and document news events and regulatory agency
documentation and water test reports (both agency tests and company tests) in Martin County.

Through these multiple methods, the student-faculty research team is confident that the following report catalogues events
in Martin County, emphasizing events from a citizen’s perspective. The report, our research team believes, highlights
many of the events and many of the issues confronting citizens and civic capacity since the coal waste spill in Martin
County. For this reason, we encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Department for Local Government
and the Office of the Governor to consider thoughtfully the contents of the report and then act on the recommendations
contained at the end of this report.
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Section Three:
Evaluating Civic Capacity in Martin County
Civil society is often referred to as the sphere where representatives of government, industry and the general public
engage in a public exchange over rights and claims.21 The term “civil society” usually refers to the public discourse that
occurs at the nation-state level. On the other hand, the concept “civic capacity” is often reserved for the public exchanges
that occur at the local level. Naturally, the national and local civic spheres are linked as national politics, federal statutes
and constitutional frameworks influence civic developments and civic exchanges locally. These national and local
linkages are, hopefully, reflected in this report as this report often refers to federal regulations and statutory provisions in
order to make sense of local events in order to set the context behind civic capacity issues in Martin County. But
ultimately, the charge of this report, under the Flex-E-Grant initiative, is to evaluate local civic capacity, at the local level
in Martin County since the coal waste disaster of 2000. Based on this evaluation, this report is then charged with
providing recommendations on rebuilding civic life and increasing civic capacity since the disaster. Before this report can
evaluate ‘civic capacity’ and make recommendations on rebuilding it, it seems necessary to start with an operating
definition. What is meant by ‘civic capacity?’ How has it been defined? What are the components elements to it? In the
following subsection, we address these questions and begin to work towards an operating definition of ‘civic capacity.’
Civic Capacity: A Working Definition:
The civic sphere, as said, is often described as the place where citizens as either representatives of industry, government
or the general public exercise their rights or claims over some public issue or public good. While the civic sphere is often
described as the place where citizens exercise their rights and claims, it is also equally worth noting, that citizens, when
entering the civic arena, also exercise certain responsibilities. It could be argued that the typical citizen possesses little
power in influencing local affairs as a single disparate voice; that is why citizens, when placing issues on the civic agenda,
typically enter the civic sphere as members of community groups, local associations, coalitions or committees. In joining
a civic group or civic organization, the local citizen is able to advance his or her private concerns as public issues. As
citizens enter the civic sphere, as organization members and group participants, they assume certain added responsibilities
to the group or organization to which they belong: Now they must keep abreast of the issue, attend meetings and fulfill
other obligations needed by the group. It is much easier to be a consumer than a civic-minded member of a community.
Granted, not all citizens are as civically involved as other citizens and levels of civic responsibility, therefore, vary by
levels of group commitment and participation among citizens. The point worth noting, however, is that while the civic
sphere is often noted as the arena where citizens attempt to exercise and advance their rights, it is equally important to
note, that citizens also accept certain added responsibilities when they enter the civic arena as group members. For this
reason, the civic sphere has by formal definition, been considered the place where citizens exercise their rights as well as
their responsibilities (Janoski 1998). One Martin County citizen captured it best:


You know, you have rights. I think that is the biggest change in attitudes. People have finally realized that.
They have a group -a citizens’ group … It is just citizens... I mean it is just citizens across the county that are
pulling together, and they want to make sure that this is all cleaned up and also to deal with other issues. They
want to make sure we have safe water … and so, not only is the attitude, “well, I want to get out of here,”
though there are a lot of people that have that attitude. There are also a lot of people that are true to this County
and they want to stick around and they want to tackle this. They know that this county is their home and they
want to make it better. I think that is most important. 22

With an equal emphasis on responsibilities as well as rights, a community’s civic sphere is dependent on the extent to
which local citizens, through membership in civic organizations, assume certain civic responsibilities, e.g. stay true to
their community and begin to involve themselves in the affairs of their community. This basic tenet helps build our
working definition of civic capacity. A community’s civic capacity is dependent on the number of citizens, in active
citizen groups participating in a democratic exchange over the direction and the affairs of the community. Some
communities have more ‘civic capacity’ than others. Communities that have a more developed civic sphere have more
citizens, active in civic groups, organizations and civic action teams, participating in community affairs. These
communities have more capacity to be proactive with regard to the issues that might be facing them. On the other hand,
communities with low levels of civic capacity have fewer civic-minded citizens with fewer civic organizations; these
21

Thomas Janoski. 1998. Citizenship and Civil Society: A Framework of Rights and Obligations in Liberal, Traditional and Social
Democratic Regimes. Cambridge University Press.
22
February. 2001. Field Interviews.
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communities, invariably, are weaker communities. Such communities have less local capacity to be proactive and
aggressively confront local issues and problems. In evaluating civic capacity, this is one dimension to check: Does the
local civic sphere invite opportunity and chance for citizens in civic organizations, and civic groups, to actively
participate in a meaningful and democratic debate over the direction of the community?

Civic Capacity and Public Participation
Historically, the civic sphere has expanded from citizen claims and organizing efforts over voting rights to more active
participatory rights. Each right, be it voting rights, civil rights or participation rights requires a level of commitment and
responsibility on the part of the citizenry to ensure that these civic gains and civil liberties stay protected and are not
retracted. Maintaining, and protecting, and advancing each right requires responsibility and constant vigilance on the part
of citizens and citizen groups. Increasingly, citizens have organized, mobilized and have legally pressured to have more
input and say in community decisions and decision-making processes. Thus, over the decades, citizen participation rights
have steadily advanced. One of the areas where citizens have pressed for more input and participation is in the area of
environmental planning and environmental decision-making. As early as 1969, under the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA), mechanisms were developed at the federal level, to increase public participation in federal planning
initiatives. As a consequence of this Act, all federal and state permitting agencies, -the Environmental Protection Agency,
the Army Corps of Engineers, the Department of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement- among others, are each
compelled by law, to file all environmental impact statements (EIS) on federal project applications for public review and
public comment.23

Citizen Involvement in Environmental Planning
There are more federal statutes in place today that provide citizens with channels for input in community environmental
decision-making. Since the passage of NEPA, similar mechanisms for increased public participation and public comment
have been amended to the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), as well
as added to the Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA). These two environmental statutes are described in the
section on Water Quality Testing and Monitoring more thoroughly. In this section on Civic Capacity, it is important only
to note that both environmental statutes now include mechanisms for public participation in environmental disaster
response (CERCLA) and in regulating hazardous wastes (RCRA).
With CERCLA, for example, often better known as “Superfund,” passage of the 1986 Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act (SARA) resulted in more effective channels for public participation in each stage of environmental
disaster response. In responding to the release of chemical contaminants into the environment, CERCLA now mandates
that the EPA include provisions for public participation in the initial stages of preliminary site assessment, through to
remedial investigation (RI), to the feasibility study (FS), through to the record of decision (ROD) on appropriate cleanup
options and remedial actions. Under the amended CERCLA, citizen groups are eligible for site characterization grants,
which are small technical assistance grants (TAG) of approximately fifty thousand dollars.24 Local citizen groups can
use these TAG grants to hire independent consultants to evaluate the extent of the contaminant release and independently
assess the environmental impact on the local community. Along with public involvement in the initial environmental
impact assessment, 1986 amended CERCLA, as outlined above, provides other mechanisms for citizen participation at
other stages of disaster response and cleanup. For example, in developing a site cleanup and reclamation plan, under the
amended CERCLA, prior to initiating reclamation activities on a Superfund site, the EPA must submit its proposed work
plan to a thirty-day public comment period. This thirty-day public comment period is similar to the public participation
provisions originally set out under NEPA.25

23

See: National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) provides for and requires public participation in federal actions significant affecting
the quality of the human environment. See 42 USC sec. 4332. The regulations implementing NEPA promulgated by the President’s
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) at 40 CFR Part 1501.7(a)(1). The state requires: “invite the participation of affected Federal,
State and local agencies, any affected Indian tribe, the proponent of the action, and other interested persons (including those who might
not be in accord with the action on environmental grounds)." See: NEPA Call-in: Why is public participation important?
http://hydra.gsa.gov/pbs/pt/call-in/factshet/0298/02_98_2.htm
24
Public Participation provisions under CERCLA: CERCLA: 42 U.S.C. 9601 et. seq., 26 U.S.C. 4611, 4612, 4661, 4662, 4671, 4672
Available online: National Response Center: http://www.nrc.uscg.mil/cercla.htm SEE: [§111(a) revised by PL 99-499; amended by PL
101-508] 5. Grants for technical assistance. -- The cost of grants under section 117(e) (relating to public participation grants for technical
assistance).
25
United States Environmental Protection Agency. SARA Overview. Available online:
HTTP://www.epa.gov/superfund/actions/law/sara.htm
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The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the environmental statute that regulates hazardous waste, now
also contains several mechanisms for increased community input and involvement in regulating hazardous industries.
Under the amended RCRA, there are now provisions for citizen involvement in remedial investigations and feasibility
studies (RI/ FS). 26 In addition, under both RCRA and CERCLA there are several right-to-know provisions that provide
area citizens with information on the chemical hazards being used by local industry. Under the amended order, the EPA
and industry must provide Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) that list the hazardous chemicals used in production or
mining to area citizens upon their request. 27
Citizen Participation and Environmental Justice
While the above amendments have led to increased public involvement in community environmental planning, these
public participation provisions have been somewhat restrictive in that not all citizens have been able to fully participate in
the public hearings and public comment periods provided through NEPA, CERCLA and RCRA. Case research has
shown that socio-economic constraints have restricted poor groups and poor communities from participating fully in
public hearings and comment periods. Subsequently, poor groups and poor communities have not been as involved in
local environmental / industrial planning decisions. 28 As a consequence, some case research has shown that, over the
past twenty years, polluting firms have tended to relegate site feasibility decisions to mostly low-income, poorly educated
communities, where citizens lack resources to attend hearings, participate in public comment periods, organize and
perhaps exercise their countervailing claims.29 Thus, some of the case research has suggested that the Not In My
Backyard Movements that have proliferated since NEPA have tended to have the unanticipated effect of pushing pollution
into poorer communities and states. This has become the principal organizing theme for members of local Environmental
Justice (EJ) movements and their advocates. Members of the EJ movement have argued that the environments and
watersheds of economically distressed places have become disproportionately more heavily polluted than the local
environments of other communities.30 As a consequence, EJ advocates argue that citizens in poor communities face
greater short-term and long-term risks of toxic and heavy metal exposure than citizens in other more affluent areas, where
citizens’ have the organizational resources to protect their stakes, protect their environments and protect their local
communities.
In 1994, due to mounting pressures from EJ groups in rural communities in the South and Southwest and in urban
neighborhoods in the North and in California, an Executive Order, establishing the Environmental Justice Act was signed
under presidential order. The Executive Order established several mechanisms within the EPA, and in other agencies, to
better involve minority and poor citizens in local environmental decisions. Section 2-2 of the Executive Order reads,

26
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (Pub. L. 94-580), PART 25: Public Participation in Programs under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act and the Clean Water Act. SEE: Electronic Code of Federal Regulations: Available online:
http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/cfrhtml_00/Title_40/40cfr25_00.html
27
Congressional Research Service Report. Summaries of Environmental Laws Administered by the EPA. Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act. Available online: http://www.cnie.org/crsreports/briefing books/ m.cfn. Note: “EPA promulgated a rule
May 1, 1997 requiring reports on toxic releases from seven additional industrial categories: including some metal mining, coal mining,
commercial electric utilities, petroleum bulk terminals, chemical wholesalers, and solvent recovery facilities (62 Federal Register
23834).”
28

See: Robert Bullard (1994) Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class and Environmental Quality. Boulder: Westview Press.

29
See: Charles Lee. Toxic Waste and Race in the United States in Race and the Incidence of Environmental Hazards: A Time for
Discourse (1992) editors Bunyan Bryant and Paul Mohai. Boulder: Westview Press. See: Harvey White.Hazardous Waste Incineration
and Minority Communities in Race and the Incidence of Environmental Hazards: A Time for Discourse (1992) editors Bunyan Bryant
and Paul Mohai. Boulder: Westview Press

30

See for example: Chapter 8. Broader Political Implications? Environmental Populism and the Reconstitution of Progressive Politics in
Andrew Szasz.(1995) Ecopopulism: Toxic Waste and the Movement for Environmental Justice. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press. See: Robert Bullard. Anatomy of Environmental Racism and the Environmental Justice Movement in Confronting Environmental
Racism: Voices from the Grassroots (1992) editor Robert Bullard. Boston: South End Press. See: Robert Bullard (1994) Dumping in
Dixie: Race, Class and Environmental Quality. Boulder: Westview Press. See: Dorceta Taylor. Environmentalism and the Politics of
Inclusion in Confronting Environmental Racism: Voices from the Grassroots (1992) editor Robert Bullard. Boston: South End Press.
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Each federal agency shall conduct its programs, policies, and activities that substantially affect human health or
the environment, in a manner that ensures that such programs, policies and activities do not have the effect of
excluding persons (including populations) from participation, […] 31

Thus, there is now a presidential order in place providing citizens in poor communities with channels for input in
environmental decision-making. In the end, citizen participation and public involvement, whether it is in poor or in more
affluent communities often leads to more sound and more balanced decisions on local environmental planning initiatives.
Sound environmental planning through public participation might partially explain why public involvement provisions in
environmental regulations have steadily expanded over the years: In planning decisions, citizens, as stakeholders are
often promoting their claims as property holders and community residents with a long-term investment and/or stake in
their community. With an eye on long-term planning, citizen input and citizen participation in environmental planning,
often leads to more considered decisions on a community’s future development path, or in the case of Martin County, its
recovery path…

Martin County: Citizen Involvement after the October 2000 Coal Waste Disaster
The above overview suggests that there are many agency mechanisms, and federal statutes, in place, to ensure citizen
involvement in environmental planning. Since NEPA, several important environmental regulations have been amended to
include provisions for citizen involvement in environmental regulatory, management and planning decisions. In 1994,
under Presidential Executive Order, public participation provisions were expanded further to include more mechanisms
for public involvement in poor and minority communities. It would seem ironic, that with numerous provisions for citizen
input, that very few of these mechanisms have been applied in Martin County since the October 2000 coal waste disaster.
Based on extensive field interviews and a review of the public record, it seems safe to say, that Martin County citizens
have been systematically excluded from agency and company actions on environmental assessment and recovery
decisions. In the following timeline, some of the events that have led our student-faculty research team to these
conclusions are chronicled and highlighted. A review of this timeline should provide evidence that: despite statutory
protections and guarantees, public citizens in Martin County have not been readily invited into the civic sphere to discuss
and participate in decisions on environmental response and mitigation since the October disaster. But as the bottom
timeline should also reveal, these obstacles have not prevented area citizens from organizing and pressing their civic
claims to be involved participants in community recovery decisions; the bottom timeline documents these citizenorganizing efforts as well.

Timeline of Agency and Citizen Actions since the Disaster
October 11, 2000

The Big Branch Impoundment, a 72-acre coal waste impoundment, owned and operated by the Martin County Coal
Corporation, a subsidiary of Massey Energy (MCCC-Massey) ruptures at a bottom breakpoint. Coal sludge, slurry and
black water drop down into underground mine shafts. The sludge then escapes through two mine portals on opposite sides
of the mountain. The massive slurry release inundates two major creeks in Martin County.
Upon surveying the situation, the City Mayor declares a State of Emergency for the County seat town of Inez. The
Mayor encourages the Governor of the State of Kentucky to do the same for all of Martin County. In his open letter to
the Governor, the Mayor writes.


Due to the recent mining disaster at Martin County Coal and the following repercussions, as Mayor of the City
of Inez, I am declaring a state of emergency for the City of Inez. I am also requesting that you do the same.
After touring the site of destruction on Coldwater Creek, which also runs through the middle of Inez. I was
amazed to see the effect that this catastrophe has created on the lives of many people as well as on all wildlife
that reside in the area. I feel that the only thing that it could be compared to is the Exxon Valdez oil spill in
Alaska in the 1980s.
Not only am I concerned about our water supply, residents and wildlife, I am also concerned with the
environmental impact and economic damage that this disaster will cause to Inez and Martin County. This could
possibly set Martin County back for many years to come. The economy in Martin County is already bleak but
this could be the straw that broke the camel’s back.

31
Executive Order. February 11, 1994. Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-income
Populations. Available online: http://www.epa.gov/swerosps/ej/html-dic/execurdr.htm/
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Also, the potentials for present and future health concerns are raised due to the chemicals and such that are
contained in this spill.
Therefore, Governor Patton, I am requesting that you take this all into consideration in determining that state
and federal assistance, on all levels is needed for Inez and Martin County to aid us to overcome this catastrophe.
[The full text of the Mayor’s letter is presented in the footnote.] 32
Soon after, the Governor of Kentucky, under Executive Order declares Martin County and surrounding counties in a State
of Emergency. The Emergency Order states,33


Whereas, beginning on October 11, 2000, the catastrophic failure of a slurry impoundment in Martin County
caused the rapid release of millions of gallons of slurry into the watershed of the Big Sandy River, resulting in
the contamination of water resources vital to the citizens of the Commonwealth; and



Whereas, these conditions endanger the public health and safety, threaten the public welfare and result in
potential environmental damages and,



Whereas, these threats require the balancing of the water rights and the availability of water among users and,



Whereas, state and local governments share responsibility for protection of public health, safety and security as
well as taking appropriate actions to ensure the provision of essential public services;

Under the Emergency Order, the State Division of Emergency Management is ordered to execute Kentucky’s Emergency
Operations Plan. Under this plan, the Order directs Emergency Management personnel to coordinate the response and
relief activities of all state agencies and private relief organizations. The Order also directs the Division of Emergency
Management to request such federal assistance as may be available. But in the weeks and months ahead, Martin County
will never receive any federal disaster relief. However, Congress does appropriate 1.6 million dollars to the National
Academy of Science to study coal waste impoundments.34 Martin County citizens will comment on the lack of direct
federal assistance to the community. Citizens will openly question why the area was never declared a federal disaster area
and why the area never qualified for federal (FEMA) relief monies. Citizens will continue to ask,

32

Dear Governor Patton,

Due to the recent mining disaster at Martin County Coal and the following repercussion, as Mayor of the City of Inez, I am declaring a
state of emergency for the City of Inez. I am also requesting that you do the same.
As I’m sure that you are aware, on October 10,2000, Martin County Coal Corporation experienced a ‘blowout’ of a sludge holding site
releasing approximately two hundred million gallons of a thick, oily type of sludge into Coldwater Creek which runs into Rockcastle
creek and also Wolf Creek which empties into the Tug River.
Martin County uses the Tug River as a source of fresh water, pumping it into the Martin County Reservoir. Pumping of such water has
been suspended due to this disaster. Martin County has approximately a 28-day supply of water for the residents. Considering the range
and scope of the disaster, I feel that our water supply will be gone before pumping can continue.
After touring the site of destruction on Coldwater Creek, which also runs through the middle of Inez. I was amazed to see the effect that
this catastrophe has created on the lives of many people as well as on all wildlife that reside in the area. I feel that the only thing that it
could be compared to is the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska in the 1980s.
Not only am I concerned about our water supply, residents and wildlife, I am also concerned with the environmental impact and
economic damage that this disaster will cause to Inez and Martin County. This could possibly set Martin County back for many years to
come. The economy in Martin County is already bleak but this could be the straw that broke the camel’s back.
Also, the potentials for present and future health concerns are raised due to the chemicals and such that are contained in this spill.
Therefore, Governor Patton, I am requesting that you take this all into consideration in determining that state and federal assistance, on
all levels is needed for Inez and Martin County to aid us to overcome this catastrophe. I would also like to invite you to come to Martin
County and view this disaster on a first hand basis.
I want to thank you in advance for any assistance that you are able to provide.
* Richard Penix (October 18, 2000) Inez Mayor asks Governor for help in sludge crisis. The Martin County Sun. p.7.
33
Office of the Governor. Governor Paul Patton. (October 16, 2000) Executive Order. State of Emergency. Secretary of State.
Frankfort. Kentucky. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Daily Incident Action Plan.
34
Peter Banlak and Bill Estep (October 21, 2000) Rogers seeks slurry ponds study: Second violation notice issues over spill. The
Lexington Herald Leader.
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Why wasn’t the area declared a federal disaster area? 35

In our field interviews, other citizens added further comment: 36


It’s a disaster. It’s a disaster, - a plain emergency disaster.



You didn’t see [any public official] come out and ask for a federal declaration that declared a federal disaster
area. That would have brought in federal teams that would have assisted the people that were affected, and
done things to help them, but this was never even asked for.



[Public and company officials] were like, ‘this is just a little accident. We’re going to clean this up and
everything will be okay.’ But the people, you know, seen this first-hand. And they could see that this is a thing
that is not going to be cleaned up over night.



Many people have made this statement, if this would have happened anywhere besides Eastern Kentucky, this
would have been declared a federal disaster area.

Final estimates will report that 306 million gallons37 of coal waste being released from the Big Branch coal waste
Impoundment on October 11, 2000. 38 Notably, ten million gallons of crude oil were released into Prince William Sound
during the Exxon-Valdez disaster. Seemingly, Martin County was recipient to thirty-times that amount.39 In
conversation, Martin County citizens would continue to draw the same parallel as the town Mayor and would compare the
spill to the ‘Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska in the 1980s.’ One Martin County citizen, quoted in the Lexington Herald
Leader, would make this comparison for the regional record, “This is a disaster like the Valdez oil spill.”40 In our
February field interviews with local residents, one citizen would comment: 41


This has been the nation’s largest spill. And, of course, the same time it happened you had the presidential
election: big, big national news. I figured that, after the election, you would have the media coming, a lot of
media attention. Of course you know what happened after the election: we didn’t know who the President was
going to be for quite some time. Why this thing hasn’t received national press is kind of a shocker. I know there
were no lives that were lost, but this was a big, a huge environmental disaster. I think it is a shame that if this
had happened in Lexington or Louisville or, you know, in some nicer place, even Pikeville, Kentucky, it may
have generated some publicity. But it happened in Martin County, maybe ten, eleven thousand people living
here. The coal communities, you know, we’re kind of forgotten anyway. So, that’s something that bothers me.

35

Mark Grayson (October 25, 2000) Martin Countians blindsided by spill. The Martin County Sun. p.13. See also: Mark Grayson:
Editorial:


Has [name of elected representative] asked that Martin County be declared a national disaster site so our people could be
eligible for low interest loans and other benefits? Actually he told the Lexington Herald last week that he doesn’t know if
Martin County will get federal disaster assistance. We think he needs to find out.
Taken
from: Mark Grayson (October 25, 2000) Watchdogs? Martin Countians want answer, media access. The Martin County Sun.
p. 5.

Project Note: A spokesman for the Kentucky Division of Emergency Management offers an explanation, in the regional press, on why
the area never receives federal assistance: 1. Basically since there is a party responsible, I don’t think there would be any call for federal
assistance on our part. 2. There shouldn’t be the need for federal assistance unless the company cannot manage the event. Taken from:
AP Wire Report. (October 27, 2000) Sierra club pointing fingers in spill. Lexington Herald Leader.
36

February. 2001. Field Interviews.

37

Note: On-the-ground and in-the-air estimates have estimated the release at closer to one billion gallons.
Field notes: April 11, 2002. Consultation session with Citizen Advisory Committee.
38

United States Department of Labor Mine Safety and Health Administration. (October 17, 2001) Report of Investigation: Surface
Impoundment Facility Underground Coal Mine.
39

Andy Mead. (October 24,2000). Here comes da sludge: Spill fuels coal protest. Lexington Herald Leader.

40

AP (October 18, 2000) 45 ponds deemed at higher risk than the one that failed. Lexington Herald Leader.

41

February. 2001. Field Interviews.
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October 12 2000

The National Response Center that handles disaster response during environmental emergencies immediately contacts
EPA’s regional office, Region 4. EPA Region 4 dispatches On Scene Coordinators (OSCs) to the Spill. In responding to
the disaster, the OSCs for Region 4 EPA set up their command post on MCCC Property. Their rationale, according to
a CAC project team member, is that MCCC-Massey ‘has computers and fax machines available for their use.’42 Over the
next several days, the OSCs begin to coordinate response actions with MCCC-Massey through a Unified Command
Structure (UCS); the EPA invokes the 1968 law that establishes a National Contingency Plan (NCP) that allows a unified
command post of state, federal and company officials to be used in disaster response, relief and mitigation.43 Under the
UCS, other federal agencies assist in coordination and response activities: The Superfund Technical Assessment and
Response Team (START) provides support with operations, water treatment and logistics. The United States Coast Guard
(USCG) Strike team also provides support with planning, communication and operations. 44 In addition, the Kentucky
Division of Emergency Management starts and its coordinating efforts are subsumed under the UCS, National
Contingency Plan. Likewise, other state agencies, the Kentucky State Division of Water and the Department of
Environment Protection also coordinate their efforts within this command structure. A year later, EPA will summarize its
emergency response actions, within the Unified Command Structure, in its October 2001 Taskforce Report. The Report
reads:


The OSC held numerous meetings with the other federal and state agencies to explain EPA’s authority under
the National Contingency Plan. Once the concepts of the NCP were better understood by MCCC and the other
agencies, the cleanup proceeded as smoothly as was possible for a spill of this magnitude. 45

In the days and weeks ahead, under the UCS, emergency water systems are installed to provide impacted residents with
drinking water.46 The UCS will also carry out a series of environmental impact assessments of the disaster and will also
develop and carryout mitigation and reclamation strategies to remove sludge from impacted creeks. But residents still
wonder why the command post has been set up on Martin County Coal property and not located in the county courthouse
on Main Street, where Mine Safety Health and Administration personnel have set up a temporary outpost. 47 Why didn’t
EPA Region 4 do the same? 48 One citizen asks the same general question:


42

43

The Command Headquarters set up by Disaster and Emergency Services and the EPA is located on Martin
County Coal property, not in the courthouse where residents and others have access. Why?” 49

Field Note: (October 27, 2001) Martin County, Kentucky.
Lee Mueller (November 1, 2000). “Coal Company abandons roadblock in spill area.” Lexington Herald Leader.

44
Project Note: EPA makes clear in its taskforce report, and in its later teleconference sessions with local residents that assessment and
response in Martin County did not fall under Superfund CERCLA jurisdiction. This point will be revisited in the remaining sections of
this report. Many citizens, in their field interviews with our team, will take issue with this decision. See: United States Environmental
Protection Agency. Region 4. (October 2001). Martin County Coal Corporation, Inez, Kentucky. Taskforce Report. Available online:
Available online: Http://www.epa.gov/region4/martincs.pdf
45

United States Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. (October 2001). Martin County Coal Corporation, Inez, Kentucky.
P. 7

46

Stephanie McSpirit (November 11, 2000) Field notes: Martin County. Interviews with State Emergency Management Personnel and
MCCC-Massey persons.
47
Gary Ball (October 18, 2000) Sludge: County ‘slimed’ by sludge pond failure Gov. Patton declares state of emergency. The Moutain
Citizen. P.1. 2.
48
Project Note: MSHA sets up an outpost a week after the disaster, after a query from a local reporter. See:
Mark Grayson (October 25, 2000) Martin Countians blindsided by spill. Martin County Sun, p.13.




[The MSHA Commissioner] said he did not realize that there had been no temporary MSHA office set up in Inez since the
incident. Instead a command center had been located at the mine site by county and state emergency officials.
“We will contact the judge/ executive right now (last Friday) and see if we can get a space in the courthouse.” By Monday
morning MSHA had set up an office in the old courthouse, “we need a presence there,” said [the MSHA Commissioner].48

49
Stephanie McSpirit(November 11 2000) Field Notes: Martin County. Project Note: This question is reiterated among several
citizens in their formal February interviews, as well as in editorials and letters to the editor in both local presses.
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October 15 2000

Under the Unified Command Structure (UCS), MCCC-Massey starts working with Federal, State and Local Agencies
to develop a response and recovery strategy. MCCC officials remark that this Mitigation & Recovery Plan “is a dynamic,
living document that will be constantly changed and updated as events unfold and as conditions change.“50 The president
of Martin County Coal Corporation meets regularly with agency officials. He states, in his first public meeting, with
community citizens:


We have contacted a lot of agencies and we are working with them and talking with them daily. We have a
meeting each day at 8:00 am and again at 5:00 pm to see what progress is being made.51

Under the UCS, MCCC submits daily progress reports (Incident Action Plans) on cleanup strategies and cleanup
activities. MCCC is also directed to submit daily water test reports from sampling posts on Coldwater, Wolf Creek and
the Tug River. Water tests include pH, acidity, alkalinity, total iron, total manganese, total solid suspended solids (TSS),
sulfates, turbidity, flow, temperature, field pH and acrylamide monitoring. The Martin County Coal Corporation
subcontracts with a local testing laboratory to collect daily samples. They subcontract with several other firms to conduct
water tests. 52 These tests will form much of the basis for EPA’s assessment of the impact of the coal waste spill on area
soils and the area watershed.
Along with this testing and monitoring, under the UCS, the State DOW also monitors the watershed, through its Division
of Environmental Services (DES). State DOW -DES Analytical Data is on file in the DOW Records Division for public
review. Under the Open Public Records Act, our team was able to obtain an electronic file of the DOW-DES analytical
data. This data is summarized in the Water Testing and Monitoring section of this report. From our review of DOW
records, it is unclear if some DOW testing and monitoring is also relying on MCCC subcontracting firms to collect
surface water samples and to conduct some of the testing and monitoring of area waters. 53 In the end, many Martin
County citizens will take issue with the testing and environmental monitoring structure set up under the UCS. This
report will return, in more detail, to the history of events on water testing, monitoring and environmental assessment in
the Water Quality Testing and Monitoring section of this report. Suffice to say, for now, that many residents, become
somewhat suspicious of water testing and monitoring methods being carried out under the Unified Command Structure,
with MCCC-Massey seemingly taking the lead role in water monitoring and assessing the environmental impact of the
coal waste spill on area streams and the area watershed. As one resident mentioned:


It’s like the fox guarding the chicken coop.54

Aside from water testing and monitoring, under the Unified Command Structure, MCCC-Massey is required to submit
precipitation plans to respond to and prepare for a substantial rain event, as well as health and safety plans to protect and
ensure the safety of the workforce involved in cleanup and reclamation activities. MCCC-Massey is also required, under
the command structure, to submit a “public information plan” 55 to apprise local citizens of its activities. Over the next
several months, MCCC will hold several public informational meetings with residents living on Coldwater Creek and
other meetings with residents living on the Wolf Creek side of the mountain. The president of MCCC will conduct these
meetings to update local residents on how the cleanup is progressing.
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October 17 2000

First Public Meeting: Hundreds of Local Citizens Attend a crowded public meeting set up by county officials and
coal company leaders at the local High School in Inez. Besides citizens, the president of MCCC, the County Judge
Executive, the Secretary of the State Cabinet of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, the Congressional State
Representative and representatives of EPA Region 4 are present at this first meeting. One of the major concerns being
expressed at this first public meeting is the content of the slurry that spilled into local waters. One citizen states openly,


You say its just sludge, what about the poisons they use to wash coal? 56

The subcontracting engineer acknowledges that magnetite and flocculants help the wastes settle. Other citizens want to
know when test results on the contents of the sludge will be released to the public. EPA officials inform citizens that it
might be another week though State officials tentatively report that DOW investigators detected manganese and iron but
officials state that neither is toxic. Citizens are dismayed to learn that federal EPA officials have not yet initiated any
testing and monitoring of their own and it seems that the federal EPA has no plans to. One citizen asks,


Will you be doing your own testing? 57

The On-Scene Coordinator responds that the EPA will be evaluating the findings by the state DOW in formulating its
assessment. 58
October 18 2000

Agency officials, the night before, state to the public in Martin County that it would take another week before chemical
tests on the sludge would be complete, though the next day, and through the following days, a Series of Agency Press
Statements appear in the Regional Newspaper, -the Lexington Herald Leader. These agency statements report
detectable levels of heavy metals and other compounds in the sludge but not in harmful amounts. Some of those press
statements read,


We’re saying right now the water is safe. If we determine there is a long-term problem we will let people
know.59 –Press statement: Spokesperson for the State Division of Water, October 18th



We found “no acute toxicity levels in aquatic organisms used in the test.” 60
-Press release: US EPA, October 18th



There were some metals in the sludge, but the amounts were below drinking water standards.
-Press statement: Consultant, Martin County Coal. October 18th 61



The metals pose no hazard to public water supplies with full treatment62
-Press release: U.S. Coast Guard petty officer and spokesman for unified command post, October 21st
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Mid October 2000

Meanwhile MCCC-Massey and the Emergency Response Team Construct Roadblocks on Coldwater and Wolf
Creek.63 Citizens who live on these roads receive an access pass to put in their car window, while others are kept out of
the area. While some citizens agree that these measures are probably necessary to protect the public and crews working
in the area, other citizens see this as a strategy to keep the media and other interested persons out of the impacted area. 64
These roadblocks don’t dissuade the local press. Local newspersons rely on the County Sheriff and local residents to get
beyond the guard posts where they are able to cover and report on events as they unfold. 65 In the end, some citizens want
to know who approved of these roadblocks and why company guards and local emergency response personnel are
stationed on public roads that lead to and from coal company property. The local press reports that county officials
approved the blockade. 66
November 1 2000

Allegations appear in the Lexington Herald Leader67 that MCCC is Editing Press Releases being sent out under the
Unified Command Structure (UCS). A spokesman for MCCC-Massey acknowledges that the local company president
might have made the final edits on a press release last week. Another federal official, quoted in the Herald, explains that
the 1968 law National Contingency plan, which sets up a command post of agency and company officials after a disaster,
stipulates that the company can have ‘input’ into news releases. The EPA On-scene coordinator, however, admits that
MCCC-Massey should not have had final word in the release that was sent out last week. The OSC explains that he,
along with a representative from the U.S. Coast Guard and a MCCC-Massey representative usually wrote the press
releases, together, and explains the process:


We let the company start the press release because they have all the previous information. Everybody looks at
it. We have the last say – the state and the feds – before it goes out.

The EPA OSC admits that he was not in Martin County when last week’s press statement that reported no acute
toxicological levels identified in the sludge was released. The OSC concedes that the release did not report that the toxic
effect of metals, found in the sludge, on aquatic life, had not yet been fully determined.

Mid November 2000

Hearings Before the Environmental Quality Commission (EQC): The EQC, a seven member citizen advisory board
that advises the Governor and the Cabinet of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection on environmental matters,
calls a hearing, in November, to review and make recommendations on coal waste impoundments. Officials from the
Kentucky Department of Surface Mining, Reclamation and Enforcement, the State Division of Water, the US EPA are
called before the Commission to present their testimony. In its testimony, the US EPA acknowledges that it is not only
basing its environmental assessment on water reports from the state arm of the EPA, the DOW, but also is relying on data
being supplied through the Martin County Coal Corporation. The EPA On-Scene Coordinator, explains to the EQC:


Based on the analysis that was provided to us by the Coal Company and data that EPA generated from our own
independent sampling we have concluded that there are no health risk associated with exposure to the slurry
material. Slurry contains higher elevations of naturally occurring materials than exists in the geology there.
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There are no toxic chemicals and no metals at concentrations that would warrant any consideration for concern
with respect to exposure. 68

Early January 2001

About 150 people attend a meeting at the Martin County Courthouse. Citizens form a Community Group -the Health,
Environment and Life Preservation (HELP) organization which is made up of local citizens to study and address the
impact of the sludge spill on water quality and the environment. 69 Several days after, members of the newly formed
HELP organization attend an evening fiscal court session to demand safe drinking water.70

Late January 2001

County Judge/ Executive Assembles a Committee of Community Religious Leaders (Preachers Committee) to
conduct water quality tests on the local water supply. The committee is charged by the judge to check into the
community’s current water problem. Area Pastors from the community are appointed as members of this oversight
committee. 71 The Committee will report their findings to the fiscal court in another week.72
The next week, the Committee reports “the water showing no signs of bacteria” and that it “met all state and EPA
guidelines for safe drinking water.” One-citizen, in attendance, notes that Committee tests were done to check for bacteria
only. They explain that these are the same set of tests done routinely by the local Water Treatment plant. The citizen
further explains that the Committee did not conduct any chemical analyses or chemical tests on drinking water.73 There
is some exchange between the citizen representative and members of the Preacher’s Committee on doing follow-up
chemical tests and analyses on the local drinking water, though there is no follow-up on this exchange.74 However, a
review of the public record shows no follow-up actions on this exchange.

February 7 2001

HELP Organization Reports Preliminary Test Results: 75 Independent test findings are reported at the HELP meeting
held at the County Court House. A New York Law firm, assisting some residents in their civil suit, reports preliminary
sludge test results to interested citizens. The outside firm reports to local citizens that preliminary tests detect harmful
levels of toxic chemicals and heavy metal compounds present in the sludge. There is much discussion between citizens
and outside persons on what to do next. There ensues a discussion among citizens on possible ways to independently
monitor the drinking water supply and monitor activities at the local water treatment plant. Citizens discuss the logistics,
the technical/ lab resources and financial resources necessary to independently monitor water quality and water treatment.
Some citizens, in attendance, volunteer to look into this and a subcommittee of local citizens is formed to address this
issue. 76 Along with this discussion, representatives of the Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition and Kentuckians for the
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Commonwealth are also on hand. They are given the opportunity to talk about the spill and their organizations’ position.
After the meeting, some local citizens are recruited into these regional coalitions.
March 7 2001

US EPA and the Martin County Coal Corporation enter into an Administrative Order on Consent for
Compliance. 77 In a closed conference session, EPA officials meet for four hours with Coal Company representatives at
Jenny Wiley State Park. The EPA and company representatives talk about how reclamation work will go forward in the
area. A SACS team –Stream Assessment and Cleanup Survey (SACS) Team is established to make decisions on cleanup
and restoration of the area. Though there are no citizen representatives, the SACS Team consists of the following state
and federal personnel:


An EPA staff person, EPA’s Scientific Support Coordinator (or equivalent), qualified members of EPA’s
Environmental Response team –ERT- contractors that are experts in stream cleanup and restoration,
Representative(s) from the Commonwealth of Kentucky, Representatives from the State of West Virginia.

Under the Administrative Order on Consent for Compliance, MCCC –Massey assumes responsibility for remaining
cleanup and reclamation activities in Martin County. The Administrative Order states that though the EPA is the ‘lead
agency’ that MCCC-Massey will carry out a sustained and appropriate level of clean up and will carry out all remaining
recovery and reclamation activities: 78 The Administrative Consent Order reads,


Respondent shall perform all work required by this Order itself or retain a lead contractor to perform the
Work….79

Under the Consent Order, MCCC–Massey must within 30 days of the signed date of the Order submit to EPA Region 4
for approval, a draft work plan for performing the reclamation work. It is also settled in conference negotiations that
MCCC-Massey will reimburse the EPA for all response costs the Agency has incurred as a result of the spill. This
agreement will apply to state agencies as well. Later, in August 2001, the Division of Water will submit an itemized bill
to MCCC-Massey for $457,910.09 to cover the costs of DOW actions in responding to the spill in Martin County.80
In a press statement, after negotiations on the Consent Order, an EPA Official announces that EPA has ordered MCCC to
restore areas that were affected by the spill and disturbed by cleanup activities. The official also announces that MCCC
has been told to examine the long-term impact of the spill on fish and other aquatic species. A Martin County citizen, in
response, also makes a press statement, and repeats an earlier metaphor:


77

That would be like putting the fox in charge of the henhouse81
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The following day, in a memorandum sent from EPA-Region 4 to MCCC-Massey’s attorney, the EPA sends a copy of the
Consent Order and mentions that it will soon notify the public of this agreement at its up-and-coming public meeting in
March. The memorandum reads,


Enclosed please find the above referenced Administrative Order on Consent, which has been signed by both
EPA Regions 3 and 4. Pursuant to Paragraph 65 of the Order, it becomes effective 3 days from the date it has
been signed by the Administrators, therefore, the effective date is March 9, 2001. EPA plans to hold a public
meeting on March 13th to respond to the public’s concerns and questions. 82

Martin County citizens will be told in a week that the US EPA has yielded local jurisdiction on issues of community
environmental recovery, to the responsible party, MCCC-Massey.

March 12 2001

HELP Organization Reports its Test Results on Water Quality at a public meeting in Inez. Based on further analyses
commissioned from an outside New York law firm, water test results report heavy metals and fuel oils. They are detected
above acceptable levels in tap water samples and samples taken from one local elementary school. At this March HELP
meeting, the Mayor’s Committee (Mayor of Inez) also presents water test data that report aluminum levels three-times
over safe standard amounts.83 There is much discussion among citizens on what these tests ultimately mean; many
residents in attendance express concern over the long and short-term health consequences that drinking potentially
contaminated water might have on themselves and mostly their children and grandchildren. Our project team found
similar concerns being expressed in our February field interviews with local residents. 84

March 13 2001

US EPA reports its test results on water quality at a public meeting in Inez. EPA officials report that the water is safe
to drink. A spokesperson (toxicologist) for the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry is present at the
meeting and publicly states that …


[…] Our results are based on the data that was sent to us. We have reviewed the information provided to us and
found no contaminants in any concentration. [With] the data provided to us, we have reason to believe that it is
good quality. We don’t think there is a problem. 85

Citizens react and respond that they would like to see copies of the test results. An EPA official states that they will get
the information together and will make it available to everyone. Later, when documents are deposited for public review at
the newly opened EPA Outreach Office on Main Street, local citizens, the first day, obtain and review an earlier
correspondence between the US EPA and the ATSDR. Citizens find that the US EPA, commissioned the ATSDR, in
February, to review tests and water analyses done through the Unified Command Structure in preparation for the March
public meeting. Citizens discover that the ATSDR had reviewed water analyses and test results and had originally
reached conclusions that were counter to ATSDR public statements made at the March Public Meeting. Based on a
review of the original ATSDR February report, citizens find that ATSDR had earlier determined that several metals
(copper, vanadium, manganese, barium, arsenic and cobalt) were above “levels of health concern.” 86 These conclusions
were not reported at the March public meeting. 87 In the Water Quality Testing and Monitoring section of this report, the
ATSDR February report is more fully summarized.
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While most of the March public meeting focuses on the safety of the public water supply, during the March public
meeting, citizens in Martin County are told of the Administrative Order on Consent for Compliance that the EPA reached
early last week with MCCC-Massey. US EPA officials explain to the public that the Agreed Order assigns MCCC final
responsibility for the remaining cleanup and reclamation activities in the area.
The public is also informed that the US EPA has no intent to fine MCCC-Massey. The EPA Attorney states,

They have been fined enough for having to pay for the cleanup. It will cost fifty million to clean all this up.88
Another EPA official states,

They haven’t been fined and they won’t be fined. Martin County Coal has already reimbursed the treasury about
one million dollars for the response so far. 89
Martin County citizens attending this March public meeting grow outraged. One local citizen yells

Have you been bought off? 90
Late April 2001

Our student-faculty research team holds a public meeting at Sheldon Clark High School. 91 At the public meeting, our
research team reports our survey findings to area citizens. Survey findings report high levels of distrust in the EPA
and other state agencies among Martin County Citizens. Below levels of citizen distrust in Martin County are
compared with levels of government and agency distrust among citizens in Perry County. Levels of trust/ distrust are
reported in Table 3.A. on the EPA and state agencies. Table findings indicate that Martin County citizens outweigh Perry
County citizens on strong levels of agency distrust at a ratio of 3 to 1. Martin County citizens are more likely to strongly
disagree (35%) that they ‘have trust in the Environmental Protection Agency’ in comparison to Perry County citizens
(12%). Likewise, Martin County citizens (31%) are more likely to report strongly disagree they ‘have trust in state
agencies’ in comparison to citizens in Perry County (11%).

Table 3.A. Reported Levels of Trust in the EPA and State Agencies: a Martin and Perry County
Compared

I have trust in the
Environmental Protection
Agency…
(n=463, X2=37 p=.000)

I have trust in state agencies…
(n=473, X2=48 p=.000)

e.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Martin County

35%

Perry County

Strongly
Agree

25%

20%

16%

4%

12%

26%

29%

29%

4%

Martin County

31%

30%

22%

14%

4%

Perry County

11%

25%

24%

37%

3%

Other percentages on the Trust Inventory are reported in the Survey Appendix to this report.
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Our student-faculty research team included the above standard inventory questions on levels of government and agency
trust in our March survey sweep. We included these standard trust questions after hearing what citizens were expressing
in field interviews with the student-faculty research team. In field interviews, many citizens expressed anger and
frustration with how the disaster response was handled by federal and state agencies. Some of this citizen commentary is
provided below.92

92



Well, generally things have unfolded sort of densely, as far as the public was concerned, the company and its
officials tried to keep everything under the lid, under the cover, not letting any information out. So speculation
was running wild among the public and I thought that was no way to handle it. Distrust began to set in about the
coal company, the officials, and whoever the hierarchy are that we look up to, we automatically grew a gray
cloud of distrust of what they were telling us, of what they were saying, -that’s my opinion and I would say the
opinion of several other people that you may or may not have interviewed.



But we both know, that folks will know better than that. It’s just very, very confusing. The coal company isn’t
telling us the facts and they know it. I guess one of the main things that people were more troubled about more
than anything else, they thought that because of taxpayers’ money that MSHA, the EPA, those agencies were in
here to protect the citizens. But really the EPA set their command station up behind MCC guards who guarded
the EPA to keep the people away from them and it is my understanding that the EPA either did not or could not
release a press statement or any information without the permission of MCC. Now, that’s, that’s very
disturbing. That they would try to hide behind MCC and let MCC approve any release that they would want to
make, very disturbing.



I’m still very, very wary, as a lot of people are. I want to know what’s in this sludge. I’ve read the EPA reports,
the Kentucky Department of Environmental Protection, the West Virginia Department of Environmental
Protection. They’ve done all this testing and analysis. We want to make sure that they did enough tests, that
they’ve checked everything out, and continue to monitor this situation.



The only people satisfied with the cleanup are the EPA. 93



In my opinion, the coal company is not the problem. The coal company has done what it has been told to do.
The problem is EPA and MSHA. The people who are supposed to be working for us and protecting us are
acting like they work for the coal company. Protecting the coal company. If the coal company were forced to do
it, they would do it. They are not being forced to do it because well, I don’t know…



The EPA is the controlling agency. They can override MSHA and the Army Corp of Engineers or any state,
federal agency. The EPA should have been the driving force. It’s their responsibility to uphold the law. They
were in denial and are continually telling us that nothing harmful is in the water or the soil that wasn’t there
before. They think that because we are mountain people that we are ignorant. They are the ignorant ones –to
think that we are going to believe that.



And I cannot believe that the agencies have allowed them to do what they have done. They have probably
cleaned up about 80% of it, the rest of it they just covered up and left. And you know, they are calling this a
cleanup and it is beyond me that any of our regulatory agencies allowed them to call this cleaned up. I mean
that’s just unreal to me



They started pumping water from the sludge river into the clean water supply 10 miles away. And when we
asked EPA about that they said, “Everything is fine, everything is fine.” And the Division of Water, they said,
“don’t worry about it,” “everything is fine.” Well, about the same time, that we were hearing from them that
everything was fine, a neighbor has a paper from the Division of Water that wrote the plant: You’re not passing
this test, you don’t have what you need to clean the water, you don’t even test your chlorine, you’re not doing
what you’re supposed to be doing. Yet, they’re telling the public that everything is fine. So then, finally in
March, EPA has a meeting with us, up here. When they had that meeting, someone said, “what about the fact
that the water is being taken out of there (the Tug). The EPA said, “it’s not being taken out of there –you have a
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line running down through here.” But that line broke in December and EPA acted like they didn’t even know
that we were getting our water from the Tug.


I can speak how I feel. I know a lot of people in the area –feel the way I do. They seem to have taken the side of
the Coal Company. They, when the slurry disaster first happened, they went back there behind the guard gate
where nobody could get to them. Just with the coal company. The residents in the area had no input in the
decision-making process. We couldn’t contact them. They were back there behind the guard gates behind MCC
and every decision they made –it appears to us-was with MCC. I don’t know why other than this is Eastern
Kentucky, and they thought the people here –whatever, we got –we should be thankful for. We should have
been just glad. Even to the point that the MSHA Report –they said it would be out in 90 days […] it still is not
out a year later. So, I mean, what are these people doing? Most people in this area believe they are doing
nothing but trying to help the coal company.

The Mountain Citizen, one of the two county’s local newspapers, places the following editorial on Wednesday, the day
after the March EPA public meeting. It reads,


It didn’t look right. This stuff can’t be healthy. But whom can we look to? The EPA? The Mine Safety Health
Administration? The Natural Resource Cabinet? Division of Water? County Officials? Water board members?
A group of local ministers who took upon themselves the task of assuring us our water is safe. [...] Local
leaders have gone out of their way, even enlisting the aid of religious leaders, to assure us nothing is wrong with
our water. ... With the exception of two county magistrates, no one from the above-mentioned group attended
Monday’s meeting. Either they didn’t care or they couldn’t refute results of the latest samples […] Our health
and that of our children, grandchildren and future generations depends on how we unite to approach today’s
problems. 94

At our project team’s April public meeting, an EPA Region 4 representative is present and hears the survey findings from
the EKU survey. After the public meeting, in an informal conversation with the project director, the Official admits that
the EPA has “made mistakes” in how it has handled things in Martin County so far, and they are hopeful about the new
EPA Outreach Office that has recently opened on Main Street. 95
Late April 2001

The US EPA establishes a Community Outreach Office in Martin County on Main Street.96 The EPA Outreach
Coordinator envisions the Office as building a “communications bridge” between the community and the EPA. The
office will have records and documents available for area citizens to come in and inspect and will be staffed by an EPA
representative two days a week: Mondays from 1:00-7:00pm and Tuesdays from 9:00 –5:00pm.
The EPA outreach plan is to organize a community advisory board as well as conduct a survey. The survey, according to
the Outreach Coordinator, will allow the Outreach Office to determine what the issues are among residents and it will also
serve as a ballot where citizens can write-in who they want as their citizen representatives on the community advisory
board. In turn, the officer explains, that the community advisory board will choose someone that they trust to represent
them at the meetings between the EPA and MCCC-Massey.


We will be doing a survey and we will be asking for the top five concerns people have about the slurry spill.
We will also ask them who they think would be a good representative to have at the meeting to ask questions on
their behalf and relay their findings back to the community.



This is something that will help get a good communication going between everyone and help to develop a trust.

When asked why it has taken so long for the EPA to open an outreach office, the Coordinator responds. . 97
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Gary Ball (March 14, 2001) Editorials: Unity big key to resolving sludge/ water-related issues. The Mountain Citizen. p.6.
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Stephanie McSpirit(April 30, 2001) Field Notes: Martin County.
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Quotes taken from: Lilly Adkins (May 2, 2001) EPA opens office in Inez to address spill concerns. Martin County Sun. See also:
Gary Ball (May 2, 2001). EPA opens office in Inez. The Mountain Citizen. p.1.
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For one thing, we were waiting on Martin County Coal to sign an order agreeing to pay for us being here. We
realized after the meeting (in March) that people had a lot of concerns.



So far Martin County Coal has been very cooperative with everything I have asked them to do. They are paying
for us to be here.

Based on field notes, citizens are surprised with the opening of the outreach office and with who the outreach coordinator
is. According to testimony from our own citizen advisory committee, the outreach coordinator has been in the field in
Martin County since the October sludge spill but had apparently never before identified themselves as an EPA
representative. At earlier public informational meetings, it was always assumed that the unidentified person was a public
relations person for MCCC-Massey. 98

May through June 2001

Citizens review the documents repository at the Outreach Center and obtain a copy of the ATSDR report. (See: previous
March 13 time block, US EPA reports its test results on water quality for background on ATSDR report). Meanwhile
Martin County citizens begin to question other EPA outreach activities: Citizens ask when the survey will be distributed
or mailed-out and why not use the survey percentages from the EKU survey? The Outreach Coordinator responds that
the EPA will conduct its own survey and that the survey has been mailed out, though few in the community report
receiving one.99 Over the next several weeks, citizens will continue to press on the whereabouts and status of the survey.
100

Citizens also report the Office being inadequately staffed with the assigned outreach coordinator only present for several
of the six weeks that the Outreach Center is open. Citizens explain that other staff replacement persons are unable to
answer any questions or provide any answers to their questions. Citizens also report the Center being closed during its
scheduled hours. Citizens recount often going to the Center to find the Office closed. Some citizens in their field
conversations with the project team recall suggesting to the EPA Outreach Coordinator that a comment box be placed
outside the Outreach Center; the Outreach Coordinator responds that they wouldn’t then be able to protect citizen
confidentiality.101
Through the Outreach Center, several citizens request a copy of the Materials Safety Data Sheets of the chemicals used in
coal preparation at the MCCC-Massey preparation plant. Each time, the Coordinator responds that they have been “too
busy” to get up to Martin County Coal property to obtain the data sheet. 102 By June, the EPA Coordinator announces that
the Outreach Center will likely close at the end of June; the reason, there is not enough public interest.103 As one citizen
advisory committee member explains, if not enough public interest, then the outreach coordinator should have had enough
time to go on site on Martin County Coal property and obtain the MSDS sheets. 104

June, July, August 2001

With the Outreach Office scheduled to close, the EPA initiates a series of teleconference sessions with area citizens
that have organized into the Big Sandy Environmental Coalition (BSEC). A representative of the mother organization the Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition is also involved in these teleconference meetings. Based on June 4
Teleconference Minutes, 105 minutes report that citizen representatives…
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Stephanie McSpirit (March – 2002). Field Notes: Martin County. Called for verification April 17, 2002.
Stephanie McSpirit (October –Date- 2002) Field Notes: Martin County.
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Express concern that the Community Relations Center in Inez stay open.



Express concern that the EPA double check (such as making phone calls) to see if the targeted recipients
actually received a public survey.



Ask on the status of the Citizen Advisory Group proposed by the EPA. The plan is to have at least five (5)
impacted citizens to be on this multi-stakeholder panel. It was recognized that CAG members should be
impartial, open-minded as possible and preferably not engaged in a lawsuit.

In addition, based on June 4 teleconference minutes, citizen representatives…


Request that the EPA supply the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for chemicals that the coal company uses
in coal preparation.



Want to know what is the basis for EPA and ATSDR giving a ‘clean bill of health’ on drinking water. Note that
this teleconference exchange will be presented more thoroughly in the Water Quality Testing and Monitoring
Section of this Report.



Want to know the status of the cleanup. They want to know what kinds of activities are being undertaken by the
Martin County Coal Corp and why –stream pumps are being turned off. They express their opinion that not
enough information on the status of the clean up is being provided. Note that this teleconference exchange will
be presented more thoroughly in the Cleanup and Reclamation Section of this report.

Citizens will repeat their claims on cleanup status, drinking water, the Citizen Advisory Panel, the EPA survey and the
Materials Safety Data Sheet in a series of other teleconferences throughout the summer, into the fall and late winter. 106
Based on citizen advisory committee comment, these summer teleconference sessions typically result in little agency
movement on citizen claims, with EPA representatives consistently promising to “provide follow-up.’ For example,
citizen representatives continue to request the Material Safety Data Sheets of the chemicals used in coal treatment. For
some reason, EPA outreach representatives are not able to reproduce this document for citizen review and comment, over
an extended period of several months, though one of the MSDS sheets is on file with the State Division of Water and
could be made available through an agency facsimile. 107 Citizens, however, later comment upon reviewing one MSDS
sheet, provided to them through the student-faculty research team, that there are other chemical inputs used in coal
treatment that also need to be accounted for under standard Community Right to Know laws. But EPA Region 4 does not
provide these MSDS sheets to citizens though repeatedly requested. 108
Despite what seems to be bureaucratic stone walling, citizen representatives, in their first teleconference sessions with
EPA Region 4, express some apprehension with the local Outreach Center scheduled to close at the end of June. Citizens
encourage the EPA to keep the Outreach Center open at least several days per month and encourage the EPA to maintain
its scheduled teleconference sessions. Based on June 26 Teleconference Minutes, 109


The community participants expressed grave concern that this center was planned to close at the end of June.
They encouraged EPA to reconsider to keep this open, at least a few days per month in order to help resolve
their concerns. They encouraged EPA also to maintain these regular conference calls, which they believe to be
useful and essential.

These June 26 teleconference minutes then summarize the EPA attorney’s response to citizens. The attorney explains a
recent conversation they had with an MCCC attorney on keeping the Center open. The minutes summarize this
conversation as the Attorney explains to citizens,

106
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (June 14, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site.
Draft #1; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (June 26, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill
Site. Draft #1.
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West Virginia. Department of Health and Human Services (October 16 2000) Facsimile Transmittal Sheet. CYTEC. Material Safety
Data. Product Name: Superfloc A-1885 RS Flocculant. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Miscellaneous.
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The company was open to setting up a special trust fund, in which the EPA may use to draw funds to support
expenses for travel and costs associated with the Community Relations Center. Since this was a new
development and had not been tried before, [there] is not much more to say about the details of this proposal
and if it would be approved.

By the end of June, the Outreach Center closes completely with no monthly openings scheduled or planned. The EPA,
however, does continue to hold teleconference sessions as its sole vehicle for citizen input and participation in
environmental recovery in Martin County.

Late Summer and Early Fall 2001

Discussions between citizens and EPA Region 4 on establishing a citizen advisory group (CAG) continue in
teleconference sessions through the summer. CAG Negotiations between Region 4 and citizens on the CAG are handled
not through the EPA on-scene coordinator for Martin County but rather through a person in the Environmental Justice
(EJ) Division for Region 4. The EJ Coordinator provides area citizens with contact information of a person in
Washington. Citizens call the Washington Office in early fall and talk with a federal EPA person.110 The contact person
sends citizens a working kit on establishing a CAG. The EPA Citizen’s manual on establishing a citizen advisory group
reads in places,


EPA is committed to bringing all players to the table in the beginning and working together toward the common
goal of cleaning up the site. EPA must and will listen to your opinion and recommendations about the
hazardous waste site in your community. Community Advisory Groups promote effective two-way
communication between Superfund personnel and community residents ensuring that every one has a chance to
share his or her ideas and concerns. This is an important and sensitive job that calls for dedication and hard
work. Consider this, if you don’t participate? Who will?



You can make a tremendous difference in community and environmental decisions. The United States
Environmental Protection Agency –EPA- is committed to early and direct and meaningful public involvement
in the Superfund process. One of the ways that communities can participate in site cleanup decisions is forming
a citizen advisory group.



EPA believes this is time well spent and that active and early effective community involvement will actually
save time in the long run. 111

The above quotes and their reference to citizen involvement in disaster recovery will be referred to again in the final
section of this report, when our research team concludes our final set of recommendations on establishing an independent
citizens’ committee to monitor water quality and reclamation activities in Martin County, Kentucky.
September 19 2001

In a teleconference session area citizens are prepared to establish a formal partnership with EPA Region 4. Citizens have
done the necessary background preparation and are ready to form a Citizen Advisory Group (CAG) to EPA
Region 4 on matters related to Martin County. The Washington EPA representative that sent citizens the citizen tool kit is
present on the line during this teleconference session. The teleconference minutes read,


It was reported that the starting core group for the CAG will be five member s: The Core Group will be the
Mayor, the Big Sandy Environmental Coalition and the Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition. . 112

During the teleconference session, the newly formed CAG makes plans to address the following issues first. The
teleconference minutes read,
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Stephanie McSpirit (June 2, 2002) Field Notes: Conference Call with CAC contact: Martin County. See also: U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (September 4, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site. Draft #1.
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Issues to accomplish, the core group decided to take small actions to ensure success such as review EPA’s up
and coming question and answer sheet | technical assistance project monies| bus tour of spill areas and
restoration areas. 113

EPA Region 4 agrees to meet formally with the CAG in another teleconference session soon. The teleconference minutes
read,


First CAG meeting [citizen representatives] will contact EPA when this is determined. The [next] conference
call with EPA to help decide on proposed agenda items. 114

October 2001

A year after the disaster, EPA –Region 4 releases its Taskforce Report on its Response Actions in Martin County. The
Taskforce report is a short eight-page report. 115 In its section on Community Involvement, the Taskforce Report states on
several mechanisms that have been used in the field to increase citizen participation and community involvement in
environmental recovery. The section reads,


After the signing of the Administrative Order, EPA coordinated a public meeting to discuss the Administrative
Order, the Agency’s role in the cleanup of the spill, provide information, and to answer questions.
Subsequently, an EPA Community Relations Center was opened between May and June 2001, in Inez,
Kentucky. This was in response to the high level of public interest in the MCCC slurry spill. During that time,
two Community Involvement Coordinators (CICs) and one Environmental Justice (EJ) person were used to man
this office for 2 days per week. In addition, a survey form was mailed out to solicit community-based questions
and concerns. (p.4)

It appears, based on the Taskforce Report, that EPA Region 4 has developed several mechanisms to invite citizen and
community involvement in environmental recovery in Martin County. According to the EPA Taskforce Report: An EPA
outreach office is opened in Martin County to field citizen concerns and questions and a survey questionnaire is
developed to identify the major concerns in the community. On the latter count, based on field testimony, it remains
unclear whether a community assessment survey was ever widely distributed and whether survey responses were ever
fully compiled. On the first count, based on field testimony, it remains unclear whether the EPA Outreach Center was
effective in fielding and responding to citizen concerns.
EPA Region 4 also mentions, in its year-after Taskforce Report, the development of a Citizen Advisory Group in Martin
County to invite community input.


Currently, EPA Region 4 staff is in the early stages of working with the mayor, other local stakeholders and
EPA Headquarters to establish a Community Advisory Group (CAG). A CAG offers the community a public
form for community members to present and discuss their needs and concerns about the decision-making
process. (p.4)

Finally, in its Taskforce section on community involvement, EPA Region 4 mentions its teleconference sessions with
local citizens:


EPA is continuing to respond to a variety of community concerns and inquiries. Examples are as follows:
Superfund and Compliance Issues; Soil and Gardening Concerns; Groundwater, Surface Water and Drinking
Water Sources: Remediation and Restoration Concerns; Ecological Concerns; Health/ Risk Issues. To continue
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U.S EPA Region 4. (September 19, 2001.) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site. Note:
CAC member later comments that the EPA representative that was supposed to set up the bus tour never scheduled it nor did EPA
Region 4 pursue any of the other ‘small item’ agenda items. Stephanie McSpirit(June 2, 2002) Field Notes on Conference Call with
CAC. Martin County.
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U.S EPA Region 4. (September 19, 2001.) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site.
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environmental impact. See: United States Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. (October 2001). Martin County Coal
Corporation, Inez, Kentucky. Taskforce Report.
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this dialogue, in the early summer, EPA started a series of teleconference calls with environmental groups
(local/ regional), [elected officials] and other interested parties.
In later Fall 2001, less than three months after the Taskforce Report is issued, the Martin County CAG holds another
teleconference session with EPA Region 4 Representatives. This teleconference exchange is summarized as the next set
of event blocks below.
Late Fall 2001

The EPA CAG holds another teleconference session with EPA Region 4 representatives. Among items, citizens
discuss the status of cleanup and reclamation activities. EPA mentions the status of the final progress report that MCCCMassey is compelled to submit under the March Administrative Order.116 It is during these discussions, EPA Region 4
representatives promise CAG representatives that they will have an opportunity to review and comment on the final draft
reclamation and restoration plan, submitted by MCCC-Massey.117
January 2002

______________________________________________________________________________________________
It appears that the provision for a public comment period on the final reclamation plan is bypassed as the final draft
restoration plan is submitted by MCCC-Massey in mid January to various regulatory bodies. A copy of the Martin
County Coal Corporation Sample Final Stream and Floodplain Restoration Plan118 is placed on file at the Kentucky
Division of Water for example. Thus, it appears that EPA Region 4 does not provide the CAG with a public comment
period on the sample final recovery plan as originally assured in late fall teleconference session with the CAG.
January 29, 2002

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
In late January, representatives from MCCC-Massey, EPA Region 4 and representatives meet in Lexington to
discuss the details of the final reclamation plan. Through teleconference communication, various other federal and
state agencies from both West Virginia and Kentucky are represented at this meeting. Transcript records of the meeting
suggest that the meeting is a daylong session that begins at 9:00 a.m. and closes out at 3:00 p.m. A review of those in
attendance, based on the transcript, indicates that community representatives -neither local elected officials nor members
of the EPA Citizen Advisory Group- have been invited to participate in the conference discussion on final reclamation
plans for the community. 119
May 10 2002

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Four months later, the final reclamation plan for the county and the county watershed is submitted to EPA Region 4 by
MCCC-Massey’s environmental consulting firm. Based on checks with our own Citizen Advisory Committee, it appears
that local citizens as representatives of the EPA CAG are never consulted on the contents of the final recovery and
reclamation plan.120
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Under “Work to be Performed” See: United States. Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. Administrative Order on Consent for
Removal Action. In the Matter of: Martin County Coal Slurry Spill Site, Inez Kentucky. Martin County Coal Corporation (respondent).
DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement
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Ecology and Environment Inc. (January 15, 2002). Martin County Coal Corporation Sample Final Stream and Floodplain
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Martin County Coal Corp Coal Slurry Release: Approved Plan (May 10. 2002) prepared for: Martin County Coal Corp by Ecology
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Conclusions on Civic Capacity
After a reviewing the above timeline, the reader should have a better conception of the civic capacity issues that confront
Martin County and its citizens. Recall that one of the dimensions to evaluate, in evaluating civic capacity, is the extent to
which the civic sphere invites opportunity for citizens in civic groups to actively participate in a meaningful democratic
discourse on the direction and affairs of their own community. The timeline of events seems to suggest that the civic
sphere in Martin County has been constricted since the coal waste spill. It seems that the Coal Company and EPA Region
4 have tended to manage environmental disaster response, cleanup and recovery with little (if any) opportunity for civic
input in environmental planning, assessment and recovery decisions. It appears, based on the timeline of events, that
Martin County citizens have been denied opportunities to discuss and actively participate in decisions on community and
environmental recovery. Again, this is ironic since there are several public participation provisions within several
environmental statutes that should have been applied in Martin County. In addition, the 1994 Environmental Justice
Executive Order sets up clear provisions for inviting public input in poor, economically distressed communities such as in
Martin County. But it appears, however, based on extensive field interviews and a review of the public record that
channels for citizen input in recovery decisions were never effectively provided to local citizens by EPA Region 4. A
review of the EPA Taskforce Report would seem to suggest that EPA Region 4 had developed several mechanisms –the
outreach center, a survey, a citizen advisory group, teleconference sessions – to invite citizen input in environmental
decision-making. Yet, a more careful review of citizen testimony and a review of the public record, suggests that EPA
Region 4 has been largely deficient in carrying out its statutory responsibilities of providing channels for citizen input in
remediation and recovery since the spill in Martin County. 121 EPA Region 4 failures in providing mechanisms for citizen
involvement in community and environmental recovery are enumerated below in summary form:
1)

At the time of the disaster, EPA Region 4 sets up a command and communications post on Coal Company
property. It appears from field testimony and a review of the public record, that the Unified Command Structure
prevented Martin County citizens from obtaining reliable information on the disaster’s impact, as roadblocks
kept area newspersons out of the impact areas. Allegations soon followed that under the Unified Command
Structure (UCS) the responsible party –MCCC-Massey- is editing EPA press statements.

2)

Information on the extent of the damage and environmental impact of the coal waste spill also seems to have
been managed under the UCS, with MCCC-Massey taking the lead role in site characterization of the disaster
and environmental impact assessments. It seems that citizens have a legitimate reason in expressing suspicion
with a testing, monitoring and assessment structure that places the responsible party in charge of monitoring the
spill’s impact on the local environment and area watershed. This is discussed more in the section on Water
Quality, Testing and Monitoring. Though there are statutory provisions that allow for citizen input in
environmental assessment after an environmental disaster, it appears that Martin County citizens have not been
provided with opportunity to be involved in environmental assessments of the spill’s impact on their own
community.

3)

The March Administrative Order on Consent for Compliance marks another event where citizens have been
denied an opportunity to meaningfully participate in environmental recovery. It appears that EPA Region 4
reached an administrative agreement with MCCC-Massey, in a closed-door session, on a final recovery plan
without mechanisms for citizen input, public involvement or public comment.

4)

The failure of EPA Region 4 to release the ATSDR Report for public comment and review, at the March Public
Meeting marks another event where EPA Region 4 might have blocked information on environmental impact
from local citizens. Blocking information may have prevented area citizens from participating in a meaningful
and intelligent discourse and exchange on the future environmental well being of their community.

5)

EPA Region 4 outreach activities, based upon field testimony from area citizens and a review of the public
record, suggests that these outreach mechanisms have been largely deficient in involving citizens in
environmental recovery decisions.

6)

The failure of the EPA Region 4 outreach coordinator to provide citizens with the Material Safety Data Sheets
on the chemical inputs used in coal treatment appears to be a violation of public participation provisions under a

121
It might be important to again mention that, in 1986, CERCLA provisions were updated under the Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act (SARA). 121 1986 CERCLA provided more mechanisms for citizen participation in site cleanup and reclamation
decisions; under the amended CERCLA, prior to initiating reclamation activities on a Superfund site, the EPA must submit its proposed
work plan to a thirty-day public comment period, -similar to the public participation provisions originally set out under NEPA 1968.
United States Environmental Protection Agency. SARA Overview. Available online:
HTTP://www.epa.gov/superfund/actions/law/sara.htm.
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Community’s Right-to-Know that guarantees concerned citizens information on chemicals used in local
industrial and mining processes. 122
7)

The EPA fails in its December commitment to provide its Citizen Advisory Group with a thirty-day public
comment period on the final reclamation plan marks yet another documented incident of EPA negligence.
The1986 SARA Amendment to CERCLA provides citizens with a thirty-day comment period on EPA
reclamation and remediation plans of Superfund sites.123 Though CERCLA, in the end, is not invoked as the
response statute in guiding EPA Region 4 actions in the field in Martin County, these public participation
provisions should have been invoked in keeping with formal obligations to its Citizen Advisory Group of
Martin County citizens.

To address past failures on the part of EPA Region 4 in responding to the disaster in Martin County, we provide several
broad recommendations on increasing community involvement in environmental recovery and reclamation strategies. We
also offer a series of sub recommendations to assist the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, Department for Local
Government and to the Office of the Governor in acting on our recommendations. In the final section of this report, we
present our recommendations on addressing past public involvement failures.
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Emergency Planning and Community Right-to know Act: CRS Report RL 30022: Summaries of Environmental Laws Administered
by the EPA. Available online: http://www.cnie.org/nle/crsreports/briefingbooks/laws/m.cfm.
123
United States Environmental Protection Agency. SARA Overview. Available online:
HTTP://www.epa.gov/superfund/actions/law/sara.htm.
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Section Four:
Emergency Water Provisions and Water Treatment

October 11, 2000
The Big Branch Impoundment is a 72-acre coal waste impoundment, owned and operated by the Martin County Coal
Corporation a subsidiary of Massey Energy (MCCC-Massey). The impoundment ruptures at its base. Based on official
estimates, the rupture releases three hundred million gallons of sludge and black water into underground mine shafts
below the impoundment; the sludge snakes through underground mine works and finally escapes out two mine portals and
discharges into local surface waters on opposite sides of the mountain. (See Map 4.A. Appendix D).
On one side of the mountain, Coldwater Creek is slowly inundated with heavy black coal sludge. Local properties at the
Creek’s head on Mullett Branch are slowly covered with heavy, tar-like, coal waste material. The sludge slowly
suffocates this small four-mile creek and then travels into Rockcastle Creek. Rockcastle Creek flows through the middle
of Inez, the county seat town, and meets up with the Tug Fork of the Big Sandy River. (See Map 4.A) In our February
field interviews, several citizens recall this first event and comment on the sludge spill on Coldwater Creek,124

124



The coal company and the EPA like to call it slurry. A slurry is a fast moving substance. What came down
Coldwater…was very, very slow moving. […] Very thick, thicker than any mud you’ll ever see.



The reason why I say it’s amazing, maybe that’s the wrong word to use, I never seen anything like that and
hopefully I will never see anything like that again...but it was, it looked like an ocean. It was almost like -this is
up Cold Water- as far as you could see, it was black, but it was thick. It looked like black lava. Almost like
chocolate pudding. And it was just a mess. It looked like when you stand on a beach and look at an ocean and
it’s just ocean as far as you can see. That’s what this looked like. It was like looking at a black ocean. Except it
was really thick.



Now that sludge, it was so thick, it looked like pudding. You know how pudding is? It was so thick.



I received a phone call early that morning from my neighbor and they basically told me that something bad had
happened. They had been to work and called me and said that something had happened and that the creek
looked like black pudding -- I think that was their response at the time -- and they said that according to their
report that it was going to keep rising and that the impoundment had failed. So then I got out and looked at the
situation and there it was, I mean the creek was just fluid like a chocolate milkshake, I think that is the best
description. I mean it was that thick and it looked like oil on top of it. So I drove up the road to my neighbors
and I am sure you have seen pictures, I mean it was unbelievable, the people realized right then the danger that
they actually were in. The residents feel that their lives were put in danger that night.



It probably took five days for the black water to get here from there.



Well at 7:25 when I left and I got out there. It was daylight by then. And then I looked at
that and I thought that’s not water, you know. It was all...just like… it was all puffed up in
the creek. It was coming straight up like, it looked like a pudding or something, you
know, and the creek almost looked like a big soufflé, you know how a soufflé just rises up
and just sort of expands well that’s the way it looked and I thought, my goodness and I got
out of the car then and I went over to the edge of the bridge and I looked down at it. And
you couldn’t, you couldn’t even see it move it was just, you know, it was just… it was just
there …



It was unbelievable. Something like you never seen before. The current –you could see
leaves and things. It was the fall of the year. It was in October. You could see a leaf and
then you might see it, -you might see it over the course of 10 to 15 minutes move just a
few inches. It was flowing that slow.

February. 2001. Field Interviews.
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On the other side of the mountain, most of the black water from the impoundment spills into the 17-mile length of Wolf
Creek, which is a creek above Martin County’s water intake on the Tug Fork of the Big Sandy River. (See Map 4.A.) At
the time of the spill, the county’s intake system is closed as the county has switched to drawing water from its Tug River
reserves stored at Crum Reservoir. 125 Reservoir reserves are low. The county, in the days ahead, will be on emergency
water alert to conserve water resources. While Martin County’s water intake is closed at the time of the spill, Kermit,
W.V. is pulling water from the Tug and is forced to shut down its Tug River intake by 8:00 a.m. that morning.126 (See
Map 4.A) In the days after the spill, based on state official estimates, nearly 28,000 people are without water in town
water systems along the Tug Fork. 127
As towns in Martin County and Kermit West Virginia are in a State of Emergency, other towns along the Tug are in a
heightened State of Alert. With the sludge plume moving slowly downriver, other municipal water systems prepare to
close their intakes. In the days immediately after the disaster, water turbidity is reported at unprecedented levels. Though
the sludge plume would miss the Ashland plant,128 one Ashland official would comment:


Our river water is usually one in turbidity. We have treated 750 before during floods. That’s dirty.

Hearing reports that turbidity at the peak of the sludge plume is being reported at 6,000,129 the Ashland official comments:


When it gets up into the thousands I can’t even visualize how heavy that is. This is a totally different animal
than we have ever seen.130

Mid to Late October 2000

Temporary Water Systems: In Martin County reserves in the reservoir dwindle to lower and lower levels. In the days to
follow, county residents are advised to conserve water. 131 In order to preserve water, Martin County’s public schools are
closed for four days. 132 Meanwhile, under the Unified Command Structure (UCS), MCCC-Massey and State Emergency
Management personnel, along with EPA Region 4 and other agency officials, develop a contingency plan to construct
temporary water systems in the impacted areas in order to supply area towns with water. 133 In Martin County, MCCC
provides forty thousand dollars for sixty-five hundred feet of pipeline that will extend from Middlefork Creek, a creek
that was not impacted by the coal waste spill to the Martin County water treatment facility. 134 Under the UCS, the
temporary water line from Middlefork is installed ten days later and is ready to draw water by the tenth day. With a
temporary line in place and operational, the Martin County Water District (MCWD), shifts from its dwindling Crum
reservoir reserves and begins pulling and treating water from Middlefork Creek.135 (See Map 4.B. Appendix D.)
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Bottled Water Provisions: During the State of Emergency, towns along the Tug River are provided with bottled water.
Though it is unclear from field interviews and news sources, whether the water is being paid for and distributed through
MCCC-Massey or whether the Appalachian Christian Project is distributing cases that have been donated by the Perrier
Corporation. 136 Based on interviews and news sources, it appears that the distribution of bottled water is sporadic and
limited. Residents who report receiving bottled water report receiving only one case. Based on field interviews and news
sources, school persons and elected officials are accused of hoarding water and county magistrates are accused of
distributing “campaign water.”137 The distribution of bottled water seems to become a source of tension among citizens in
Martin County: Some Martin County residents, in their interviews with the student-faculty research team, comment on the
distribution surrounding emergency bottled water provisions:138


Everybody is just concerned, very concerned. They want bottled water brought in and aren't getting it and they
don't stand a chance. If you aggravate them, [as one public official did] [...] they got in -as far as I know- two
truck and trailer loads since this has happened.



I know we have to use bottled water. At first each house was given a case of water then only a 1/2 after it
started. It came from the coal company but had a note in it from [one public official] where it looked like it was
from him.



I heard that the coal company paid for and brought in for the first week or so, bottled water. Yes, to certain
people and to certain places but no more, [...]

Mid November 2000
White Powdery Crust shows up in Tap Water: Area citizens begin to report a white powdery substance in the drinking
water. One local citizen comments,


Every time we wash our dishes, there is a white powder left on them. I don’t know what it is, but it leaves your
skin feeling terrible. 139

The Kentucky Division of Water (DOW), Section Supervisor is quoted as having received reports from Martin County
citizens, but says he cannot be sure about the white powder problem without doing a test to determine what the substance
is. The DOW Section supervisor states,


It could be chlorine, or hard water. I doubt that it would be anything harmful, but we can run a test. 140

The Martin County Water District (MCWD) plant supervisor soon issues a press statement that the white substance is
lime, which is used to regulate the PH levels in water. The MCWD plant supervisor states,


Martin County Water District uses lime in the treatment of water. It is used to control the PH level and also
coats the inside of the water lines. Any time the water line is disturbed or de-pressurized it causes lime to break
loose and start moving. This can create colored water and cause spotting on clothing and dishes.141
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November 16 2000
DOW issues Boil Water Advisory: The State Division of Water (DOW) issues a boil water advisory for parts of Martin
County after a line break. With the advisory, the DOW conducts tests for bacteria that might be present in the drinking
water.142 According to the MCWD plant supervisor, the boil advisory is put into effect because of a broken water line and
believes the line was broken during heavy cleanup and excavation activities on Coldwater Creek. The MCWD plant
supervisor states,


While cleaning Coldwater Creek, Martin County Coal broke the lines.143

On November 20, 2000 the State DOW rescinds its Boil Water Advisory for Martin County; but two days later,
November 22, 2000, the DOW issues another Boil Water Advisory for Martin County. 144

Late November 2000
Lime in public water supply: Local newspersons based on earlier press statements by MCWD personnel, report that the
lime residue in the public drinking water supply is probably due to the extra lime being added to control PH levels in
water being pulled from the temporary intake at Middlefork Creek. In a local press interview, the MCWD plant
supervisor acknowledges that before the spill, when the MCWD plant was drawing water from its Tug River reserves,
stored in the Crum reservoir, the raw water required less lime to purify. 145
The plant supervisor also states, for the record, that the lime might explain the series of boil advisories. In a press release,
the plant supervisor explains that when lime builds up in the water lines, a loss of pressure or a line break can cause the
lime to break loose inside the water pipes. 146 However, the MCWD plant supervisor is now reluctant to blame MCCCMassey for the problems at the water treatment plant and the county’s current water problem. He states, that the county’s
water situation,


…[It] has nothing to do with Martin County Coal. 147

Late November 2000
It appears that bottled water is distributed by MCCC and various outreach agencies 148 through mostly the first month of
the spill and that provisions for bottled water end officially for MCCC-Massey at the end of November. A MCCC
representative tells Coldwater residents during its November public informational meeting that it is no longer supplying
bottled water. Citizens at this public meeting respond and react and express concern about their drinking water. Some
citizens state that they are afraid to drink it. 149 Though bottled water is officially provided for the first two months of
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the disaster, 150 in the months ahead, Martin County citizens will continue to request and press for such emergency water
provisions. Tension and confusion over bottled water supplies continue into March of 2001, when an agency official,
during the March 13, 2001 public meeting, states publicly that they were under the impression that MCCC-Massey was
still supplying cases of water to area citizens. 151

December 1, 2000
A turbidity meter is installed by MCCC-Massey on December 1, 2000. But it takes an exchange between the DOW
and company persons to agree on the data of installment and when the meter is operative. this date on installation and
when the permanent monitoring station is fully operational is clarified in an exchange between DOW personnel and the
MCCC president. In a letter, dated late January 2001, the DOW first cites MCCC for being in contempt of Orders under
the Unified Command Structure, and for not having installed a ‘permanent monitoring station.’ The letter from the State
DOW to MCCC-Massey states,


MCCC has ten days to comply with the DOW under the Unified Command.152

The president of MCCC replies,


I take exception to the conclusion you expressed in your letter of January 25, when you suggested that the
automatic turbidity meter at the Kermit, West Virginia water plant was not successfully installed […] The
turbidity meter was installed December 1 by [Company Name] the authorized distributor for […] the
manufacturer of the unit.
The last item to be hooked up was the automatic telephone warning capability, which was hooked up by
[Company Name] on Monday, January 22. The unit is to alarm at a turbidity of 500 NTU and dial a prerecorded message to appropriate personnel. […]
I would therefore conclude that the Kermit turbidity meter is operational as specified by the Kentucky Division
of Water. […]
While I cannot prevent occasional disruption caused by flooding, we have installed a system that provides an
accurate and representative measure of the turbidity in the Tug Fork.153

With the meter in place, the Hazard Field Office of the DOW is assigned to monitor turbidity flow from the Tug Fork
River. A field officer comments,


We have a permanent monitoring station near the Kermit Bridge and there is an alarm which goes off if the
levels of turbidity go too high.” 154

It appears that the turbidity meter is in place and in operation by the start of 2001. However, there still seem to remain
some unanswered questions over the monitoring station: 1) How the meter at the Kermit intake serves the MCWD plant.
2) How the alarm system operates and 3) whether the monitoring station can effectively operate during a heavy rain event
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or flooding. Our team requested clarification on these questions from the Division of Water in February, but the DOW
was unable to comment. 155
It seems important to know how the turbidity alarm system at the Kermit facility functions considering cleanup
strategies in the impacted area: During the months of cleanup, excavated coal sludge from Coldwater Creek as well as
slurry from Wolf Creek were either being hauled or pumped to the Holty Branch Impoundment, which lies directly above
Wolf Creek and therefore, directly above Martin County’s water intake. (See Map 4.C. Appendix D). Since the Holty
Branch impoundment is rated by MSHA as having a “high breakthrough potential,” 156 it seems important that turbidity
alarm systems are in place and operational considering the potential (high potential) for another impoundment
breakthrough impacting Martin County’s public water supply.

December 12, 2000
Amid rising concerns, an official from the Drinking Water Branch of the Division of Water inspects the Martin
County Water Treatment plant and observes a series of violations of water treatment standards. These are listed in a
notification to the MCWD plant. The observations include,


1) Filters are not washed properly 2) Filter control valves do not operate properly allowing filters to de-water. 3)
Coagulant dosage is not sufficient to form a floc. 4) Sludge tank size influences backwash cycle. (It’s too
small). 5) No surface wash on filters. 6) There is no chlorine chart recorder. 7) Jar testing is not practiced
regularly 8) The PH meter did not work. 9) Lots of leaks in the pipe gallery 10) No written SOP 11) Insufficient
equipment to run jar tests 12) Weir on unit 2 is not level 13) No automatic turbidity meters on filters. 14) No
filter to waste provided. 15) Chlorine split between treatment units is uneven. 15) Plant junked up. 157

December 24, 2000

Christmas Eve at 8:00 a.m. a twelve-inch main water line leaving the water-plant bursts and after repairing the
break, another break occurs 8 hours later at approximately 5 p.m. The resulting water loss is reported at nearly 500,000
gallons of water. Families living in Beauty, Pilgrim as well as in Inez, approximately one-quarter of the County
population, are without water through Christmas Eve and Christmas day. The Kentucky Division of Water (DOW) is
notified of the water line breaks and the DOW and the MCWD issue a boil water advisory for parts of Martin County.
Meanwhile, one of the county newspapers reports that the temporary waterline at Middle Fork Creek has begun to emit a
spray of water and is sending a stream into the nearby trees. Because of freezing temperatures, the spray has frozen on
nearby trees, causing the area around the intake to look like a “Winter Wonderland,” the scene of which is featured on
the front page of the weekly edition.158
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Martin County will stay on a boil advisory because of line breaks and low line pressure through mid January. Based on
field notes, formal interviews, and a content review local news reports and ‘letters of the editor’,159 it appears that many
Martin County citizens are growing frustrated with operations at the MCWD plant. Other reports indicate some tensions
within the Water Board. Some Board members do not view MCCC-Massey and the coal waste spill as the source of the
plant’s difficulties, 160 but one Water Board member, believes that MCCC-Massey should be held accountable for some of
the MCWD problems:


Our workers are on duty 24 hours a day trying to maintain water for everyone and we are on the way to doing
that, but I think that Martin County Coal needs to bring drinking water out to people.161

December 24, 2000
MCWD Water plant considers pumping from the Tug River: After weeks of drawing water through the temporary
line from Middlefork, the MCWD considers opening its permanent Tug River intake. The MCWD plant supervisor states,


We’re waiting for the turbidity levels to go down some. We don’t want to pump black water into the reservoir.
162

Early January 2001
Periodic line freezes and boil advisories cause the MCWD to begin pumping from its permanent Tug River intake.163
The MCWD plant supervisor tells local reporters that the plant has,


Resumed pumping water from the Tug River pumping station.164

A week earlier, a representative from the State Division of Water (DOW) cautions against the heavy rains and advises the
MCWD to take a ‘wait and see’ approach. But the decision to pull water from the permanent intake, according to the
DOW representative, is ultimately the decision of the Martin County Water District. He states,


[It’s] their call.165

Based on the above statement, it appears that the State DOW awards jurisdiction to the MCWD to decide whether and
when to shift to its permanent intake. Perhaps this can explain why there is no record of DOW re-inspection of the
MCWD plant in late December prior to the shift back to the county permanent water source on the Tug River. Based on a
review of DOW records that are publicly available, it appears that the DOW did not complete a follow-up inspection on
its early December citation to assure that the plant was in compliance and operating at treatment standards before the
MCWD shifted to its permanent water source on the Tug River.
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January 4, 2001
At the January informational meeting between Coldwater residents and MCCC representatives many residents are
concerned about the health hazards of drinking the water and ask Martin County Coal to provide drinking water to
citizens in Martin County. One citizen tells the president of MCCC that people could not get enough water and that
some could not afford to go out and buy it while continuing to pay their regular water bill. The citizen states,


The people should be able to get some clean drinking water. 166

The president of MCCC responds,


I wasn’t aware that there was much of a problem. I only know what I was told and what I read in the
newspapers. I guess they had a couple of lines break on Christmas Eve, and all the water leaked out. They
couldn’t run the plant for a while and since it’s been so cold people have been letting their water run and they
can’t get enough water fast enough. 167

The president of MCCC points to the Martin County Water District for Martin County’s water problems,


The Kentucky Division of Water regulates the quality and I remember reading in one of the papers that there
were problems in the plant and that they had been cited for them. Maybe there’s a problem with some of the
equipment or with the process in the plant. 168

The citizen is reported as replying,


Nobody wants to claim responsibility. What are people supposed to do? 169

January 8, 2001
A correspondence between the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers and the Cabinet of Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection reports that, after three months of cleanup activities, by early January, half of the slurry and coal waste has
been excavated. The letter to the Cabinet Secretary reads,


As you know [...] 50% of the coal slurry has been removed from the streams and floodplain and disposed of at
proper locations. […] 170

January 8, 2001
At the January informational meeting between Wolf Creek residents and MCCC-Massey representatives many residents
are concerned about “film” on their dishes. Wolf Creek residents want to know what is wrong with the water and ask
what the film is on their dishes. The MCWD plant supervisor who is present at the meeting informs citizens that the
water plant is now pumping from the Tug River into the reservoir and from the reservoir into the plant where it is treated
and goes on to the customer. With the shift to the permanent water intake, the MCWD plant supervisor explains,


You shouldn’t be getting as much lime on your dishes now. 171
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One citizen asks,


Then what is that stuff? We never had that problem until the slurry came. 172

The MCWD plant supervisor responds and defends MCCC-Massey,


I don’t know, I guess Middlefork Creek must have had natural lime in it to start with. The plant is running at
100% and can’t do any more. I can tell you that the water problems had nothing to do with Martin County
Coal. 173

January 24, 2001
The Martin County Fiscal Court meets in late January. Citizens attend the meeting to voice concerns over water quality
and water treatment in the county. According to local press reports, a citizen recommends that the court conduct its
own tests and report those results to residents. The citizen also suggests that court hire an independent engineer to
inspect the plant and make recommendations. The press reports,


The feeling in the meeting was Martin County Coal was solely responsible for the problem. [Name of
Magistrate] said the finger of blame should not be pointed anywhere and that everyone needed to cooperate to
find a solution.



Resident [name] suggested a committee be formed to seek funding for a new plant and that Martin County Coal
should donate $1 million for a new plant.174

The County Judge Executive is reported at the meeting as saying,


I understand where everybody is coming from both as the judge and a citizen, because my wife complains about
the white film. 175

The Judge is quoted as saying,


This sludge spill is worse than the Exxon oil spill and it has affected us in many different ways. However, the
one common thing is the water, and I feel that a better line of communication needs to be set up between the
court and the Water district. 176

The Judge is further quoted,


I promise you that I will strongly urge them to do the tests. If they refuse, the PSC will be called in. I want
clean water for all the citizens of Martin County, and I will do everything possible to see that happen. 177
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February 7, 2001
HELP Organization holds February meeting. 178 While an outside New York law firm reports preliminary results on
its chemical analyses of the water, Martin County Citizens report on their own observations of local water quality at this
pubic meeting. One citizen brings a jar of clouded water to the meeting. The citizen says,


You can’t tell me this is safe to drink, there’s no way I’m drinking this. 179

Another citizen brings a boiled egg to the meeting that has a white crust or white deposits on its shell after being boiled in
county tap water. The egg is passed around for other citizens to take note. 180 During the meeting, there is discussion
among citizens on possible ways to independently monitor the drinking water supply and monitor activities at the local
water treatment plant. Citizens discuss the logistics, the technical lab resources and financial funds necessary to
independently monitor water quality and water treatment. Some citizens, in attendance, volunteer to look into this and a
subcommittee of local citizens is formed to address this issue. 181

February 2001
Martin County citizens complain of skin rashes that they believe are being caused by the county water. One Martin
County citizen circulates a petition that he says he’ll use to urge health officials to check into the county water supply. In
all, thirty-eight signatures are collected on the petition. The solicitation reads,


Anyone who has a rash with prolonged itching following the sludge spill at Martin County Coal, or any other
health problems such as swelling in the hands and feet, please contact us at […] 182

In our February interviews with Martin County citizens, several citizens talked about skin irritations and other mild health
problems that they believed were related to the public water supply. Other citizens, when referring to the public water
supply, referred to the added expense of purchasing bottled or jug water, not only for drinking, but also for cooking and
sometimes washing. Some of these other citizen comments are summarized below: 183


I know we have to use bottled water. […] I don’t think people should have to pay for their water when they
can’t even use it



You know we weren’t worried about it or anything, but now it is nasty and there isn’t another word for it. I
heard that the coal company paid for and brought in for the first week or so, bottled water. Yes, to certain
people and to certain places… Yes, but no more we buy it and it is getting expensive.



The price of water has remained the same, but you have to take into account that now we have to buy it to cook
with, to brush your teeth with, and for my pets. All that.



You know we have to buy our own drinking water. I can do that, but there are a lot of families that cannot do
that. For so many weeks after the spill, the coal co. and our county provided homes with a case of water. A
case of water doesn’t go very far when you have to put it in your coffee pot, or when you fix any kind of pasta,
you have to boil water. You have to do that. So a lot of people can’t afford to buy their own water. Also,
another issue and my neighbor has a small child, is that their pediatrician has told them to buy water but they
have to buy the water that has...that’s for pediatrics because it has to have fluoride in it. They are having buy
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water that has fluoride in it because that has always been an advantage to being on city water because it has
fluoride in it and we have never as children have had to get a fluoride treatment from a doctor. So now you
know, if you have a small child, well, that is the one other concern. And that water is more expensive to buy
than just regular distilled water.

March 5, 2001
A week prior to the scheduled March public meeting, the EPA On Scene Coordinator telephones an Agency for Toxic
Substance and Disease Registry (ATSDR) representative and requests that they be present at next week’s scheduled
public meeting. The ATSDR telephone log reads,


On March 5 at 11:15 a.m. I returned a call to [name] EPA/ OSC. He indicated that a public meeting had been
set up for next Tuesday on March 13. He would like an ATSDR representative to be present to discuss toxicity
and expected health effects; […] there is a lot of media attention and resident claims of skin rashes since
the release. He asked how that can best be arranged and what would we need? 184

Mid March 2001
Between both the EPA and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) there appears to be some
inter-agency confusion on when the MCWD plant starts drawing water from the Tug Fork. The ATSDR report, for
example, provides several reasons why it is unlikely that the coal slurry is the cause of reported of skin rashes in the
County. Two of the reasons deal directly with the Martin County Water District and the treatment facility. They read,


The treatment system at the plant deals with lower concentrations as a matter of routine. 185



The coal slurry was never taken into the plant because the intake was closed, according to the plant operator.186

In the ATSDR report and during the March 12 EPA public meeting there appear to be several other misstatements by the
EPA and ATSDR on when the MCWD began pulling water from the Tug Fork. It appears that some EPA and ATSDR
officials are not aware that the MCWD began pumping water from the Tug Fork in late December when, based on other
documented reports, half of the slurry had been excavated from the impacted creeks. Martin County Citizens in one of
their summer teleconference sessions with EPA Region 4 try to clarify this for the agency record. The teleconference
minutes on this topic read,


The community reps reiterated their concern about what they believe is an incorrect statement in the ATSDR
report that says something to the effect: “the water plant did not pump water from the Tug River from the time
of the spill until March 13th.” They believe they have information that can correct this and other statements
used as background and assumptions in the ATSDR report. EPA suggested that they correspond with ATSDR
officials on this matter. 187
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Agency of Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (February 6, 2001). ATSDR Record of Activity. Name: Martin County Coal Slurry.
ERS Log #01-2117.
185
Project Note: The ATSDR assumption that the MCWD treatment facility can handle and treat higher concentrations of various
compounds that have been identified in the slurry because the facility is already handling and treating such materials at lower
concentrations seems unclear. It is unclear whether the facility is able to treat and filter such materials to start, since based upon
consultation with other university faculty, who are familiar with water treatment, facilities tend only typically to treat for bacteria.
Admittedly, there are filtration systems that can handle and treat for chemical and metal compounds, but it is unlikely that such systems
are in place at the MCWD plant. See, for example, International Environmental Technologies, Inc. (October 2000) Tug Fork Coal Fine
Spill Water Cleanup Proposal. Danville, Kentucky. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. The other added reason, why
it is unlikely MCWD can treat higher concentrations is the MCWD was cited for not meeting state water quality standards several
months prior, in December 2000.
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Recommendation
In the final section of this report, we recommend that the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Department for Local
Government and the Office of the Governor address water quality and water treatment issues in Martin County.
The Kentucky Public Service Commission has also begun to review water treatment issues in Martin County in early
2002. 188 These state policy measures and our set of recommendations are in accord with survey findings already at the
start of this report. Survey findings indicate that 8 out of 10 Martin County citizens rated drinking water a ‘serious
problem’ in comparison to only 2 out of 10 Perry County citizens rating drinking water the same way. Below are more
findings on survey questions related to water treatment. Table 4.A. shows that in comparison to Perry County citizens,
Martin County citizens are significantly more likely to strongly disagree that “the water treatment facility does a good job
of meeting water quality standards.” More Martin County citizens (68%) in comparison to Perry County citizens (30%)
strongly agree that the ‘water treatment facility should enforce stricter water quality standards.”
Considering the overall concern with water quality and water treatment, as expressed by Martin County citizens in these
percentages and in other survey questions, in the next section of this report, we continue to address water quality issues in
Martin County. In the next section, the student-faculty research team addresses the water quality testing and monitoring
that has been done in the county since the October coal waste spill.

Table 4.A. Water Quality and Water Treatment a: Martin and Perry County Compared

The water treatment facility does a
good job of meeting water quality
standards (n=450, X2=144 p=.000)

The Water treatment facility should
enforce stricter water quality
standards (n=500, X2=78 p=.000)

Coal severance taxes should be used
to upgrade the water treatment
facility (n=486, X2=30 p=.000)

a.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongl
y
Agree

Martin
County

45%

32%

12%

6%

5%

Perry
County

6%

19%

28%

41%

5%

Martin
County

1%

1%

2%

27%

68%

Perry
County

5%

3%

11%

53%

30%

Martin
County

4%

4%

9%

27%

57%

Perry
County

4%

5%

15%

43%

33%

Other percentages on other water quality questions are reported in the next report section on
Water Quality Testing and Monitoring.
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SEE: Gary Ball (April 10, 2002). Martin County Water District in crisis: PSC issues emergency order; DOW team conducts ‘sanitary
survey.’ P.1.
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Section Five:
Water Quality Testing and Monitoring

Environmental Regulations Guiding EPA and DOW Actions in Martin County
In the early days of the disaster, as part of the Unified Command Structure (UCS), a Superfund Technical Assessment and
Response Team (START) provided support with operations, water treatment and logistics. Though a Superfund response
team was on the scene at the start of the spill, in its year-after taskforce report on Martin County, EPA Region 4 stresses
that the EPA and the UCS did not respond to the spill under Superfund guidelines. The year-after Taskforce Report
explains that since the coal waste spill was not considered nor classified as a hazardous chemical release, it did not qualify
as a Superfund response. Months after the disaster, in a teleconference conversation with EPA officials, several Martin
County citizens, asked for clarification and explanation on this. They asked why the Martin County coal waste disaster
was not declared a Superfund site. The minutes from this teleconference session read,


The citizens expressed their concern that even though the coal slurry apparently had mercury, PAH’s, waste fuel
oil (from the coal operations/ machinery) magnetite, etc. –the site ended up not being a Superfund site. [An
EPA official] talked about the challenges EPA had in making this determination. She said that since many of
the chemicals were naturally occurring, this was factored into the final decision regarding Superfund status. 189

Based on our field interviews and survey responses, many Martin County citizens would take issue with how EPA
classified and responded to the coal waste disaster. But before presenting the position of what appears to be many Martin
County citizens (based on our survey findings), it seems important to summarize and outline more fully, Superfund
response guidelines as well as other relevant environmental regulations. Our research team believes that a review of the
statutes and regulatory guidelines pertaining to coal waste, applied in Martin County, might clarify EPA Region 4 actions.
By having a clearer view on EPA Region 4 response actions this might, in turn, help clarify -through contrast- the
position of many citizens. What follows is a brief review of the response and regulatory statutes that the EPA applied in
responding to the coal waste disaster in Martin County. After this statutory review, we provide a review of citizen
testimony (expert testimony) and other citizen commentary on coal waste and coal processing methods.

CERCLA –Superfund
The Comprehensive Environmental Recovery Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) passed into law in 1980. The
history of events leading up to the passage of CERCLA is well-summarized elsewhere.190 Therefore, it is only necessary
here to note that CERCLA is a ‘response statute’ rather than a regulatory statute. As a response statute, CERCLA sets out
several important mechanisms to assist and guide the EPA in responding to reports of chemical-industrial contamination;
with the passage of CERCLA in 1980, several response procedures were added to the 1968 National Contingency Plan so
that the EPA could better coordinate its actions in cases of chemical-industrial accidents. As mentioned in the Civic
Capacity section of this report, these response mechanisms have since been amended to include more provisions for
public participation in EPA response actions to chemical industrial disasters. As stated in the Civic Capacity section, there
are now more provisions for citizen input in site characterization, environmental assessment and public comment on
recovery plans or work plans.191 During site characterization, for example, under amended CERCLA provisions, citizens
can apply for technical assistance grants to conduct their own independent assessments on environmental impact. These
public participation provisions are noteworthy and will be addressed once again, at the end of this report.
Aside from its amended and updated channels for public input, CERCLA is probably best known for its Superfund
provisions. In 1980, under CERCLA, a general fund or Superfund was established through taxes levied on the
petrochemical industry; this general fund has assisted the EPA in responding to chemical industrial accidents and
189 189

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (June 14, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill
Site. Draft #1.
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See: Andrew Szasz (1994) EcoPopulism: Toxic Waste and the Movement for Environmental Justice. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press. Another book that helps set the context behind CERCLA is: Adeline Levine (1982) Love Canal: Science, Politics and
People. Massachusetts: Lexington Books.
191
United States Environmental Protection Agency. SARA Overview. Available online:
HTTP://www.epa.gov/superfund/actions/law/sara.htm
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initiating cleanup and reclamation activities, while fines and other reclamation costs may be pending against potentially
responsible parties or industries. In cases where no responsible party can be identified or held accountable, the
Superfund serves as a ‘trust fund’ in EPA cleanup and reclamation of abandoned industrial sites, also known as brown
fields.192 With the passage of CERCLA in 1980, a system was established for prioritizing and reclaiming abandoned
hazardous waste sites and abandoned industrial sites. This designation system, under CERCLA, is referred to as the
National Priorities List (NPL).
To summarize CERCLA: 1. CERCLA is a response statute that guides EPA actions in the field when EPA responds to
and cleans up contaminated sites that threaten the environment and public health. 2. CERCLA established a general fund
or Superfund that assists the EPA in financing site mitigation and remediation strategies. 3. CERCLA established a
National Priorities List, which prioritizes sites for environmental cleanup and remediation; these sites that are scheduled
for EPA CERLCA response activities are typically referred to as “NPL” sites. 4. CERCLA, under its amendments, has
several important provisions for involving local citizens in site assessment and remediation strategies.

RCRA –Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Most sites listed on CERCLA’s National Priorities List (NPL sites), and that are scheduled for EPA cleanup and
remediation under CERCLA, are abandoned brown fields. Because of the long term and acute impacts of hazardous
waste sites on the environment and public health, hazardous industries have become more strictly regulated over the past
twenty-five year period. In the late 1970s, due to a series of Love-Canal type incidences, 193 the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA) was passed into law in 1978. With the passage of RCRA, hazardous wastes and hazardous
industries were more regulated. Whereas CERCLA is a response authority, that guides EPA actions in responding to
reports of local chemical contamination, RCRA is a regulatory authority that provides the EPA with a strict set of
regulatory guidelines to monitor and control hazardous industries. Today, under RCRA, large-scale industries that either
produce or use hazardous chemicals in production and/or that treat, temporarily store or dispose of hazardous materials
onsite, are subject to strict regulatory guidelines. Such industries must now maintain a complete log and accounting of all
hazardous materials from the point of production to the point of disposal, -i.e. ‘from cradle to grave.’ Under RCRA,
before renewing an industry permit, industry records are to be reviewed on an annual basis by the appropriate stategoverning branch of the EPA. 194 Like CERCLA, RCRA has since been amended to include provisions for public
participation as outlined in the Civic Capacity section of this report. Like CERCLA, RCRA now contains provisions for
citizen involvement in remedial investigations and feasibility studies (RI/ FS). 195 Along with RCRA and CERCLA, there
are several Community Right-to-Know provisions that provide area citizens with rights and access to information on the
chemical hazards being used by local industry. Under these provisions, the EPA and industry must provide Material
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) that list the hazardous chemicals used in production or mining to area citizens upon
request.196
The Bevill Amendment
With the passage of RCRA in 1978, strict regulatory guidelines were imposed on hazardous industry. For the purposes of
this report, it is important to note that an amendment was attached in 1980 to RCRA that would exclude the mining sector
from the same set of strict RCRA regulatory guidelines. Under the 1980 Bevill Amendment rather than falling under
EPA-RCRA regulatory jurisdiction, the mine industry and mine waste disposal methods would be regulated by the Office
192

United States Environmental Protection Agency. CERCLA Overview. Available online:
HTTP://www.epa.gov/superfund/actions/law/cercla.htm.
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Andrew Szasz (1994) EcoPopulism: Toxic Waste and the Movement for Environmental Justice. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press. Chapter 3. “Toxic Waste as an Icon: A New Mass Issue is Born.”
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United States Environmental Protection Agency. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act: 42 U.S.C. s/s 6901 et seq. (1976).
Available online: http://www.epa.gov/region5/defs/html/rcra.htm
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Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (Pub. L. 94-580), PART 25: Public Participation in Programs under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act and the Clean Water Act. SEE: Electronic Code of Federal Regulations: Available online:
http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/cfrhtml_00/Title_40/40cfr25_00.html
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Congressional Research Service Report. Summaries of Environmental Laws Administered by the EPA. Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act. Available online: http://www.cnie.org/crsreports/briefing books/ m.cfn. Note: “EPA promulgated a rule
May 1, 1997 requiring reports on toxic releases from seven additional industrial categories: including some metal mining, coal mining,
commercial electric utilities, petroleum bulk terminals, chemical wholesalers, and solvent recovery facilities (62 Federal Register
23834).”
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of Surface Mining and its state-governing authorities. The EPA taskforce report on the Martin County coal waste spill
explains how the Bevill Amendment pertains to coal mining:


While coal does contain trace amounts of hazardous substances, it is not clear that they rise to the level that
would trigger an EPA response. … As stated previously, the Bevill Amendment in RCRA excludes coal mining
wastes from the definition of hazardous wastes…197

Even though there might be purported claims of local soil, ground and surface water contamination from mine tailings,
disposal ponds, and other forms of mine waste run-off, because mine wastes are not defined as hazardous wastes, mine
sites have tended to be excluded from NPL Superfund cleanup consideration. Though there are exceptions, to which we
will return. Generally, in the case of coal mining, it appears that the decision to exclude abandoned coal operations from
CERCLA-Superfund consideration has been a pragmatic one. Otherwise, according to the EPA taskforce report,
CERCLA response costs would be prohibitive. The EPA taskforce report on Martin County explains,


The use of CERCLA authority in the coalfields as a policy matter has been discouraged with these sites being
deferred to the Surface Mining and Control and Reclamation Act. The resource implications associated with
applying CERCLA authority to coal mining wastes is significant. There are thousands of abandoned mines.
Many of the coal mines were created decades ago and have no existing potential responsible parties.198

EPA Review of the Bevill Amendment
While it has been the general policy stance of the EPA to strike mine sites from the National Priorities List, there have
been exceptions to this general rule. Currently, there are 60 abandoned and active mines throughout the United States that
are on the NPL List, with Superfund cleanup and remediation costs of mine contaminated areas projected at twenty billion
dollars. 199 Most of these contaminated NPL sites are either minerals or metals mines located in the West and Southwest
regions of the United States;200 however, abandoned coal mines and coal waste ponds have, in the past, been listed as
NPL sites. In 1984, for example, the Big Branch Impoundment in Martin County was under site consideration as a
potential NPL site, but according to one EPA official,


the pond never made it onto the priority list for cleanup because it fell outside EPA’s oversight.201

The next year, in 1985, the EPA did respond to reports of environmental harm from coal waste contamination in the town
of Hardy, Pike County, Kentucky. In Hardy, the EPA determined that slurry from underground mine works had
contaminated the local water supply. Based on news accounts of this event, the EPA found a variety of harmful
contaminants including arsenic and lead in the sludge. In their response action, it is reported that the EPA ordered the
responsible coal company to pay to hook residents up to the municipal water system in Williams, West Virginia.202
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United States Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. (October 2001). Martin County Coal Corporation, Inez, Kentucky.
Taskforce Report. Pp.6-7. Available online: Http://www.epa.gov/region4/martincs.pdf
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See: Lee Mueller (October 19, 2000) Spill looks like the worst in the nation. Lexington Herald. In April 2002 our team asked to
review DOW files on the Hardy incident through the Records Division. Our request is pending as the mine site needs to specified in our
information request. Email Correspondence: Project Director and FOI Coordinator: DOW Records Division. April 14, 2002 and April
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Because of the harmful environmental impacts associated with some mining practices in some mine sectors, and because
of environmental accidents at some mine sites that have invoked sometimes a CERCLA response, the Bevill Amendment
has been under sporadic review over the past fifteen year period by several EPA advisory committees.203 In 1991, for
example,


[…] The states, industry, and the environmental community approached EPA and requested that EPA create a
forum to further discuss mine waste issues. In 1991, EPA chartered the Policy Dialogue Committee (PDC) on
Mining under the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA).204

The US EPA, and its series of advisory councils, have since documented that some of the environmental problems
associated with the mining industry are the result of more modern mining methods. The US EPA notes in its review of
the Bevill Amendment, that of the 60 mine sites that are currently on the NPL list, more than half were active sites in
1985. Because of recent contaminations from mine sites, this suggests, according to the US EPA, that many of the
environmental problems connected to the mine industry are due to more recent mine processing methods that tend to rely
more heavily on chemical inputs. For this reason, the EPA has begun to review the processing and preparation methods
used in the phosphate, copper and gold mining industries to determine whether their Bevill status should be evaluated and
stricter environmental regulations imposed on these mining processes.205 Like the EPA, the Mine Safety Health
Administration (MSHA) has recently taken on some more oversight responsibility in reviewing (and tightening)
environmental regulations over mine operations and preparation. Stricter MSHA oversight is evident in the 2001passage
of the Hazardous Communication (HAZCOM) Interim Rule. Under the rule,


Operators must maintain a written plan, which includes a list of hazardous chemicals at the mine.206

Martin County Citizens Comment
Based on interviews with Martin County citizens and a check on the public record, it appears that a similar review of the
preparation and treatment practices used in the coal industry might be considered for EPA reevaluation. Based on our
February 2001 field interviews, a Martin County citizen that had long been involved in installing coal preparation
equipment at various coal mine sites, explained the standard methods of coal preparation used prior to the introduction of
the more intensive chemical methods that are used today in some states. According to citizen testimony, the earlier ‘JIG’
washer used cleaner methods in coal preparation than the chemical methods used today to process coal. He explains,


I used to work a lot of construction work, welding and pipefitting. There is a washer called a JIG washer that
can wash the same amount of coal without using magnetite or any chemicals. They could build settling ponds
and on the discharge end of it run the water right back into the creek, pure water with no chemicals in it. The
settling in the bottom of the pond and they can dip that out and take it back on top the hill and let it dry out
because it would be nothing but shale and coal which is what came out of the mountains to start with. 207



The JIG type washer, it was used before the 1970s. They can go back to it again. The only thing they need to do
is take those [Daniels] washers out and put the JIG washers in, which is much better than the chemicals used
now in the water. There is magnetite that is used now, that floats the coal.208
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This citizen-expert goes on and explains the current preparation methods used in coal treatment. He explains
the current use of the “Daniels Washer” in coal preparation, 209


The coal company and the EPA like to call it slurry. A slurry is a fast moving substance. What came down
Coldwater…was very, very slow moving. It’s magnetite, very thick, thicker than any mud you’ll ever see.
Magnetite is used in the processing of the coal. To wash the coal, it is used in a Daniel’s washer. It’s iron ore
magnetite. It floats the coal in a Daniel’s washer. Gravity is what floats the coal. When gravity goes down you
have to add more magnetite. There is water in it. The gravity of the magnetite makes the gravity of the coal
come to the top of the water and flows across the Daniel’s washer. The water then goes back to a magnetic
separator. A magnetic separator separates the water from the magnetite. It sends magnetite back to the washer.
They only recover … well they get 70% recovery of the magnetite on average.
The other 30% goes out into what they call a thickener. When you go down into the thickener, they add
other chemicals to it. That’s where we get the chemicals. Then those chemicals will sink the magnetite
down to the bottom. There’s a big pump. It’s called a thickener pump. It pumps that 30% of magnetite
that’s not been recovered back to the impoundment. The water that comes to the top, they will run it back
through and reuse it. That’s the purpose of sinking the magnetite.
They add other chemicals to the water to bring it to the top. The magnetite once it goes back to the
impoundment…there is a certain water percentage still in it, -in order for it to be pumped. Most of the
time, they will run a flocculent through and that will bring the water…the main part of the water to the top.
Then they can have a standpipe there in that water. Supposedly it’s clean enough to feed back into the
streams.
Then the magnetite settles to the bottom of the impoundment and there is so much weight on it that you
can take a five-gallon bucket of it and you cannot carry it. It’s that thick.

In a November 2000 meeting with residents on Coldwater Creek, the president of MCCC acknowledged that flocculants
and magnetite are used in coal preparation. The local press reports that residents at the November meeting were very
concerned about potential contamination of the local watershed and area wells. One citizen asks the president,


Would you put your hand on the Bible and swear there were no chemicals in the water that would be harmful to
us? 210

The president responded,


Yes. I wouldn’t lie to you. There might be people who look at it in a different way, but I will tell you the truth.
The ingredients in the slurry are earth elements, stuff that occurs naturally in the earth. We use floc and
magnetite to wash the coal and that’s all. Floc is biodegradable. 211

Other citizens in their February field interviews with the student-faculty research team, would offer further comments on
coal mining methods and coal waste, 212
209

October 2001. Field Interviews. Note: This Expert Testimony was also recorded April 23, 2002. Eastern Kentucky University
Project Note: The above testimony tends to be corroborated by other information contained at the MSHA Website on coal preparation
and impoundments. The summary on preparation methods reads,


In addition to fine coal and waste rock, here is a partial list of typical products used in coal prep plants (much like the plant at
Martin County Coal Company) Anionic flocculants –work with negatively charged ions Cationic flocculants –work with
positively charged ions; Reagent flocculants; lime; natural and modified starches; caustic starch; sulfuric acid-ph adjuster;
alum (aluminum sulfate) –ph adjuster; anhydrous ammonia; reportedly, Martin County Coal used the following in their prep
plant anionic flocculants.Mine Safety Health Administration. What is in a Coal Mine Waste Impoundment?
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Prep plants treat the coal waste so it will float to the top and the heavier stuff will settle to the bottom….



All I know is what we’ve been told the findings of the water results is common knowledge of the toxic
chemicals that are in it and we know it is up to the point of the water system, from there, we don’t know and
that’s a clear fact. In my opinion the water is contaminated and I hope when we get the results back on the
water itself, I hope they don’t find anything. I really do, but I think they will find something. It’s very scary. I
get very emotional.



I know we’ve talked to a lot of the workers and a lot of them have a hard time because the guys that work the
strip jobs, they know for a fact what is in the sludge, they know the chemicals that are in it, so many people tell
us that there is diesel fuel in that.



I know that there are a lot of things down underground, -hydraulic oil, acid from batteries, chemicals.



Then you have all that weight on top… It just pushed the top of it on down. And with the remaining material
that is already on the inside of the mine from the previous break. It is my opinion that all we got was what was
already on the inside of the mine. It had been sitting’ there for six years. And on the inside of a mine when
they change oil in the equipment, they drain on the inside of the mine. This magnetite was sitting in there all
these years absorbing all these oils. They use diesel fuels. You had all these diesel fuels in there, diesel oil
spills, and hydraulic hoses inside the mine. And this material was in there soaking it up. That is what we got
down our creek.



They’ve let out 250 - million gallons of sludge, -that’s 20 years old. Some of that stuff was outlawed ten years
ago. So you know what its doing to the ecology



Now retired coal miners … told county officials, … of the barrels of oil, assorted chemicals and coal slurry that
were regularly pumped into old mine shafts by [company personnel] when they worked there.213

Field testimony from Martin County citizens provides some insider commentary on industrial processes and waste
disposal practices used in the coal industry. But what of our survey findings? Do other Martin County citizens feel the
same way? As those that provided testimony and insider commentary? Based on survey findings, it appears that a crosssection of Martin County (and Perry County) citizens hold the same view as those that we interviewed. When asked to
respond to the following question, ‘coal sludge is not hazardous,’ an overriding majority of citizens in both coalproducing counties either strongly disagreed or disagreed with this survey statement. Total 87% of Martin County citizens
either strongly disagree (70%) or disagree (17%) with the statement, while a similar 83% strongly disagree (47%) or
disagree (36%) in Perry County.
A further breakdown and analysis by involvement in the coal industry suggests no significant difference between industry
insiders and other persons in Martin and Perry County. In accord with the official company position, we predicted a
higher number of persons involved in the coal industry agreeing that ‘coal sludge is not hazardous.’
Table 5.A. does not show this. An equal percentage of persons involved (61%) and not involved (61%) strongly disagree
with the survey statement that ‘coal sludge is not hazardous.’
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Table 5.A. Coal Sludge is not hazardous: a
A Comparison by County and Mine Sector
Strongly
Disagree
Coal sludge is not hazardous…
(n=476 X2=30 p=.000)

Martin
County

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

70%

17%

4%

5%

5%

Perry
County

47%

36%

6%

7%

4%

YES

61%

22%

5%

8%

4%

NO

61%

27%

4%

4%

4%

Coal sludge is not hazardous by…
Is any person in your household
involved in the mining industry -either
through being employed, the sale of
mineral rights, or through other
business-related activities?
(n=447 X2=3.36 p=.451)

f.

Other percentages on other survey questions are reported in the Survey Appendix of this report.

Content Summary
To summarize so far, in 1980, with the passage of the Bevill Amendment, mine processing methods and mine wastes
were excluded from the strict RCRA-EPA guidelines that now regulate hazardous industries and hazardous waste.
However, over the past fifteen years, the Bevill Amendment has been under periodic EPA review with regard to some
mine processing and disposal methods within some mine sectors. Our field testimony with Martin County citizens
suggests that some of the processing and disposal methods used in coal mining might also be up for regulatory review and
reevaluation. Our survey findings tend to corroborate our field testimony. Survey results report much popular skepticism
among citizens, living in coal communities in both Martin and Perry County, as many tend to disagree with EPA Bevill
classifications of coal waste as not hazardous waste.
Needless to say, despite sporadic review of the Bevill Amendment over the past decade, when responding to the coal
waste disaster in Martin County, EPA Region 4 responded, in the end, under the regulatory guidelines setout under the
Bevill Amendment.214 Under standard Bevill classifications, with coal waste being classified as non-hazardous waste, the
EPA did not to invoke its CERCLA response powers in responding to the disaster in Martin County. Instead, EPA Region
4 characterized the release as nothing more than what was already “naturally occurring’ in regional soils.

The Statutory Structure and the Unified Command Structure
Beyond statutory guidelines, it appears that another added reason why EPA Region 4 did not respond under CERCLA and
did not declare Martin County a potential superfund site is that from the start, response costs were assumed by MCCCMassey. As summarized in the Lexington Herald Leader,

214

Based on other documentation cited in the next section of this report, there appears to have been, however, some initial consideration
within the EPA to respond to the coal waste spill in Martin County by invoking its CERCLA authority. This point of interest is
discussed in the first pages on the next section on Cleanup, Reclamation and Civic Capacity.
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Detecting hazardous materials in the sludge automatically made the disaster eligible for EPA’s superfund
assistance. But [the EPA OSC] said, the coal company -owned by AT. Massey has been working hard to limit
the damage with its own money.215

It has already been noted in the Civic Capacity section of this report, that under the Unified Command Structure (UCS), it
appears as though MCCC-Massey might have been taking the lead role in some of the environmental monitoring and
remediation activities in Martin County. Events already presented in the Civic Capacity section of this report, suggest
that MCCC-Massey may have been responsible for much of the testing and monitoring of area surface waters after the
disaster. Other test events summarized in the following subsection on Water Quality Testing and Monitoring may provide
some further support that MCCC –Massey might have taken the lead in assessing the environmental impact of the disaster
on the area watershed. Recognizably, it is standard practice in water discharge permits, for coal companies and mine
company personnel to grab their own samples and self-monitor mine waste discharge into area surface waters. But it
seems reasonable to assume, that after an environmental disaster, the comments of several Martin County citizens, apply:
That is, it seems reasonable to expect that the responsible party should not be self-monitoring and self-conducting its own
set of environmental impact statement. Rather, it seems reasonable to expect that the EPA, and its corresponding state
enforcement body, should assume full jurisdiction over environmental monitoring and assessment after a disaster. But it
appears, that with MCC-Massey assuming fiscal control and responsibility for cleanup and remediation, federal and state
jurisdictional control over environmental assessment was compromised.
It might appear, therefore, that both the Unified Command Structure, and the statutory structure, might help explain
environmental monitoring and assessment and subsequent citizen concerns in Martin County. With MCCC-Massey
seemingly taking the lead in environmental assessment under the UCS, and with the EPA proceeding under the preset
Bevill claim that coal waste is not hazardous, Martin County citizens may, in the end, have legitimate concerns with the
purported objective testing and analyses being conducted and compiled by company and regulatory authorities in the field
in Martin County. Moreover, it would appear that on two counts, command structure and statutory structure, Martin
County citizens have substantiated claims in pressing for an independent objective assessment of the impact of the coal
sludge spill on the local watershed. As one Martin County citizen commented,


I say when we get our own results and start from that […]

Recommendation
At the end of this report, we present this as a principal recommendation. This report will recommend that the Kentucky
Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor, back citizen
efforts to independently monitor and check the local watershed and water treatment in Martin County. In moving towards
this recommendation, it seems important to set more the context behind this recommendation. On the following pages, an
outline of some of the major water testing and water-monitoring actions that have happened within the Unified Command
Structure since the October coal sludge spill are summarized. This set of events should frame our report’s central
recommendation for independent testing and monitoring of the area watershed with full citizen oversight.

Water Test Events since the Coal Waste Disaster
The First Days
During the early days of the disaster, MCCC-Massey starts working with federal, state and local agencies to develop a
water testing, monitoring and impact assessment plan. Under the Unified Command Structure (UCS), MCCC-Massey is
ordered to conduct day-to-day monitoring of the impact of the sludge spill on local surface waters. MCCC-Massey is
ordered to submit daily water test reports from sampling stations on Coldwater, Wolf Creek and the Tug Fork. MCCCMassey, in order to collect daily samples from impacted surface waters, subcontracts with several in-state and out-of-state
regional environmental testing firms. 216 Along with collecting water samples from sampling stations, these firms conduct
the required water tests and analyses that are then reported either directly to MCCC-Massey217 or to the Unified
Command Structure. Many of the tests are summarized below, including tests on toxicity as well as other chemical tests
done on the local watershed. Other routine water tests are also performed. These tests are performed daily under the UCS
215
216

Lee Mueller (October 19, 2000) Spill looks line on of worst in nation: Sludge cleanup goes on as impact assessed. Lexington Herald.
Though it appears that most of the water samples are collected from one firm in particular.

217
Project Note: It appears that some of the test reports on record at the DOW at the Record Division are conducted by area labs and sent
directly to MCCC-Massey or ‘prepared for’ MCCC-Massey.
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by MCCC-Massey. They include tests for pH, acidity, alkalinity, total iron, total manganese, total solid suspended solids
(TSS), sulfates, turbidity, flow, temperature, field pH and acrylamide.218 These tests are summarized below.
Acrylamide
September 2000 In the first days of the Unified Command Structure, there appears to be some tension between MCCCMassey and the State Division of Water (DOW). It seems that the DOW may have had difficulty securing a list of the
chemical inputs used in coal processing from MCCC-Massey. Based on area news accounts, one DOW spokesperson had
mentioned to a local reporter that they were having problems securing the Materials Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) from
MCCC-Massey. A spokesperson for the DOW is quoted in the local newspaper, The Martin County Sun, as saying,


We have been in contact with the Company to determine just exactly what kind of chemical they are using to
wash the coal.



We haven’t had much luck.219

This news mention seems corroborated based on a review of DOW records. It appears that five days after the spill the
DOW secures a copy of one of the MSDS sheets on October 16, not through MCCC-Massey, but rather from the West
Virginia Department of Health and Human Resources, Environmental Health Services. Field conversations with our
citizen advisory committee, however, suggest that there should be other MSDS sheets on hand, in the company’s
possession, on other chemical inputs used in coal treatment. 220 The faxed MSDS sheet lists only the substance Anionic
Polyacrylamide Copolymer as a toxic chemical input that is used at the MCCC impoundment. Its use is listed as a
flocculent in sinking coal sediment. In addition, the MSDS goes on to list the physical and chemical properties of Anionic
Polyacrylamide Copolymer as well as other toxicological information. The MSDS further lists the handling and storage
methods, accidental release measures, exposure control and personal protection measures for Anionic Polyacrylamide
Copolymer (heretofore, referred to as ‘acrylamide’).221
It seems that the above reported exchange between MCCC-Massey and the DOW and the follow-up documented
exchange between the DOW and West Virginia’s Environmental Health Services requires some further clarification. One
editorial that appears in one of the Martin County newspapers asks the same.


Why did the state EPA officials at first tell SUN reporter […] that MCC refused to tell them what chemicals
were used in washing the coal and thus placed in the slurry pond?222

November 2000 Based on other testimony, it appears that the chemical inputs used in coal preparation should have been
on file with the State to start. At the November 2000, Environmental Quality Commission Hearings on the Martin
County coal waste spill, an official from the Department of Surface Mining testifies that the chemical inputs used in coal
treatment and at the impoundment site should be listed on the coal company’s water discharge permit. The Official states
for the record,


[…] Different companies use different chemicals. The chemicals would be listed on the water permit. 223

But a follow-up on this testimony suggests the need for even further clarification. A review of the Water Discharge
Elimination Permit that is on file for MCCC-Massey with the Division of Water (DOW), and that was reviewed by our

218
Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. Department of Environmental Protection (March 5, 2001). Letter
to Bruce Scott, KY Division of Water KPDES Branch from Randall Johnson, Martin County Coal. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002.
Martin County Coal. Miscellaneous. (Letter includes pages from Environmental Unit activities to which the letter references).
219

Lilly Adkins (October 18, 2000). State issues multiple citations after slurry release at MCCC. The Martin County Sun. p. 18. Project
Note: A field conversation with one of our Citizen Advisory Committee members suggests that this official was not a DOW official as
reported in the local newspaper, but the On-Scene Coordinator for EPA Region 4. Stephanie McSpirit. Field notes: April 22, 2002.
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Stephanie McSpirit. (March 18, 2002). Field Notes: Martin County. Stephanie McSpirit. April 8, 2002. Field Notes.
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West Virginia. Department of Health and Human Services (October 16 2000) Facsimile Transmittal Sheet. CYTEC. Material Safety
Data. Product Name: Superfloc A-1885 RS Flocculant. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Miscellaneous
222
Mark Grayson (October 25 2000)Watchdogs? Martin Countians want answers, media access. The Martin County Sun.
223
Environmental Quality Commission. Cabinet of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection. (November, 28 2000). Hearing
Minutes. Martin County Coal Slurry Spill. P.3
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research team, does not appear to list acrylamide as a substance that requires monitoring as a potential discharge into area
surface waters. 224 Granted, the above testimony may be referring to water discharge permits on file with the Army Corp
of Engineers or the Department of Surface Mining where acrylamide may or may not be listed as a compound that
requires monitoring. Whichever permit, it seems important to determine at which agency the chemical inputs used in
coal treatment are listed. In this case, based on the above testimony, it may just be a matter of clarifying which water
discharge permit lists acrylamide to verify the testimony of the above quoted state regulatory official.
Through the months to follow, there appears to remain some confusion over the Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) up
through May 2001. In May 2001, area citizens request a copy of the list of the hazardous chemical inputs used at the coal
preparation and impoundment site from the EPA Outreach Office. This exchange between EPA Region 4 and Martin
County citizens has been already chronicled in the Civic Capacity section of this report. Suffice to say, that the outreach
officer, according to citizen testimony, lacks time to obtain the list from the coal company.225 Citizens continue to press
for the MSDS sheets. During summer teleconference sessions, citizens request that EPA-Region 4 officials provide them
with a copy of the Materials Safety Data Sheet. 226 But based on citizen field testimony,227 it appears that EPA Region 4
officials continue to have trouble providing follow-up and reproducing this document for citizen review and comment.
In the end, Martin County citizens, are not able to obtain information on hazardous chemicals used in coal treatment at the
MCCC-Massey site from EPA Region 4. 228 Under standard Community Right to Know laws to which coal mining is not
exempt and based on recent MSHA HAZCOM rulings, it would appear that there are enough provisions in place to ensure
citizens receipt of the requested MSDS sheets, -especially the MSDS on Acrylamide since it had been on file with the
State DOW since the early days of the spill.
Returning to the testing events under the UCS, MCCC-Massey is ordered to conduct daily tests for acrylamide. It
appears, based on a documents review, that the State DOW also monitors local surface waters, at staggered times, for
acrylamide through its Division of Environmental Services (DES).229 At the November Environmental Quality
Commission Hearings on the Martin County coal waste spill, an official for the Division of Water explains the tests for
acrylamide conducted since the spill. The DOW official testifies:


The materials in the slurry were there in different concentrations. One element that was used by the company in
its treatment process was a polymer called acrylamide, a substance that is used to coagulate and flocculate
particulate materials so they will settle. This substance rapidly biodegrades. When combined with dilution,
significant dissipation would be expected. 230

By November, it appears that MCCC-Massey is requesting relief from daily acrylamide testing, as reflected in the
following correspondence between an MCCC representative to a DOW official,
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Kentucky. Department for Environmental Protection. (Issue Date: December 1, 1996). Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System. Martin County Coal Corporation. Permit # KY0054810.
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Stephanie McSpirit (March 18 2002) Field Notes: Martin County.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (June 14, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site.
Draft #1.
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Stephanie McSpirit (March 18 2002) Field Notes: Martin County.
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Project Note: Our project team provides copy of the one MSDS sheet on Acrylamide, that our team secured through the Division of
Water to the project teams CAC on April 6 2002. With the FAX transmittal of this document to the CAC, one citizen contact called to
comment o other chemical inputs, ‘at least two other chemicals’ used in call treatment. Stephanie McSpirit(April 6 2002). Field Notes;
Stephanie McSpirit(April 10 2002). Field Notes.
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State DOW -DES Analytical Data is on file, and is available electronically, in the DOW Records Division for public review and
comment. This report section will be referring to the DOW-DES analytical data to summarize and report on independent DOW water
test and assessment actions in the field in Martin County. However, based on a further record review of hard copy test data file in the
Records Division, it is unclear whether DOW assessments were always independent state regulatory actions in that it appears that some
of the DOW testing and monitoring that was being conducted by the state, in Martin County, seems to be relying on MCCC-Massey’s
subcontracting firms to collect water samples and to conduct some testing and monitoring of area waters. Matters of data collection and
testing methodology by the DOW in Martin County still requires some clarification.
Electronic Correspondence (February 16, 2002; February 19, 2002). Division of Water. Records Division.
230
Environmental Quality Commission. Cabinet of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection. (January 18 2001). Hearing
Minutes. Martin County Coal Slurry Spill.
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Acrylamide monitoring established by the Division of Water on November 3, 2000 requires that sampling and
analysis be done once / day at defined locations in Coldwater and Wolf Creeks. An earlier agreement with
[name], KY-DOW, states that discharge from settling ponds would be sampled every six hours for residual
acrylamide for at least a twenty-four hour period. Then Martin County could request a reduction in monitoring
frequency.
Because extensive testing for acrylamide during the initial worst case application as well as later reduced
applications have shown non-detect quantities at levels set for drinking water, we ask that acrylamide testing no
longer be required. The cost for acrylamide testing is $440/ sample which, when combined with sampling and
shipping costs, equates to a monitoring cost for Coldwater and Wolf Creeks of approximately $1,000 / day231

Based on a review of DOW records, it appears that DOW officials concede and agree to reduce MCCC monitoring
obligations for acrylamide to half-week intervals. The DOW correspondence reads,


Here’s the modified permit, a minor modification. […] I made this effective today –November 27, 2000.
Reduced the monitoring frequency for acrylamide to ½ weeks. All other conditions remain the same. I would
anticipate this frequency remaining in place throughout the remainder to the cleanup absent some other
directive or situation requiring otherwise. 232

March 2001 Through a review of other exchanges, it appears that MCCC-Massey requests further reductions in
acrylamide monitoring over the next several months.233 But a review of DOW records suggest that the testing schedule
for acrylamide continues at half-week intervals through to the March signed Administrative Order on Consent, when it
appears that the test order on monitoring acrylamide is lifted.

Well Water Testing
October 2000 Soon after the spill, Division of Water personnel are assigned to the field to collect well water samples
from area wells on Coldwater and Wolf Creek. It appears based on DOW Records, that well water monitoring begins also
on October 16, the same date that the DOW secures the MSDS from West Virginia. On this date, it appears that
231
Martin County Coal Corporation (November 24, 2000). Letter to James Webb, Groundwater Branch from Danny Cox. RE:
Acrylamide Monitoring Spill Cleanup. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal.
232
Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. Department of Environmental Protection (November 27, 2000).
Electronic Correspondence (E-Date indeterminable) Bruce Scott (NREPC, DEP) to ‘recipient’ DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin
County Coal.
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See: Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. Department of Environmental Protection (January 12,
2001) Letter to Bruce Scott, KPDES Branch from Randall Johnson, Chief Engineer Martin County Coal. RE: Acrylamide Monitoring
Spill Cleanup. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Note the following correspondence:

Mr. […] Martin County Coal has been sampling and reporting daily the effluent characteristics for Coldwater and Wolf Creek as required
by the above referenced Permit for the past 90 days. The sample results do not key any operation plan and as far as we are aware they
are not being entered in the KY database
Martin County Coal has also sampled for Acrylamide, all the samples have been below the detectable limits as required by the permit.
The sample results have been submitted to the On Site Coordinator.
We are requesting that the Daily sampling and reporting requirements be reduced to sample every 2 weeks and that the Acrylamide
sampling requirement be eliminated due to the sampling over the past 90 days that show the levels of Acrylamide below the detectable
limits as required by the permit.
See: Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. Department of Environmental Protection (January 12, 2001).
Electronic Correspondence: From Randall Johnson (Massey) to Bruce Scott, (NREPC, DEP) (Appears as if from Martin County Coal
to Bruce Scott) DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. (Appears as if Scott-Massey sends an email on the same day as
above requesting reduction in test monitoring) Note the following correspondence:
I believe that daily monitoring is no longer necessary at MCC for several reasons:
Polyacrylamide is no longer being used in the Cain cell on Coldwater Fork, and was never used by MCC for the material they were
pumping to the Wolf Creek Colliery pond.
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approximately 50 area wells are tested. One month later, based on further review of the DOW Groundwater Wells Data
file, a DOW representative revisits the field to collect well water samples on approximately ten more area wells. Based
on further review of the Wells Data file, it seems that the DOW sends letters to residents stating that well water results of
tested chemicals are at acceptable drinking water levels. It appears that these letters are sent to area residents four months
after the sampling date. Letter copies on file are dated January, February and March of 2001. 234
Though no immediate impact of the sludge spill was identified on area wells several days after the spill, Martin County
residents relying on well water in the direct impact area of Coldwater and Wolf Creek remain concerned about the longterm consequences of slurry leaching into their private wells. Based on a review of summer teleconference minutes, it
seems that MCCC was responsible for later well water monitoring in the direct impact area. But it appears that citizens
have trouble securing well water test reports from MCCC. Through a series of summer and fall teleconference sessions
with EPA-Region 4 officials, Martin County citizens request all the results of MCCC-Massey well water tests. The
minutes from the June 14, 2001 teleconference session read,


The community representative again asked when was the coal company going to finally mail out residential
result letters that have been requested over several months. The previous letter that disclosed to residents that
their well water was “okay” was said to be very insufficient. The citizens requested that EPA Water and Waste
programs review the format of the proposed results letters to ensure they have a clear explanation (e.g. MCL’s,
test method, interpretation, what was tested, what was not tested) before they are released to the public. [An
EPA Region 4 representative] indicated that they had experience in composing reader-friendly results letters at
Superfund sites for residents. The citizens stated that the worse case scenario would be that a confusing letter
from Martin County Coal Corporation may likely yield a bombardment of calls and questions to EPA, the coal
company and other agencies […]

June 14, 2001 teleconference minutes continue,
[An EPA Region 4 representative] reported that they had been in contact with coal company officials to release
these letters over the past several weeks.
Another concern was raised about the coal company taking samples only and not involving the EPA Water
Division in some level during the water sampling activities (well water, streams, creeks, sludge). They
conveyed their concern that the coal company may have biased sampling and citizens were not aware of any
oversight activities by local/state/federal agencies. [Name] stated that the Water Division has requested all
records from [name] including these sampling records; however, he does not have the results at this time.
[An EPA Region 4 representative] is to provide follow-up.235
Late Summer 2001 Based on August 236and September237 2001 teleconference minutes, it appears that most of the
residents whose wells were tested in the spring by MCCC Massey had not yet received full test reports back on the
drinking water status of their wells by late summer 2001. It appears also, based on the above teleconference minutes, that
citizens nearly a year after, remain concerned about the testing and monitoring structure that is in place to monitor the
impact of the sludge spill on the local environment and area watershed. It seems that based on the above teleconference
minutes that Martin County citizens are still concerned about MCCC-Massey self-monitoring its own environmental
impact assessment.
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Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. (August 15 2001). Letter to Martin County Citizen from Jack A.
Wilson, Director. Division of Water. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Groundwater Wells Data.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (June 14, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site.
Draft #1.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (August 27, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill
Site. Draft #1.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (September 4, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill
Site. Draft #1.
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Notice of Violation –The Clean Water Act
October 16 2001 As outlined in the preceding section, on October 16 the DOW initiates a field push to sample and test
area wells in the impact zones in Martin County. Three days later, on October 19th the DOW issues its set of violations to
MCCC- Massey. 238 The Notice of Violation (NOV) reads,





Causing pollution to water of the commonwealth
Releasing hazardous substances
Discharging pollutants into waters of the Commonwealth in quantities and concentrations that exceed Kentucky
Pollutant Discharge Elimination standards and limitations in violation of Kentucky statutes and regulations.
Creating an environmental emergency in violation of state statute239

Although the second listed violation is a citation for the release of hazardous substances into area waters, again, the EPA
in its year-after taskforce report explains that the EPA did not proceed under Section 311 (CERCLA) of the Clean Water
Act. The year-end taskforce report explains CERCLA Section 311.


Clean Water Act Section 311: CERCLA 311 is primarily a response authority. It is designed for response to
oil or listed hazardous substances, which are released into waters of the U.S. 240

The taskforce report goes on to explain that EPA sampled and tested the coal waste and was not able to show any of the
compounds listed under Section 311 present in the slurry. It seems unfortunate that the EPA did not cite, in its year-end
taskforce report, the specific set of water quality tests, -e.g. the dates, the sampling methodologies and set of test results
that led to its conclusion not to proceed under Section 311and not to invoke its CERCLA authority. A summary or
citation of these water and slurry tests that resulted in this policy directive would seem protocol to include in such a
taskforce report.
But while the taskforce report does not state a summary of water quality tests that led to its decision not to proceed under
CERCLA Section 311, the taskforce report does explain the section of the Clean Water Act that the EPA did proceed
under in responding to the slurry release in Martin County. The taskforce report explains that the EPA cited MCCCMassey for violations under Section 301of the Clean Water Act. The Taskforce Report explains Section 301,


Clean Water Act Section 301: Makes it unlawful for any person to discharge any pollutant, except in
compliance with a permit under the act into waters of the US. Pollutant is defined in 502(6) of the CWA to
include dredged soil, solid waste, chemical wastes, sand, cellar dirt, and industrial waste discharged into water.
241

November 15 2000 In the initial Notice of Violation (NOV) issued through the State Division of Water, MCCC-Massey
is ordered to begin remedial measures and submit a detailed written report to state and federal agencies that characterizes
the extent of the slurry release. With respect to the written report, the state NOV Order reads,


Submit plans, by November 15, 2000, to the Cabinet and other state and federal agencies necessary to
characterize the extent of the releases of coal slurry and other substances to the environment, […]242
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Kentucky State Division of Environmental Protection (October 25,2000) Press Release: Division of Water issues violations against
Martin County Coal. The Martin County Sun. p. 15.
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Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. Department of Environmental Protection (October 19 2000).
Letter from Supervisor, ERT Section. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement.
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United States Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. (October 2001). Martin County Coal Corporation, Inez, Kentucky.
Taskforce Report. Pp.6-7. Available online: Http://www.epa.gov/region4/martincs.pdf
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Taskforce Report. Pp.6-7.
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Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. Department of Environmental Protection (October 19 2000).
Letter to Dennis Hatfield from Gene Blair, Supervisor, ERT Section. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement.
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Failure to comply with the above order carries a potential penalty of $25,000 per day. By mid November, under order of
the NOV, MCCC-Massey submits a report characterizing the slurry release and the extent of the release. The next
sections of this report summarize this November document and other test documents that report monitoring and test
results of the impact of the slurry spill on the local watershed in Martin County.

Toxicological Profile
Pursuant of the Division of Water (DOW) Notice of Violation, MCCC-Massey is ordered to submit a report, a month
after the disaster, that characterizes the extent of the slurry release. To comply with the order, MCCC-Massey conducts
tests on heavy metal concentrations and concentrations of other persistent compounds along with tests of slurry toxicity.
MCCC tests on metals and other compounds are summarized in a later block in this outline, while MCCC tests on slurry
toxicity are summarized here.
November 15 2000 Based on a review of records on file in the DOW Records Division, it appears that MCCC-Massey
submits its first toxicity report in a preliminary November 7 draft. 243 These same test results are filed the next week,
under the Order by mid November. The impact assessment titled, Final: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Release
Project Impact Assessment Report #1 is submitted on November 15.
A review of November test results suggests that MCCC-Massey subcontracts with Arkansas State University (ASU) to
conduct toxicity tests. 244 Toxicity tests are reported on survivability (acute toxicity) and reproductive impairment
(chronic toxicity) for representative organisms. It appears that these same toxicity test results are reported in the May
2001 Impact Assessment that MCCC-Massey is ordered to conduct and compile under the agreed-upon March
Administrative Order with EPA Region 4. The toxicity test results are summarized below based on a summary of the
May report:
May 2001: A review of the May toxicity report shows slurry samples taken from sampling stations at Coldwater, Wolf
Creek and the Tug Fork. Samples are reported as having no acute nor chronic toxicological impact. Report tests on P.
promelas (fathead minnows) and C. dubia (water fleas) at varying slurry gradations or concentrations report, after a 48
hour period, high levels of organism survivability (often 100%) at high levels of slurry concentrations in most aerated
chambers. The MCCC-Massey May report, therefore, concludes on acute slurry toxicity:


Although scattered mortality occurred, there was no acute toxicity associated with any water column or storm
water testing samples from any site. 245

On chronic toxicity as measured by reproductive impairment, the impact assessment reports,


No significant differences in survival or growth occurred in fathead minnows exposed to filtered stream water
[supernant]. This indicates that there is no toxicity associated with materials dissolved in or leaching from the
slurry. 246

Therefore, MCCC-Massey’s May impact assessment on slurry toxicity concludes,
243

Potesta & Associates, Inc. (November 7, 2000) Preliminary Comments Regarding the Potential for Toxicity Associated with the slurry
Released from Martin County Coal Corporation’s Impoundment on October 11, 2000. Note: Fax from MCCC Training Center: No
Attachment letter.
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Testing and organism culturing methodology followed the EPA approved protocols described in “Short-Term Methods for Estimating
the Chronic Toxicity of Effluence and Receiving Water to Freshwater Organisms.” The test was conducted by […] at Arkansas State
University. This laboratory is not certified by the State of West Virginia or the State of Kentucky; however, we are unaware of any statecertified laboratories where this type of test setup is available. See: Potesta & Associates, Inc. (November 15, 2000) Martin County
Coal Corporation. Slurry Release Project. Impact Assessment Report #1 (Historical Data Submission). Project No. 00-0340. DOW File:
0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement. P.3.
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Slurry released from Martin County Coal’s impoundment contained a mixture of coal, rock (primarily shale)
and clay particles, which were separated from the recoverable coal and placed in the impoundment for the
purpose of settling. Because water removed from the settled material in these types of impoundments is either
used at the facility or released to streams through permitted discharge outlets no significant toxicity was
expected from the slurry supernant. The slight impairment seen in the acute slurry testing appeared to result
from the particles becoming adhered to the organism. 247

In sum, based on a review of the November and May environmental impact assessment reports compiled for MCCCMassey by Arkansas State University, the slurry represents no short-term or long-term toxic threat to the environment or
public health. However, it appears, based on a review of documents, that there is only one set of reported toxicity tests
conducted through Arkansas State University (ASU). It appears that these November ASU tests are the primary and
conclusive set of tests conducted on slurry toxicity in Martin County, Kentucky after the coal waste spill.
Tests for Fuel Oils and PAHs
November 2000: It appears based on a review of DOW records available for public review, that testing for grease and
fuel oils begins in November and proceeds through to the end of the month. Based on DOW records, it appears that there
is a sampling station located at Lovely Bridge where Wolf Creek meets the Tug River and on Coldwater Creek. It appears
that daily samples are collected from one of MCCC-Massey’s subcontracting firms. The fuel oils analyses (HEM tests)
are then conducted, compiled and reported by another subcontracting environmental firm of MCCC-Massey. The test
reports that are submitted on samples from the Lovely sampling station, report oils and grease at below benchmark levels.
The tests report concentrations falling below a < 5.0 mg / L benchmark, though actual concentration amounts are not
reported in the submitted test reports filed with the Division of Water. 248
March 2001: By mid March, however, the citizen HELP organization releases its independent test results on fuel oils to
the public in attendance at its March meeting. The HELP organization partners with an outside New York law firm to
conduct area water quality tests. Tap water samples are taken from several selected residential homes and one county
elementary school. Raw water samples are also drawn from the county reservoir. At the HELP meeting, the New York
firm reports fuel oil results for two residential homes by concentration:


the [Name] family had fuel oil in their water and the [Name]’s water had 100 parts per billion.”

249

Fuel oil concentrations for the reservoir are reported at,


the lab showed that there was fuel oil in the Crum Reservoir at a rate of one and one half parts per million –or
1500 pp billion. 250

The next day, the State DOW responds to HELP fuel oil findings. The DOW spokesperson states that water samples were
taken shortly after the spill and then discontinued after results revealed that PAH’s (polyaromatic hydro-carbons or
petroleum based products) present in local drinking water were ‘below any level of concern.’ The DOW spokesperson
first explains,


Even though polyaromatic hydrocarbons are not normally something you would find linked to coal. 251

And then summarizes previous test results for PAHs and fuel oils,

247
Potesta & Associates, Inc. (May 2001) Martin County Coal Corporation. Summary of Toxicity Testing Initiated Following the Slurry
Release from Martin County Coal Corporation. Project No. 00-0340. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement
P.5
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EnviroData Group (December 11, 2000). Analytical Report –HEM (Oil& Grease, Total) to Blackburn Contracting. DOW File:
0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement.
249

Lilly Adkins. (March 14, 2001)Carcinogens, fuel oil, crude oil found in tap water, preliminary tests say. Martin County Sun. p.2.
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Lilly Adkins. (March 14, 2001)Carcinogens, fuel oil, crude oil found in tap water, preliminary tests say. Martin County Sun. p.2.
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Gary Ball (March 14, 2000). Division of Water says tests for hydrocarbons taken after spill. Mountain Citizen. P. 3
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When there wasn’t anything present, we felt that there was no reason to continue to analyze water for these
substances. 252

In February of 2002, our research team asked for clarification on which set of PAH tests the DOW was referring to when
this March 2001 statement was made. Our research team was interested because, based on our review of DOW Records
that are publicly available, there appears to be only one set of fuel oil tests (HEM) conducted by MCCC-Massey
subcontracting firms in November which are reported above. Subsequently, it is unclear whether these are separate DOW
tests to which the DOW is referring to in its March 2001 statement. Our project team asked for clarification on this matter
but the DOW was unable to comment.253

Tests for Heavy Metals and other Elements
In the weeks and months after the coal waste spill, under the Unified Command Structure (UCS) a series of water quality
tests are conducted to analyze concentrations of heavy metals and other chemical compounds in the slurry, raw water and
finished (tap) water. It seems that under the UCS, MCCC-Massey subcontracts with local and regional testing firms to
conduct many of the chemical tests and impact assessments. The State DOW conducts other chemical and heavy metal
tests that are compiled into the DOW-DES Analytical file. With regard to the DOW-DES file, it is unclear whether DOW
field personnel and KY DEP laboratories are consistently collecting the water samples and conducting the laboratory
analyses, or whether the DOW is also subcontracting with area testing firms.254 This minor matter of DOW sampling and
testing structure still needs to be clarified with the state Division of Water. To assist in reviewing the set of metal and
chemical tests conducted under the UCS, we report some of the major testing events in chronological order. This short
chronology should assist the reader in reviewing the chemical and metal testing and monitoring activities of the Martin
County watershed under the UCS.
November 8 2000: 255 Raw water test results are faxed from the federal EPA, Emergency Response Team Center (New
Jersey) to the Martin County Coal Training Center. The fax includes a hardness (CAC03) table with corresponding metal
standards for acute and chronic toxicity levels at varying CAC03 gradations. Several spreadsheets follow reporting TSS,
TOC, Sulfate, Nitrate, Hardness, Turbidity, Aluminum (and dissolved), Arsenic, Barium, Beryllium, Cadmium, Calcium,
Chromium, Copper, Iron, Lead, Magnesium, Manganese, Mercury, Selenium, and Sodium across 14 sampling sites
(though 25 sites are listed) on Coldwater, Wolf Creek and the Tug Fork. The facsimiles are difficult to interpret as
reporting units are not specified. 256
November 15 2000: 257 MCCC-Massey submits, under order of DOW Notice of Violation, a report that characterizes the
extent and contents of the slurry release. In a preceding section, toxicity tests and results were reported based on a review
of this November 15 report. In this sub-section, test results on heavy metals and other elements are summarized.
In completing the November 15 report, based on a review of other documents on file, it appears that MCCC-Massey
subcontracts with other local environmental testing firm subcontracts to collect slurry samples at sampling stations on
252

Gary Ball (March 14, 2000). Division of Water says tests for hydrocarbons taken after spill. Mountain Citizen. P. 3
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Stephanie McSpirit(February 16 200). Email Correspondence: Records Division, Division of Water.
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Project Note: This is not clear from the field mnemonic “Emergency Response Team” which suggests that sampling is being done by
agencies or company under the Unified Command Structure. “Environmental Response Team,” on the other hand, might more suggest
that sampling and testing was being done through the Division of Water –Department of Environmental Protection.
255

United States. Environmental Protection Agency. Environmental Response Team Center. (November 8, 2000) U.S.E.P.A. Analytical
Data. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal;
256
Project Note: It seems difficult for a citizen to review and interpret this data as it remained unclear, to even University Consultants,
what reporting units were being used in reporting chemical and metal concentrations. A search of the EPA Administrative Record on
Martin County on CD-Rom did not produce this set of tests. It seems important to review the full report on these test results as they may
be the only EPA independent tests done on area surface waters in Martin County after the spill.
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Potesta & Associates, Inc. (November 15, 2001) Martin County Coal Corporation. Slurry Release Project. Impact Assessment Report
#1 (Historical Data Submission). Project No. 00-0340. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement
Potesta & Associates, Inc. (November 17, 2001) Preliminary Comments Regarding the Potential for Toxicity Associated with the Slurry
Released from Martin County Coal Corporation’s Impoundment on October 11, 2000. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County
Coal. Enforcement
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Coldwater, Wolf Creek and the Big Branch Impoundment. It seems that a separate testing firm in Charleston West
Virginia analyzes the samples. In terms of the November analytical report, it appears that slurry chemical concentrations
are reported against both dry and wet weight criteria for typical West Virginia, industrial and residential soil
concentrations. Based on a review of table appendices,258 it appears that at all standard reference marks: Regional,
Industrial and Residential Soils: Aluminum, Antimony, Arsenic, Beryllium, Cadmium, Chromium, Chromium Hex,
Copper, Iron, Lead, Magnesium, Mercury, Nickel, Potassium, Selenium, Silver, Sodium, Thallium and Zinc, slurry
concentrations are reported as below standard concentration levels for West Virginia, industrial and residential soils. The
November 17 report, updated two days after the first submission, reports,


Trace levels of potentially toxic metal are naturally associated with coal, rock and soil. A comparison of the
released material with native soil concentrations of metals illustrates the similarities between the slurry and soil
(Table 1). Metal associated with particulate materials are not generally believed to be toxic due to their form.
They are bound up in the soil or coal and not available for uptake by organisms. The levels of metals, which are
considered safe for humans in residential and industrial soil, are described in US EPA Region III’s Risk Based
Concentration Table and are compared with the released material in Table 2. 259

October 2000 –February 2001: DOW –DES Analytical Results:260 It appears, based on a review of the DOW-DES
electronic data file, that starting on October 13, 2000, water test results from water samples taken from Boyd, Lawrence
and Martin County are reported in the electronic data file. Information on specific sampling stations appears to be lacking
in the electronic data base, but could probably be readily sourced based on hardcopy (codebook) referent to the electronic
data or through a direct question to DOW personnel. In addition, it appears, based on fields in the electronic data file, that
the Environmental Response Team is taking water samples, though it is unclear whether this means DOW field personnel
or representatives under the Unified Command Structure. This testing and analysis structure of the DOW-DES needs to
be clarified. In terms of reporting water results, DOW-DES test results report concentrations amounts on a series of
chemical elements and metals, which are listed in the bottom footnote. 261 It appears, based on the data symbol referent
(<) that many compounds are below safe standard reference levels for most of the samples. However, this interpretation
of the data is only tentative as the DOW –DES analytic test data and requires 1) further expert review, 2) accompanying
codebook information for the corresponding data fields and a 3) hardcopy manual pertaining to the data collection and test
methods employed in the sampling and analyses of area surface waters.
February 2001: The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) is commissioned by EPA Region 4 to
review chemical water tests and analytical data collected in the field in Martin County in preparation for an up and
coming public meeting. After a telephone exchange between the EPA Region 4 On Scene Coordinator (OSC) and the
ATSDR representative, the OSC prepares to forward to the ATSDR contact person water test data for their review.
ATSDR minutes on this exchange read,

258
SEE: Table 2. Comparison of US EPA Region III Risked Based Concentrations for soil in industrial and residential areas and Martin
County Coal Company slurry chemical composition. Potesta & Associates, Inc. (November 17, 2001) Preliminary Comments Regarding
the Potential for Toxicity Associated with the Slurry Released from Martin County Coal Corporation’s Impoundment on October 11,
2000. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement
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Potesta & Associates, Inc. (November 17, 2001) Preliminary Comments Regarding the Potential for Toxicity Associated with the
Slurry Released from Martin County Coal Corporation’s Impoundment on October 11, 2000. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin
County Coal. Enforcement. Tag 3.
260
Kentucky Division of Water. DOW-DES Analytical Data File.
Electronic File: Martin Co.Coal.Co.Slurry Release Data.xls.
261

Acenaphthene, Acenaphthylene, Aluminum, Aniline, Anthracene, Antimony, Arsenic, Barium, Benzidine, Benzo(a)anthracene,
Benzo(a)pyrene, Benzo(b)fluoranthene, Benzo(ghi)perylene, Benzo(k)fluoranthene, Benzyl alcohol, Beryllium, bis(2ethylhexyl)phthalate, bis(2-chloroethoxy)-methane, bis(2-chloroethyl) ether, bis(2-chloroisopropyl)ether, Butyl benzyl phthalate,
Cadmium, Calcium,Chromium, Chrysene, Cobalt, Copper, Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, Dibenzofuran, Dibutyl phthalate, Diethyl phthalate,
Dimethyl phthalate, Dioctylphthalate, Fluoranthene, Fluorene, Hardness, total, Hexachlorobenzene, Hexachloroethane, Indeno(1,2,3c,d)pyrene, Iron, Isophorone, Lead, Magnesium, Manganese, Mercury,Molybdenum, N-Nitrosodi-n-propylamine, NNitrosodiphenylamine, Naphthalene, Nickel, Nitrobenzene, Phenanthrene, Potassium, Pyrene, Selenium, Silver, Sodium, Strontium, Tin,
Total Suspended Solids, Vanadium, Zinc, Acrylamide, Hexachloro-1,3-butadiene, Hexa-Cl-1,3-cyclopentadiene, 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene,
1,2-Dichlorobenzene, 1,3-Dichlorobenzene, 1,4-Dichlorobenzene, 2,4-Dinitrotoluene, 2,6-Dinitrotoluene, 2-Chloronaphthalene, 2Methylnaphthalene, 2-Nitroaniline, 3,3'-Dichlorobenzidine, 3-Nitroaniline, 4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether
4-Chloroaniline, 4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether, 4-Nitroaniline: Kentucky Division of Water. DOW-DES Analytical Data File. Electronic
File: Martin Co.Coal.Co.Slurry Release Data.xls.
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The OSC indicated that he would get the environmental data to us as soon as possible. The water system data
was collected by the state and he would contact them to see about us getting their data as well.262

Several days after, the ATSDR contact person begins to review the field data. ATSDR minutes read,


I began reducing the data from EPA and identifying those compounds that were detected at any level. I then
accessed ATSDR’s Substance Comparison Value Database to pull health-based guidance values for those
compounds for which they exist. I also reviewed data on other compounds to determine if there were
appropriate studies and regulations for utilization in comparing the concentration to known health effects. I also
compared the data to information on naturally occurring background levels. I placed this information in a
spreadsheet for easier review. Later in the day, I received data from KY DEP [DOW] on the raw water and
finished water for the Martin County Water District plan and I added those compounds to the summary data
along with the same specific data.263

The ATSDR minutes then summarize the findings based on the above spreadsheet review. ATSDR minutes read,


In some samples of the source coal slurry material, copper, vanadium, manganese, barium, arsenic and cobalt
were above levels of health concern. Copper was found elevated slightly only in sediments and not in the
water. Cobalt was also elevated in the raw water in the plant. 264

Based on the spreadsheet review and analysis, ATSDR record minutes conclude,


All of the metals identified in the data can be absorbed by ingestion. In some forms, barium, arsenic and
vanadium also can produce health effects by skin contact. In most cases, these effects only occur after
prolonged exposure lasting a year or more. Like most heavy metals, all of these compounds affect the digestive
system, the kidneys (except managanese) and the liver (except vanadium). Many of these compounds produce
effects on the central nervous system and some of them produce effects on the cardiovascular systems.
However, these latter effects occur only at high doses or long-term exposures. Arsenic, barium, and cobalt
affect the skin; arsenic and barium cause swelling of the eyes. The concentration of arsenic in the slurry is
similar to those dosages that have produced skin rashes in humans. Cobalt is what is known as a skin sensitizer,
so exposure to an unusually high concentration after a relatively low level of exposure could produce a skin
rash. Any subsequent exposure to the normal level could cause the rash to continue. 265

April 2001: The Division of Water collects samples from the Martin County Water District’s raw water sources and
collects sample from the plant’s finished water and distribution system; the sampling was initiated due to growing public
concern over the safety of the water produced by the MCWD water treatment plant since the coal slurry pond failure in
October 2000. The results of the April 11 DOW sampling of raw water are summarized first in the DOW April
Monitoring Results report; some of the raw water test results report:





[…] detected mineral constituents are within normal ranges for surface waters in eastern Kentucky.
[…] organic carbon levels are also within typical limits
[…] detected metal parameters listed below are typical of surface waters and again are considered normal
levels.
[…] levels of chromium, copper and lead detected in the Tug Fork sample are all well below the Domestic
water supply criteria cited in 401 KAR 5:03, Section 5 Domestic Water Supply Use. There is no Domestic
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Agency of Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (February 6, 2001). ATSDR Record of Activity. Name: Martin County Coal Slurry.
ERS Log #01-2117. p.3.
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Agency of Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (February 6, 2001). ATSDR Record of Activity. Name: Martin County Coal Slurry.
ERS Log #01-2117. p.3-4.
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Agency of Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (February 6, 2001). ATSDR Record of Activity. Name: Martin County Coal Slurry.
ERS Log #01-2117. p. 4.
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Agency of Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (February 6, 2001). ATSDR Record of Activity. Name: Martin County Coal Slurry.
ERS Log #01-2117. p.4.
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Water Supply Source Criteria listed for arsenic. The arsenic concentration found was at the analytical detection
level and in the lower range of levels commonly found in source waters. … 266
The DOW April Monitoring report then summarizes test results on tap water. Finished water test results report:


All within normal drinking water levels as established by the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) 267

Fall 2001: The National Research Council Report on Coal Waste Impoundments, the Committee is funded under special
appropriations introduced by Kentucky U.S. Congressional Representative Hal Rogers and supported by Kentucky U.S.
Senate Representative Mitch McConnell. 268 This Committee recommends that the chemical constituents in slurry be
identified. According to the report, this recommendation originated from citizen concerns over the chemicals in coal
slurry expressed at various public meetings. The NRC Report reads,


A theme mentioned repeatedly in town meetings with coalfield citizens was their concern and desire for
information concerning the chemical constituents in the coal waste, and how it affects their ground and surface
water. 269

The NRC Committee then states and recommends,


The committee recommends that research be performed to identify the chemical constituents contained in the
liquid and solid fractions of coal waste, and to characterize the hydrogeologic conditions around
impoundments. 270

Such identification the NRC Committee mentions would assist in impoundment monitoring or what the NRC report refers
to as “Forensic Hydrology.”


Organic chemicals in coal waste… may be used as a groundwater tracer to identify leakage from
impoundments… Thus, monitoring the chemical composition of water adjacent to impoundments could be
used to detect whether water is leaking from the coal slurry and used with other site-specific information to
determine sensible mitigative programs. 271
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Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. Division of Water. (April 11, 2001). Martin County Water
District. PWS ID #0800273. April 11, 2001 Monitoring Results. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002, Monitoring Results: Drinking Water. p
.2-3.
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Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. Division of Water. (April 11, 2001). Martin County Water
District. PWS ID #0800273. April 11, 2001 Monitoring Results. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002, Monitoring Results: Drinking Water. p
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National Research Council. 2001. Coal Waste Impoundments: Risks, Responses and Alternatives. (Prepublication Copy)
Washington D.C. National Academy Press. P 152.
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National Research Council. 2001. Coal Waste Impoundments: Risks, Responses and Alternatives. (Prepublication Copy) Washington
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Project Note: TRIAD Engineering under contract with the Mine Safety and Health Administration completes chemical analysis of the
slurry. The results of the chemical analysis are reported in Appendix B of the Triad Report released March 2001. Though no
benchmarks are reported with the tested concentrations, this represents another set of chemical tests completed on coal slurry in Martin
County. In summarizing this set of tests: Grab samples were taken in December 2000 and early January 2001 from five locations:
Slurry Samples taken from the following locations: p. 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Grab sample from Big Branch Slurry Impoundment
Two samples from mine void in Boring DH2-9
Grab sample from Wolf Creek
Grab sample from Coldwater Creek
Sample from mine void in Boring DH1-11

Reported concentrations on a series of chemical constituents and metal compounds are reported in Appendix B of the Triad Report.
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Survey Findings
In the final section of this report, we recommend to the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Department for Local
Government and to the Office of the Governor to address water quality testing and monitoring in Martin County, by
supporting an independent citizen’s committee to monitor and oversee water quality testing and watershed management.
The recommendations are in accord with our survey results presented in Table 5.B. Many Martin County citizens (87%)
agree (31%) or strongly agree (56%) that ‘an independent citizen’s committee should monitor and test water quality.’
Other survey findings on financing independent water testing are presented in Table 5.B.

Table 5.B. Water Quality and Water Monitoring a: Martin and Perry County Compared

Strongly
Disagree

An independent citizen’s
committee should monitor and
test water quality.

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Martin County

1%

6%

6%

31%

56%

Perry County

6%

7%

13%

47%

27%

Martin County

5%

5%

8%

23%

59%

Perry County

4%

8%

11%

46%

31%

(n=491 X2=49 p=.000)

The mining industry should
contribute financially to
independent tests of water
quality. (n=497 X2=44 p=.000)

a.

Note: Other percentages on other water quality questions are reported in the prior section on Water Treatment.
Other survey questions are reported in the Survey Appendix to this report.

SEE: Triad Engineering, Inc. (March 2001) Subsurface Investigation Big Branch Slurry Impoundment Martin County, Kentucky. Triad
Project No. C 00553 Submitted to: United States Department of Labor Mine Safety and Health Administration. Appendix B. Available
online: http://www.msha.gov/impoundments/martincounty/triad.pdf
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Section Six:
Cleanup, Reclamation and Civic Capacity since the Disaster

Early CERCLA Response
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
In the previous section on Water Quality Testing and Monitoring our research team reviewed the year-after Taskforce
Report by EPA Region 4. In its year-after Report, EPA Region 4 explains its response actions in the field in Martin
County after the October 2000 coal waste disaster. Region 4 explains that it did not respond to the environmental disaster
under the regulatory response guidelines set out under the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation
Liability (Superfund) Act. According to the Taskforce Report, and as explained in the previous section, the reason why
CERCLA was not invoked was that the coal waste spill was not classified as a hazardous chemical release and
subsequently, fell outside the purview of Superfund jurisdiction and CERCLA response guidelines. Notably, as
mentioned in the section on Civic Capacity and the prior section on Water Testing in this report, if EPA Region 4 had
proceeded under CERCLA, then Region 4 would have been obligated by law to invoke several civic mechanisms in
involving local citizens in environmental response, cleanup and recovery decisions in Martin County. These public
participation provisions proscribed under CERCLA have already been developed in the other sections of this report.
These provisions will also be revisited here.
Prior to revisiting these civic provisions, it seems necessary to note, for the record, that although EPA Region 4 did not
respond to the Martin County coal waste spill under CERCLA and subsequently, was not bound by the same standards of
law to invite citizens in cleanup and recovery decisions, that would have compelled the EPA under CERCLA, there seems
to have been some initial maneuverings on the part of EPA Region 4 to respond under its CERCLA authority. These
initial CERCLA considerations are not presented in EPA’s final Taskforce Report. Rather, the Taskforce Response
provides the view that EPA Region 4 was clear in its direction from the start to respond under violations Clean Water Act.
However, based on the following unsigned Administrative Order, on file at the Records Division at the Kentucky State
Division of Water,272 it appears that EPA Region 4 initially proceeded under CERCLA. The Order starts,
[…]
2. This Order is issued pursuant to the authority vested in the President of the United States by Sections 104,
106 (a), 107 and 122 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980
[…]
Based on the following the Findings of Fact, the Order charges:
[…]


h. EPA, the State of Kentucky and the Massey Coal Company have collected sediment and water quality
samples at the site. Analytical results of water samples show the presence of hazardous substances. Based on
the estimated amount of material released and the concentrations, the loading calculation for the slurry
impoundment indicated a release of 5207 lbs of arsenic at 2.5 mg/l, 6,040 lbs of chromium at 2.9 mg/l, 20, 828
copper at 10 mg/l, 10, 414 lbs of lead at 5.0 mg/l and 29,159 lbs of zinc at 14 mg/l. The water quality standards
for turbidity and sulfates have also been exceeded.
[…]



j. Metal and minerals present in coal include antimony, arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead,
manganese, mercury, nickel, selenium, silver, vanadium and zinc.

272

See: United States. Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. Administrative Order on Consent for Removal Action. U.S. EPA
Region 4. CERCLA. Docket No. Proceeding Under Sections 104, 106 (a), 107 and 122 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act, as amended, 42 USC 9604, 9606(a), 9607 and 9622. In the Matter of: Martin County Coal Slurry Spill
Site, Inez Kentucky. Martin County Coal Corporation (respondent). DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement.
Project Note: Public document is unsigned and undated.
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k. The Material Safety Data sheet (MSD) provided by the company identifies the substances used in the
flocculation process as anionic polyacrylamide copolymer. The flocculent contains the listed hazardous
substance acrylamide. Section 11 of the MSD ‘toxicological information’ states that prolonged repeated
exposure to the flocculant vapor may cause central nervous system damage.

The unsigned Administrative Order goes on to state…


…Based on the Findings of Facts set forth above, and the Administrative Record supporting this removal
action, EPA has determined that:



b. The contaminants found at the Site, as identified in the Findings of Fact above, include ‘hazardous
substances” as defined by the Section 101(14) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. | 9601(21).



d. Respondent may be liable under Section 107 (a) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. | 9607.273

EPA Region 4 Shifts its Position
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Early on in the disaster response, as outlined in the section on Civic Capacity in this report, there were early dismissive
comments and quotes by agency and company personnel within the Unified Command Structure (UCS) suggesting that
EPA Region 4 was already rethinking and reevaluating its CERCLA response strategy in handling the disaster in Martin
County. Some of these comments were enumerated in the Civic Capacity and in other sections of this report: Early
agency comments, for example, that suggested 1) that materials found in the sludge were nothing more than what was
“naturally occurring” in regional soils and other agency comments that suggested 2) that MCCC-Massey, by claiming
formal responsibility for the disaster justified limited federal action on the part of EPA. Both are sets of early comments
that suggested that EPA Region 4, within the first several weeks after the disaster, was already beginning to shift from its
initial CERCLA position in Martin County.
By early January 2001, it seems that this shift in response was formalized. It appears, based on other documentation, that
at the start of January 2001, EPA Region 4 had entered into formal negotiations with the Martin County Coal Corporation
(MCCC-Massey) to respond to the disaster differently. Based on a review of the EPA Administrative Record, the
following correspondence between an attorney for MCCC-Massey and an attorney for EPA Region 4 suggests that both
parties were in negotiation to manage the environmental disaster in Martin County differently. It appears, based on the
following correspondence, that the original CERCLA response provisions were changed to section 301 of the Clean
Water Act. This correspondence is summarized below for the reader’s benefit:
Massey Coal Services, Inc.
January 3, 2001
Dear [EPA Region 4 Counsel]


I have attached the most recent draft of the revisions that we have made to the CERCLA Consent Order
proposed by EPA. Again, I must emphasize that we must associate with our insurance carriers on the defense
of this matter, and we have not yet obtained their approval to this course of action. Additionally, we are still
internally making editing changes to the draft Consent Order and Scope of Work I am sending you. Both are
still works in progress.



As we have discussed, the draft seeks to accomplish what EPA’s proposed CERCLA Order accomplished, but
through Section 309 [301] 274 of the Clean Water Act. Again, we believe that EPA has removal authority under
Section 309 as expressed in EPA’s April 1998 “Contaminated Sediment Management Strategy.” As you will
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See: United States. Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. Administrative Order on Consent for Removal Action. In the
Matter of: Martin County Coal Slurry Spill Site, Inez Kentucky. Martin County Coal Corporation (respondent). DOW File: 0054810680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement. Project Note: Document is unsigned and undated.
274
Note: It appears based on the year-after EPA Region 4 Taskforce Report that EPA, in the end, proceeded under Section 301, of the
Clean Water Act not Section 309.
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see in the attached ‘red-lined’ draft, we have replaced references to “CERCLA” and to “hazardous substances”
with references to the Clean Water Act and “pollutants” or “waste materials.”


Additionally, we made some changes to the Order in an effort to maintain the successful relationship between
Martin County Coal and EPA established under the Unified Command System. Accordingly, you will see that
we have provided that Martin County Coal and EPA make certain decisions under the Consent Order jointly, as
they have done under the Unified Command System. You will also note that references to Martin County
Coal’s parent companies have been omitted, as Martin County Coal is a separate entity and is alone responsible
for this matter. Also, as we have discussed from the beginning, it is important that we respond to one set of
directives in this matter, so we have made the State signatories to the Order as originally contemplated in our
earliest discussion.



There are other similar changes that we can talk through once we have reached our final draft and ultimately
committed to this course of action. We hope to reach this point soon so that we can continue the successful
cleanup we have worked on together.



Thank you for your cooperation.275
Sincerely,
[Counsel Martin County Coal]

Based on the above exchange, it appears that initial response plans by EPA Region 4 to respond to the Martin County coal
waste spill under certain provisions laid out under CERCLA had officially shifted. EPA Region 4, following what seems
to be MCCC-Massey’s lead to re-characterize the sludge from a “hazardous substance” to a “pollutant,” begins to respond
to the disaster under cleanup provisions set out under Section 309 [Section 301] of the Clean Water Act, rather than act
under the disaster response provisions outlined by CERCLA. This shift in response strategies is certainly worth of
further study. For the purposes of this report on civic capacity since the coal waste disaster, it is only important to note,
that with the shift from CERCLA to Section 301 of the Clean Water Act, several public participation provisions written
into and guaranteed by CERCLA (SARA 1986) were effectively by-passed. 276 As a consequence, Martin County citizens
have had little (if any) opportunity to provide public input and publicly participate in cleanup decisions and remediation
strategies within their own community. As mentioned in the Civic Capacity Section of this report, under the amended
CERCLA (SARA 1986) 277there are built-in public mechanisms to invite citizen input in each stage of environmental
disaster response, cleanup and recovery of contaminated sites. Under CERCLA, as one example mentioned in the Civic
Capacity section and in the Water Quality section of this report, local citizens’ groups in contaminated areas are able to
apply for technical assistance grants (TAG). These grants are designed to assist them in their own independent assessment
of the environmental impact of chemical contamination on their local environment and community. But because EPA did
not respond under CERCLA in Martin County, such TAG grants were never made available to Martin County citizens in
their own efforts to independently evaluate the impact of the slurry spill on the local watershed and area soils. We
address this point, when we set out our full recommendations at the end of this report.

EPA Region 4 March Administrative Order
EPA Region 4 by March 2001, less than five months since the spill, entered into an Administrative Agreement with
MCCC-Massey. As mentioned in other sections of this report, under the signed Order of Consent for Compliance,
MCCC-Massey was cited for Section 301 (a) for violations of the Clean Water Act. The Order reads,


EPA’s Conclusions of Law and Determinations

275
Letter (Folder 79974) from: Massey Coal Services (January 3, 2001) to Associate Regional Counsel. RE: Clean Water Act Consent
Order. Administrative Record: Martin County. U.S. EPA Region IV. 61 Forsyth Street SW Atlanta, GA 30303 (404) 562-8862.
Available on CD-Rom.
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In 1986 CERCLA provisions were updated under the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA). 276 1986 CERCLA
provided more mechanisms for citizen participation in site cleanup and reclamation decisions; under the amended CERCLA, prior to
initiating reclamation activities on a Superfund site, the EPA must submit its proposed work plan to a thirty-day public comment period,
-similar to the public participation provisions originally set out under NEPA 1968.United States Environmental Protection Agency.
SARA Overview. Available online: HTTP://www.epa.gov/superfund/actions/law/sara.htm.
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[…]
c.

Section 301 (a) of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. sec. 1311 (a) makes unlawful the discharge of any pollutant
by any person into the navigable waters of the United States, except in compliance with certain sections of the
Clean Water Act….
[…]

f.

The waste material that was released from the impoundment constitutes a “pollutant” with the meaning of the
definition set forth in Section 502(6) of the CWA…

Under the Administrative Order, it appears that earlier references to ‘hazardous substances’ initially drafted under a
CERCLA response had shifted. To fit section violations of the Clean Water Act, references to ‘hazardous substances’
were replaced with references to ‘pollutants.” It is worth noting that the Clean Water Act (CWA), although often used as
a legal tool by citizens in overseeing, monitoring and protecting area watersheds, the CWA does not, in itself, contain the
same kind of provisions for citizen input, public comment and other mechanisms for public involvement in watershed
management; the civic provisions contained in CERCLA and RCRA, in developing response and cleanup strategies, are
not the same under CWA.
In sum, though it seems that the processes that led EPA Region 4 to its decision to respond under the CWA to the coal
waste disaster should possibly be reviewed, for this report on civic capacity, it seems necessary to note that several public
participation mechanisms written into CERCLA were, in the end, by-passed with the shift from CERCLA to the Clean
Water Act. With no provisions for public participation under the CWA, Martin County citizens had little (if any)
opportunity for civic input and public participation in cleanup and remediation strategies. In terms of the final cleanup
and reclamation plan, for example, there were no provisions made for public comment and citizen review of the final
reclamation plan, -provisions under CERCLA. It seems that EPA Region 4 attempted to incorporate this public
participation provision in responding to citizen claims in Martin County: In one of its late 2001 teleconference sessions
with Martin County CAG representatives, an event already chronicled in this report, it appears that EPA Region 4 told
area citizens that they would have a thirty-day public comment period on the final draft reclamation plan submitted by
MCCC-Massey. 278 This public comment period was circumvented with MCCC-Massey submitting its final work and
reclamation plan to the regulatory bodies by May 2002. Martin County citizens were not provided opportunity for public
comment on the submitted reclamation plan.

Recommendation: We encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local
Government and the Office of the Governor to explore channels of public involvement in environmental recovery and
reclamation in Martin County, Kentucky. We encourage the above law-makers and their staff of associates, to review the
public participation provisions contained under CERCLA and RCRA and legally review how these provisions could be
re-invoked, in some form, in providing Martin County citizens with the appropriate civic mechanisms to participate in
rebuilding their community and environment since the 2000 October coal waste spill. To assist the above law-makers in
considering our recommendation for increased community involvement in cleanup and recovery strategies in Martin
County, we provide below an events-summary of reclamation activities in Martin County under the Unified Command
Structure (UCS) as well as citizen comment on UCS cleanup and reclamation strategies.279

Reclamation Strategies since the Coal Waste Disaster
_______________________________________________________________________________________
October 2000: Federal Disaster Relief Not Forthcoming
It appears that Martin County Coal Corporation, a subsidiary of Massey Energy (MCCC-Massey) assumes financial as
well cleanup responsibility for the disaster. With the EPA representatives from the Kentucky Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet start to monitor and oversee MCCC-Massey cleanup activities through the Unified
Command Structure. The EPA Region 4 On Scene Coordinator (OSC) estimates that it will take from four to five months
278
Stephanie McSpirit: (March –Date) Field Notes: Martin County; Stephanie McSpirit (April 23, 2002) Field Notes: Citizen Advisory
Committee.
279
A more focused events summary of cleanup activities on Coldwater and Wolf Creek is provided in an Appendix to this report for the
reader’s further information and consideration.
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to remove the sludge from the impacted creeks.280 The OSC estimates that it will cost 50 to 60 million dollars to cleanup
the streams.281
With MCCC-Massey baring the costs of the cleanup, and cooperating under the Unified Command Structure (UCS), this
appears to have softened EPA Region 4’s position towards MCC-Massey. Less than a week after the spill, the EPA OSC
states,


They seem to want to do the right thing… The [Coal Company] president is taking responsibility for what has
happened and that is a good thing. We’ve had people run off before. 282

Less than two weeks after the disaster, residents of the area grow concerned over the process and pace of the cleanup. But
agency officials state that they will not seek federal funding to help clean up the spill’s aftermath. Several state officials’
state for the record:


Basically, since there is a party responsible, I don’t think there would be any call for federal assistance on our
part.283



There shouldn’t be the need for federal assistance unless the company cannot manage the event. 284

October 20, 2000: State Division of Water Issues its Notice of Violation

The State Division of Water issues a Notice of Violation (NOV) to MCCC-Massey for the release of coal slurry that has
created emergency conditions in Martin County and surrounding counties. The Notice charges MCCC-Massey with the
following violations:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Causing pollution to water of the commonwealth
Releasing hazardous substances
Discharging pollutants into waters of the Commonwealth in quantities and concentrations that exceed
Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination standards and limitations in violation of Kentucky statutes
and regulations.
Creating an environmental emergency in violation of state statute.285

The Notice of Violation orders MCCC-Massey to begin remedial measures under penalty of a fine amount of $25,000 per
day for each listed violation. The Order reads,


Immediate removal of accumulated sediments and deposits of coal slurry...



Submit plans to Cabinet and other state and federal agencies dealing with how the discharges will be stopped
and how future discharges will be prevented and implementing the plan as soon as possible.



Submit plans to the cabinet and other state and federal agencies to characterize the extent of the releases



To correct the effects of those releases and to implement the plans as soon as possible when approved.
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Submit a detailed written report to the Cabinet and other local, state and federal agencies by Nov.15 concerning
the causes of the releases, and Martin County Coal Corp activities taken in response to the NOV. 286

Aquatic Damage, Assessment and Recovery
In the initial days of the disaster, the State Department of Surface Mining issues a Notice of Violation and notes damages
to aquatic life. The notice orders MCCC-Massey to replace the fish and other aquatic life as well as to rebuild roads,
bridges uprooted by the sludge. 287 The Department of Fish and Wildlife, on the other hand, has not yet determined the
extent of aquatic damage and subsequently has not determined financial liability. It will take more than a week to assess
the environmental impact on aquatic and wildlife. However, one official for the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife resources is quoted as saying.


I don’t believe there is a living thing left where the sludge has been. 288

In surveying the extent of aquatic and wildlife damage, one private biologist’s comments are summarized in the local
press. The reporter writes,


He said that for the most part wildlife such as deer, turkeys, squirrels and other creatures would not be harmed.
‘They can just go somewhere else,” said [Name]. The aquatic animals are the ones that will be wiped out.
Several Coldwater residents have commented on the large amount of fish, frogs and turtles that have perished
due to the mine accident. [Name] said the spill would disrupt certain bird species in their feeding habitats like
the kingfisher and the blue heron, which until last week used the watershed to feast on small fish. 289

By late October, an EPA on scene coordinator says the Big Sandy River’s condition had changed little visibly in the past
two weeks, and says that the river had been described as a “thick black milkshake.” 290
Six months after the disaster, the president of MCCC, is asked to comment on the percentage of the cleanup that is
complete and responds,


That’s a hard thing to say because the bigger job now is stream restoration. It’s not so much picking up slurry as
restoring the stream - and that’s going to be a long process. 291

A year after the disaster, MCCC hires an outside firm to monitor the impacted creeks and aquatic life:292 MCCC-Massey
officials contract with Arkansas University to conduct area tests on fish that were affected and not affected by the coal
slurry spill. According to the cited news summary, a university crew will perform two tests per year for two years to
determine if the fish population has been affected by the slurry spill. When asked why Arkansas University was doing
stream monitoring in Kentucky, one of the university personnel commented that they had done other tests for MCCCMassey shortly after the spill. 293 A regulatory agency official accompanies the university team in their first stream
assessment and comments,
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They are representatives for A.T. Massey and they are conducting tests to see if any of the fish were affected by
the sludge. 294



They are taking three samples from upstream and three samples downstream, then comparing them. 295

A representative for Arkansas University said the tests focus on whether, and the extent to which fish were affected. He
comments,


MCCC-Massey hired us to do the tests and they are our clients… The tests are being conducted within 175
meters of each. We are identifying the fish, checking the size and their location. We are looking at the overall
fish community and trying to establish a dateline after the spill. As far as the habitats, it seems like we’re
getting similar things and there don’t seem to be any inherent differences in the sections of the river we have
checked. It takes long term monitoring to establish a background. 296

The Arkansas representative said that there were other factors to consider, including the pipes coming into the river. He
commented,


Each river is unique and you have to customize the different eco-regions… These are unique streams and need
added protection. We aren’t doing the tributaries. They may have hired someone else to do those. Right now,
we are finding what should be there. 297

October 2000: CMC Report
Late October, several weeks into the disaster, the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet, in
consultation with the Governor’s Office, contracts with an independent in-state firm –CMC Services- to assess area
cleanup and reclamation activities. The Cabinet Secretary is quoted in the regional press as stating that,


One of the south’s worst environmental disasters requires an expert. 298

After two days on site, CMC releases it 34- page report. 299 In the assessment, CMC estimates that it will take 4 to 5
months, under favorable weather conditions to remove slurry from stream basins. The Report acknowledges MCCCMassey for providing ‘unlimited resources’ to cleanup the spill. The report mentions the manpower involved in the
cleanup with 350 workers working in shifts around the clock and mentions that progress is being made in the cleanup.
The report also recognizes the difficulty in reaching many of the more remote sites of the spill and agreed with cleanup
practices of solidifying the sludge with lime to facilitate excavating and hauling the slurry out of stream basins. The
report warns of ‘significant rain events’ and that the sediment ponds or holding cells may overflow during heavy rains.
The CMC Report observes


Working within the Incident Command System, MCC has implemented a variety of containment and
remediation steps along Coldwater and Wolf Creek […], 300



Along Coldwater Fork and Wolf Creek, MCCC has constructed sediment basins to retain cola slurry pumped or
vacuumed from the creeks. The objective of the basins is to retain the slurry and let the solids settle. MCCC is
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using vacuum trucks operated by Miller Environmental and a variety of means of pumping the coal slurry
(dredges, tractor pumps, sludge pumps) through lengths of pipeline to the various sediment basins. 301


MCCC appears to have significant manpower and resources dedicated to the cleanup efforts. On October 28,
2000, there were approximately 200 personnel working on the cleanup, and significant activity was occurring
along both Coldwater and Wolf Creek. 302



Specific Comments: During a significant rain event, many of the sediment basins may overflow, and the coal
slurry would be re-deposited in the creeks. 303

The CMC Report recommends,


Recommends allowing the coal slurry deposited in Coldwater Fork and Wolf Creek to dry using lime additives
and mechanical mixing, which will facilitate excavation and removal. 304

The CMC Report warns,


That MCCC is not preparing for a significant Rain Event. CMC Report disagrees with the technique MCCC is
using to remove and manage the coal slurry. While a period of dry weather exists, MCCC needs to take steps to
minimize the impact of a rain event. 305

The CMC Report approves,


Rerouting existing flow into a non-impacted drainage system (being done) 2. Installing weirs in Wolf Creek
and Coldwater to facilitate settling of solids. Some dams are being installed, but more are warranted. […] 4. In
the area where the sludge is heavy, constructing a berm along the creek. Once this is done, MCCC needs to
solidify the sludge using lime. Once the sludge is solidified, it can be removed to a holding cell. 306

November 2000: MCCC-Massey Report
Under order of the Notice of Violation, a month after the sludge spill, MCCC-Massey submits an impact statement.
Several subcontracting firms of MCCC-Massey compile the November impact report. As stated in the section on Water
Quality Testing and Monitoring, the November Impact Report reports no significant short-term or long-term impact of the
sludge spill on the area watershed and local environment based on toxicity tests conducted through Arkansas
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University.307 The November report also reports chemical analyses on the sludge that suggests that metal compounds and
other chemicals found in the sludge are no higher and even lower than metal and chemical levels found naturally
occurring in regional and residential soils. These toxicity results also are summarized in two subsections of the Water
Quality Testing and Monitoring section of this report. 308

November 2000: Hearing Before the Kentucky State Environmental Quality Commission
Approximately, one month after the disaster, it appears based on statements made during the Environmental Quality
Commission (EQC) Hearings, that state and federal regulatory officials are already beginning to formally shift their
‘hazardous substance’ classification and describe and classify the sludge differently. At the November EQC Hearing,
there are statements made such as this one:


It is composed of coal, shale and sandstone with the consistency of face powder mixed with water. 309

In answer to another EQC question about Arsenic and mercury in the slurry, the EPA’s On-scene Coordinator states,


That they were not present at levels that create a risk to exposure. 310

In addition, during the hearings Agency Officials admit that reclamation will never be 100%. Officials called before the
state EQC yesterday, state that cleaning up all 250 million gallons of the waste is not possible.


Realistically, you just can’t say remove every particle... At some point you have to say ‘this is good enough’
and let nature take its course. 311

Also at the EQC Hearings on the Martin County coal waste spill, there is some discussion that freezing temperatures
could cause problems for the above ground pipes. 312 There is also testimony that heavy rains could wash more sludge out
of creek beds, harming aquatic life and forcing water treatment plants to shutdown. This remains a concern of area
citizens in the months ahead; in a teleconference session with EPA Region 4 representatives in June 2001, citizens are still
expressing concern on the ‘remobilization’ of slurry,


Citizen reps mentioned that a well-respected civil engineer from the University of Kentucky [representative] has
raised concerns about slurry sediments likely ‘turning over’ in time at the drinking water plan and being
released. Citizen reps said that she stated in a report that it cannot be concluded there are no human health
effects from coal slurry.313
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December 2000: MCCC-Massey Denies Responsibility for Spill
MCCC president […] holds meetings with both residents from Coldwater and Wolf Creek and informs citizens on the
progress and status of the Company’s cleanup operations along both creeks. But it seems, based on local news accounts
of events, that while the Company president is accepting responsibility for the disaster, Company attorneys are filing to
deny responsibility: 314 In a response, to a civil lawsuit against MCCC-Massey for payment of property damages, MCCCMassey attorneys filed that the 250 million gallon spill was ‘an act of god.’ In its motion and appeal to dismiss the civil
suit, MCCC-Massey admits that on October 11, 2000, coal slurry did accidentally and unexpectedly escape from the
impoundment, but denies that the slurry was released. A summary of the response, by the local press, reports that MCCCMassey claims,


That the spill has not damaged or even reduced property values and that mitigation efforts including sludge
removal, repair and maintenance work to the effected property, and provisions of water and temporary housing
constituted payment and satisfaction for the alleged damages. 315

Later, in February field interviews with the student-faculty research team, citizens comment on the Company’s claim,316


They’re saying it’s an act of God, if you can believe that. The coal company had that in the newspaper, saying
it was an act of God and that they were doing everything they could to clean up the mess. And everybody
knows it’s not an act of God, it’s a disaster.



The coal company itself is saying it was an act of God. Okay, now, we realize an act of God is flooding,
tornadoes, hurricanes, lightning; an act of God is not a sludge spill. This really opened my eyes to realize that if
it hadn’t have been for the grace—for the GRACE of God, and went down both Coldwater and Wolfe Creek, it
would’ve even washed us all off like the Buffalo Creek disaster years ago […] because everybody would’ve
been in bed asleep just like they were.



The whole act of God thing was kind of stupid. [laughter] You know, saying that. You know everything is an
act of God, so you know you can’t pin that on him.



So what you had was 300 million gallons of slurry coming into two small watersheds and the Coal Company
likes to say ‘it was an act of God’ but as we like to say in this area, the act of God –was that nobody was killed.
That the impoundment was a manmade construction that is plain and simple; they’re the cause of the problem.
So, instead of taking responsibility, they want to throw out a term that is a legal term –Act of God- people in
this area don’t buy that.



I’ve read the paper some about it and the biggest complaint was where the coal company was saying it was an
act of God and the newspaper was saying no it’s not an act of God; God don’t do this, coal companies do this.



The coal company said this is an act of God; no God wouldn’t do something like this.”



And to this day they’re (MCCC-Massey) still trying to cover it up and say that it was an act of God. But we
both know that folks will know better than that.

January 2001: Citizens speak out at Public Informational Meeting
By January, several months after the disaster, citizens at one public informational meeting state that the Federal
Emergency Management Association (FEMA) should have been involved in disaster response. 317 Some citizens express
dissatisfaction with cleanup and reclamations activities along the creeks and Tug River. Some citizens’ state,
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I’m very concerned about the water and the cleanup of the Tug River, and I would like to know what if anything
will be done about it? 318



It upsets me a great deal to look at the Tug River and see the black along the banks. I’d like to know if you plan
to dredge the creeks and river or what you plan to do about that in the future. 319

January 2001: State Environmental Quality Commission Issues Recommendations

In mid January, the Environmental Quality Commission (EQC) releases its recommendations. In one of its
recommendations, the EQC recommends:


Private wells and septic systems damaged by the spill be restored, and other projects, including expanding
drinking water be considered. 320

One recommendation that the EQC sets out is central to the position of this report. In one of its recommendations, the
EQC recommends that,


THE US EPA CONSIDER APPOINTING AN OVERSIGHT BOARD OF STATE AND FEDERAL
OFFICIALS FOR THE MC CLEANUP AS WELL AS A CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

In a later status conference, EPA Region 4 considers this recommendation.321 The EQC sends a letter to EPA’s Regional
Administrator. According to EPA teleconference minutes, the contents of the letter read:322
The EQC requests that EPA


Consider providing opportunity for public comment and input on the proposed stream restoration plan



Consider appointing an oversight board comprised of state and federal officials to monitor the implementation
of the restoration plan and activities; and



Create a public advisory committee to advise the oversight board on issues.

The minutes continue,


[Name] stated that the letter is a controlled correspondence and he will be compiling a reply by September 5,
2001. Eric reiterated that he can quite easily address the first two issues raised by EQC. However, he was not
certain how to the comment on a public advisory committee. He has yet to receive feedback from his
management on this topic. 323
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In early statements, with the opening of the EPA Outreach Center in Inez, the EPA appears to be acting on this state
recommendation. There are also internal EPA Agency documents that recommend that site-based citizen advisory groups
(CAG) be established in responding to environmental disasters.324 As outlined in the Civic Capacity section of this report,
the EPA establishes a CAG with Martin County citizens in late 2001. It appears, however, that EPA Region 4 does not
follow through with its public involvement protocols based on events first mentioned in the Civic Capacity section of this
report. In matters, for example, of providing citizens with a public comment period on the final stream and stream bank
reclamation plan, citizens were not given provisions for public comment. This event is outlined in the Civic Capacity
Section and is later chronicled in this section on Cleanup and Reclamation.
Recommendation
In rebuilding civic capacity in Martin County after the coal waste disaster, our research team recommends to the
Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor that
concerted efforts be made to follow through and pursue the January 2001 EQC recommendation to appoint a citizen
advisory committee in final cleanup and remediation activities in Martin County, Kentucky. We encourage the Kentucky
Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor to hold EPA
in compliance with its responsibilities to its Citizen Advisory Group of Martin County citizens.

February 2001: Citizen Assessment of Cleanup Activities: Help Organization

In February, at a citizen group (HELP) meeting, outside persons comment that the cleanup is an outrage. As
quoted in the local press, an environmental engineer that has worked around the county on environmental catastrophes
states that he is appalled by what he saw in Martin County; he agrees to assist in examining the reclamation efforts being
conducted by Martin County Coal Corp. and the effects it is having on the area. He states at the public meeting, based on
newspaper summaries:


I went out with the attorneys this morning and looked around and was amazed and shocked by what I saw. If it
was my home, I would be very concerned about what is happening, especially with the soil data. 325



I watched Martin County Coal cleanup workers for some time and from what I saw, they were merely turning
the soil over and putting it into the creeks. If it takes them all day to put it into the creek and they only manage
to go 25 feet, it will take a year for them to get it into the creek and who knows how long to get out of the
creeks after that. 326



I know they say they’ve spent millions of dollars on this cleanup, but what kind of cleanup is it if they are
throwing the stuff right back into the creeks? 327

Late February 2001: County threatens suit
Early on in our research, the County Judge Executive meets with our student-faculty research team. The local press
reports on the meeting,


During the meeting Lafferty told the group that he may sue Martin County Coal if they don’t complete cleanup
operations following the October 11, 2000 spill that sent 250 million gallons of coal waste into Coldwater and
Wolf Creeks and the Tug River. The Judge/ Exec […] has steadfastly defended to the company’s operation
since the spill. The judge was told that the creeks would be dredged and nothing else will be acceptable. 328

324
United States Environmental Protection Agency.(December 1995). EPA Guidance for Community Groups at Superfund Sites; US
EPA (July 2000) Evaluation Report on the Pine Street Barge Canal Coordinating Council, Burlington, VT. Lessons Learned from the
Region 1 Community Advisory Group; US EPA (Winter 1996), Community Advisory Groups: Partners in Decisions at Hazardous Waste
Sites. Case Studies. US EPA.(May 1996). Community Advisory Group Toolkit.
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The Assistant to the County Executive is also present at the meeting and is quoted in the press as saying,


We want to give them the opportunity to do what they said they would, but we have to look out for the citizens
of this County and if they don’t dredge the creeks, and try to leave without finishing the cleanup, we will do
what we have to do. 329

March 2001: State Cabinet of Natural Resources sets Hearing Date
MCCC Attorneys meet with Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet (NREPC) officials in Frankfort in a
status conference on March 7, 2001.330 The status conference addresses when the case will be heard before the NREPC
Office of Administrative Hearings and is tentatively scheduled for the following year, March 2002. According to a state
Hearings Officer,


This is probably the longest amount of time we’ve ever set aside for a hearing 331

Based on a further records review, it appears that the State Hearing on water (and mining regulation) violations by
MCCC-Massey is rescheduled for August 12 through 27, 2002. These August 2002 Hearing dates, it appears, will not be
rescheduled as the Order reads,


EXCEPT FOR EXTRAORDINARY CAUSE, THE FORMAL ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING SHALL NOT
BE RESCHEDULED, NOR SHALL THE FORMAL HEARING BE CANCELED EXCEPT UPON THE
SUBMISSION OF AN AGREED ORDER SIGNED AT A MINUM BY THE PARTIES ATTORNEYS. 332

March 2001: EPA Region 4 Enters in Administrative Order with MCCC-Massey
Also in March 2001, the U.S. EPA Region 4 announces that MCCC-Massey has entered into an Administrative Order on
Consent with the Agency for alleged violations of the Clean Water Act (CWA). According to an EPA statement, the
Administrative Order ensures,


[…] A sustained and appropriate level of clean up that will make sure the impacted rivers and streams are fully
Restored 333

A further summary of the Administrative Order is provided for the readers benefit. The section on AUTHORITIES AND
GENERAL PROVISIONS reads,


329

1. The Administrative Order on Consent is entered into by the United States Environmental Protection Agency
and Martin County Coal Corporation –respondent. This Order requires Respondent to: a. Remove Waste
Materials that have been discharged into waters of the United States and associated watershed areas; b. Restore
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In a December 2001,correspondence with the Division of Water Records Division, the project team requested to review meeting
minutes from this status conference but there were no minutes available. Division of Water. (December 19, 2001). Response to McSpirit
Information Request.
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Project Note: Quote is in block letters as it appears in the Order. Project Note: Based on February field conversations between a
Hearings Officer and our research team, it appears that the August Hearing remains on the docket. Field Notes: Stephanie McSpirit.
February 28, 2002. Above taken from: Martin County Coal Corporation versus Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet versus United States Department of Labor Mine Safety and Health Administration. Order Rescheduling Formal Administrative
Hearing. File No. FOV-25066-042; FOV 25067-042; FOV 25068-042; FOV 25069-042; And PAH 25069-042… Permit No. 6808002;770-7000;880-7002;680-5012; Noncompliance No. 41-1752; 41-1753;41-1754;41-1800;41-1552; Imminent Danger Cessation
Order No. 04-1241 and Files Nos. DOW-25070-042;25109-042; DOW 25151-042; Filed September 18, 2001: DOW File: 0054810-6808002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement. Received March 16, 2001.
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United States Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. (October 2001). Martin County Coal Corporation, Inez, Kentucky. Task
Force Report.
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the impacted waters and watersheds; c. Mitigate any temporary or permanent losses of waters of the United
States; and 4) to reimburse response costs incurred by the EPA. These items will be done in connection with
the release of Waste material into waters of the United States from an impoundment at Respondent’s coal
processing facility located in Martin County, Kentucky. 334
[…]


3. EPA has notified the Commonwealth of Kentucky and the State of West Virginia of this Order. EPA will
provide both States with a copy of this executed order.335

Under the FINDINGS OF FACT, as prompted from the start of this section on Cleanup and Reclamation, it appears that
the original language applied by the EPA in classifying the slurry as “hazardous materials” has been modified to include
references to “pollutant” rather than “hazardous substance.” In accord with possible December negotiations, other
references to particular hazardous chemical materials have also been struck from the document. The FINDINGS OF
FACT now read,


E. Since the discharge, EPA, the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and the Respondent have collected sediment and
water quality samples at the Site. Sampling results have confirmed that the discharged Waste Material has
entered the surface waters from a point source into the waters of the United States and adjacent areas.



F. The Waste Material that was released from the impoundment constitutes a ‘pollutant’ 336

Under the ORDERS section the Agreed Order orders MCCC-Massey to,


A. Respondent shall perform all work required by this Order itself or retain a lead contractor to perform the
work….

[…]


C. EPA has currently designated [Name] of the EPA, Region 4 Emergency Response and Removal Branch as
its On-Scene Representative (OSR) 337

Under WORK TO BE PERFORMED section the Agreed Order specifies,


A. Contain the release of Waste Materials into the Wolf Creek and Coldwater Fork.



B. Stream Assessment and Cleanup Survey (SACS) Team

i.

Respondent shall be a member of the SACS team and will carry out the work directed by OSR … the
OSR will serve as the head of the SACS Team

ii.

The SACS Team consists of the following personnel: An EPA staff person, EPA’s Scientific Support
Coordinator (or equivalent), Qualified members of EPA’s Environmental Response team –ERTcontractors that are experts in stream cleanup and restoration, Representative(s) from the

334
United States. Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. Administrative Order on Consent. In the Matter of: Martin County Coal
Slurry Spill Site Martin County, Kentucky. Martin County Coal Corporation. Respondent.
EPA Docket No. 01-19-C. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement. Received March 16, 2001.
335
United States. Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. Administrative Order on Consent. In the Matter of: Martin County Coal
Slurry Spill Site Martin County, Kentucky. Martin County Coal Corporation. Respondent. EPA Docket No. 01-19-C. DOW File:
0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement. Received March 16, 2001. p.1.
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United States. Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. Administrative Order on Consent. In the Matter of: Martin County Coal
Slurry Spill Site Martin County, Kentucky. Martin County Coal Corporation. Respondent. EPA Docket No. 01-19-C. DOW File:
0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement. Received March 16, 2001. p. 3.
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United States. Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. Administrative Order on Consent. In the Matter of: Martin County Coal
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0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement. Received March 16, 2001.
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Commonwealth of Kentucky, Representatives from the State of West Virginia. Respondent agrees to
provide necessary on-site office space for the SACs Team and the OSR. 338


C. Assessment and cleanup



D. Removal and Restoration- submitting plans within one year.



E. Section 404 Permit: Having met the requirements for applicability of Nationwide Permit 32 within 30 days of
the effective date of this order, respondent will submit a copy of this executed Order and apply to the Army
Corps of Engineers for a Nationwide 32 permit for any structure, work or discharge or dredge or fill material
remaining in place, or undertake for mitigation, restoration, or environmental benefit in jurisdictional waters of
the United States. 339

Under the WORK PLAN AND IMPLEMENTATION section the Agreed Order reads,


B. […] Within 30 days after the effective date of this Order, Respondent shall submit to EPA for approval a
draft work plan for performing the work. […] Once approved –fully enforceable under this order…340

Under the QUALITY ASSURANCE AND SAMPLING section the Agreed Order reads,


A. All sampling and analyses performed pursuant to this Order shall conform to EPA direction, approval and
guidance regarding sampling, quality assurance/ quality control.



B. Upon request by EPA, Respondent shall have a laboratory analyze samples by EPA for quality assurance
monitoring



C. Upon request by EPA, Respondent shall allow EPA or its authorized representatives to take split and / or
duplicate samples. EPA shall have the right to take any additional samples that it deems necessary 341

Under the REPORTING section the Agreed Order reads,


A. Written progress report



B. Final Report 342

Under REIMBURSEMENT AND COSTS section the Agreed Order reads,


Respondent specifically denies the applicability of 42 U.S.C. sec. 9607.343 However, as the United States has
incurred response costs, and for the purpose of assisting the respondent with the removal / restoration process,
Respondent agree, consistent with, 42 USC sec. 9604 and 9622 to reimburse the United States for its costs

338
Project Note: The SACS Team does not include local community representatives nor elected local officials as community
spokespersons.
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Slurry Spill Site Martin County, Kentucky. Martin County Coal Corporation. Respondent. EPA Docket No. 01-19-C. DOW File:
0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement. Received March 16, 2001.
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within 30 days of the receipt of a statement identifying such costs with appropriate documentation of those
expenses […] Respondent shall, within 30 days of receipt of a bill, remit a cashier’s or certified check for the
amount of the bill…


All payments for Costs shall be sent to the following: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. Region
4 Accounting. 344

Under the DISPUTE RESOLUTION section the Agreed Order reads,


[...] parties shall attempt to revolve, expeditiously and informally any disagreements […] then talks about
formal mechanisms to resolve disputes if cannot be settled informally. 345

Finally, it appears that the Agreed Order allows for ADDITIONAL ACTIONS,


62. EPA may determine that additional actions not included in an approved plan are necessary to protect public
health, welfare or the environment. EPA will take recommendations of the SACS Team or field SACS team in
consideration when making its determination, and EPA will then notify Respondent of that determination.
Unless otherwise stated by EPA, within 30 days of receipt of notice from EPA that additional actions are
necessary to protect public health, welfare or the environment346

March 13 2001: EPA Town Meeting
EPA Region 4 tells those in attendance at EPA’s first official public meeting 347 it has entered into an agreement with
Martin County Coal and that MCC agrees to conduct all remaining assessment tasks. According to official statements
made at the March 13 meeting, the EPA will determine what needs to be done and MCCC will be responsible for carrying
out these reclamation tasks. An area citizen asks whether the EPA has monitored the cleanup effort and seen MCCC
covering up the sludge by simply turning over the soil. An EPA official responds,


I’m not aware of that.348

The citizen replies,


If you were on site and doing your job, you would have seen it and been aware of it. I can take you to my
property and let you do a core sample and if you find anything you can make them come and clean it up, it’s
theirs. We didn’t ask for that. Would you be willing to do that? I have a yard full and I have a young child that
I have to raise and worry that 10 years he’s going to get cancer. If not, I have a video of them doing and be
more than happy to let you watch that. 349
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Slurry Spill Site Martin County, Kentucky. Martin County Coal Corporation. Respondent. EPA Docket No. 01-19-C. DOW File:
0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement. Received March 16, 2001. p. 3.
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EPA only held one public meeting concerning the MCCC slurry release site. The meeting was held in March 2001.

Taken from: U.S. EPA Region 4. (Version 1: September 21, 2001). The Martin County Coal Corporation (MCCC) Slurry Spill Site:
Responses to Information Requests. Southeast Atlanta Federal Center. 61 Forsyth St. SW. Atlanta, GA. 30303. Contact information: 404562-8611.
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Another citizen comments,


When the EPA came in, they set up shop behind MCCC guards. Did you call this meeting tonight to downplay
the results released from our meeting last night? 350

An EPA official responds,


I think that was unfair. We could have done more to interact with you earlier, now you don’t have trust in the
EPA. This meeting was scheduled several weeks ago, but because of the caliber of people in attendance we had
scheduling conflicts. We want to win back your trust. 351

Another citizen asks, asks whether MCC would be required to dredge the Tug River. An EPA official responds,


It’s not going to occur any time soon and then if it does, it will only be in selected areas. If it does occur, at the
earliest, it will be late this year. 352

Another citizen asks,


How can you claim you are for the people, when you made an agreement with MCC? You did, did you not? 353

An EPA official responds


I did. I am for cleaning up the environment. 354

As reported in previous sections, at the March Town Meeting, EPA Region 4 announces it will not fine MCCC-Massey.
An EPA official is quoted as saying,


No, they haven’t been fined and they won’t be fined.



Martin County Coal has already spent about 1 million to reimburse the treasury for the response so far. 355

Another EPA Region 4 official states,


Under the Clean Water Act, we don’t have the power to fine Martin County coal, but they have been fined
enough by having to pay for the cleanup,



It will cost 50,000,000 to clean all of this up.”356
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Early April 2001: President of MCCC resigns and comments on the cleanup
The President of MCCC resigns and comments on the cleanup. The president tells the Lexington Herald Leader that his
resignation has nothing to do with the slurry spill. The president is quoted in his interview as saying that,


Martin County Coal had done a good job in the cleanup thus far. 357

April 2001: MCCC Massey Meets with EPA Region 4
In an April status conference, EPA Region 4 officials meet in a conference session in Frankfort. According to one quoted
official, commenting on the cleanup and reclamation plan,


All they talked about was how the work would go forward. 358

EPA officials state that their agency will order Martin County Coal to restore areas that were affected by the spill and
disturbed by cleanup activities. The Coal Company will be told to examine the long-term impact of the spill on fish and
other aquatic species.

April 30 2001: Our Project Team presents Survey Results in Martin County
Our project team reports our survey findings to area residents at Sheldon Clark High School. Survey results suggest a
high degree of dissatisfaction with cleanup activities based on the following question, “I feel satisfied with sludge cleanup
activities.” Survey results for Martin County report a large number of citizens (67%) either strongly disagreeing (46%)
or disagreeing (21%) that they are satisfied with cleanup efforts in Martin County. These findings are reported in Table
6.A. Other comparisons among Martin County citizens are also of interest. These other comparisons are also reported in
Table 6.A. A Comparison of residents living close to Wolf Creek or Cold Water Creek show a significant difference in
levels of satisfaction with cleanup activities. More Wolf Creek residents (51%) express strong dissatisfaction with sludge
cleanup activities in comparison to Coldwater residents (43%).

Table 6.A. I Feel Satisfied with Sludge Cleanup Activities
Coldwater and Wolf Creek Compared

I feel satisfied with sludge
cleanup activities…

a.

357

358

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Martin County
n= 267

46%

21%

12%

13%

8%

Wolf Creek a
n= 64

55%

19%

9%

6%

11%

Coldwater
Creek
n= 114

44%

15%

17%

16%

8%

Percentage results report a significant difference ( X2 = 17.3, df=8, sig.=.027) in Wolf Creek
versus Coldwater responses
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Lee Mueller (April 19, 2000) Drinking water safe after sludge, feds say. Lexington Herald Leader.
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In our February field interviews with area citizens, many persons commented on cleanup activities in Martin County.
Some citizens were of the view that MCCC-Massey was doing as a good a job as could be expected in managing cleanup
and reclamation in the area. As one citizen commented,359


Since this has happened it seems to me that the coal company has did as much as they could do to clean it up.
You know they have worked hard from what I have seen, -trying to clean it up. Once something happens than
that is all you can do is work and try to clean it up. It seems to me that they have did all that they could do, but
I don’t know much about all that kind of stuff. But they have spent a whole lot of money and they seem to me
like they have did as much as they could do to try to clean it up, but they should have prevented it in the first
place.

However, other citizens interviewed by the student-faculty research team expressed various degrees of dissatisfaction
with how the cleanup and reclamation were being handled by MCCC-Massey. Some of these citizen views are presented
below,

359



They didn’t do a good job as far as keeping it where it needed to be. So I wouldn’t assume that the clean up
would be a hundred percent.



You probably have seen where some of them have torn up the roads. Why don’t they fix the roads back? At
one point they were cutting up the road to put a pipe in. They [members of the coal company] didn’t do a very
good job of putting it back and we would drag many times when going over that area. I guess the most
important thing I wanted to stress in this interview, besides the fact of our lives were put in danger, we believe
during the clean up as well as that night. If you got 250 million gallons of that material coming out of that
impoundment and you don’t think that is enough to warn the people that their lives are in danger, there is
something wrong.”



They have probably cleaned up about 80% of it, the rest of it they just covered up and left. But in the process of
doing that, they have completely stripped the trees and all the vegetation up some places 200 to 300 feet up on
the sides of the creek, up on the sides of the hill and brought the material down to cover it up with it. And so
there’s probably, they probably completely cleaned thousands of acres of all the trees, all vegetation. And you
know I think one of the big long term effects here will be flooding because we have nothing, no vegetation on
any of what we’d call the bottoms or the creek banks themselves to catch the water to hold it back…plus all the
silt, sand and things, is going to come here. All this area has been disturbed, all of it just washes back into the
creek now, and this creek is going to fill up to where it’s going to be above the bed. They have basically done
everything they can to save money, that’s their number one concern, to get out of this with as little expense as
possible. And you know, they are calling this a cleanup and it is beyond me that any of our regulatory agencies
allowed them to call this cleaned up…I mean that’s just unreal to me!”



And in my opinion they also tried to cover it (the spill) up and explain to the people that there was no danger at
all and that they had it under control. They said there weren’t any chemicals in that stuff (sludge) to harm
anybody. That they would clean it up and get it out of the streams, put it back the way it was but it’s real far
from that. Also what they did is uh, a hush-up-cover-up and uh, and (they) don’t tell the truth about it and
leave you with more questions than what there is answers to.



Well, to me, it’s not a cleanup; it’s a cover-up, because there’s no way that we’ll be able to clean it up. That is,
that is, you know, my personal opinion. I don’t feel that we’ll be able to clean it up. I feel that this summer
when we have 95-100 degree temperatures, that we’re going look over there where they had the… they had, uh,
“cleaned up.” I say cover-up, we’re going see the steam coming from this…



Nothing’s back to normal, um, it hasn’t gotten any better. The only thing that has been done is the cover-up. Uh,
I don’t, I don’t call it a cleanup; just like I told you before, I don’t call it a cleanup, I call it a cover-up.



But, we just, we’re not satisfied with the clean-up process. I don’t know if the Coal Company thinks that what
they are doing is adequate, I don’t know if that is all they can possible do, I don’t think that that is all they can
do. I think there is more that they can do. Iif it was at the point that they could do all that they could do, you
know, and that was all that was possible, we would have to say OK, that’s good enough. But basically what has
happened is they have tried to scoop up as much as they can, so a lot of it has just been covered up. And then
they hydro-seed it and put hay on it, hoping that the grass will grow in the spring and we won’t be able to see it.

February. 2001. Field Interviews.
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But the problem with that is you know a lot of people have gardens here and a lot of people don’t feel
comfortable now growing a garden.
Below we report more on Martin County citizen views on cleanup activities. Table 6.B reports that the majority of Martin
County citizens (64%) strongly agree that, “the coal company should dredge the creeks.” Other citizens (28%) agree with
this statement. Table 6.B also reports survey findings on the following question: We may never know the extent of the
damage caused by the spill in Martin County. Findings displayed in the bar chart suggest a higher number of Martin
County citizens (62%) that strongly agree that we may never know the full extent of the damage caused by the Martin
County coal waste spill. Other citizens (34%) agree with the statement that the extent of the damage caused by the spill
may be unknown.

Table 6.B. The Coal Company should dredge the creeks
We may never know the extent of the damage caused by the spill

The coal company should dredge
the creeks of sludge and silt…
( X2 = 46.5, df=4, sig.=.000)

We may never know the extent of
the damage caused by the spill…
( X2 = 63, df=4, sig.=.000)

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Martin County

2%

1%

6%

28%

64%

Perry County

2%

3%

8%

54%

34%

1%

2%

34%

62%

63%

26%

2%

Martin County

Perry County

Strongly
Agree

3%

3%

7%

In our February field interviews, when we asked citizens “how are things about getting back to normal?” Many citizens
expressed certain fears and concerns about the long-term impact of the spill on the local environment and future
generations. Some of these citizen views are summarized below,360
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I have fear for my children. […] I just try not to think about it and put other things on my mind.”



I have heard people basically say it’s not an act of God it is the coal company. Basically what I’m seeing is fear,
fear of the unknown, fear of what’s going to happen. I heard so many people saying 20 years down the road
this is going to happen, and this is going to happen […] People are afraid of the long haul, what’s going to
happen in the future. Their like if all these poisons go in our system what’s it going to do to the children’s
future.”



I have a fear of chemicals and I don’t know what, of it being in the water table for years and not knowing it.
Because the cancer rate in Martin County is phenomenal.



The majority, I think they are scared, but a lot of them won’t say anything because they don’t want to get
involved. And I thought, Why not…I mean, I’m not knowledgeable about anything, I don’t know completely
what has happened exactly with the companies but to me, it scares me. I worry about my kids, my grandchildren
catching things, I really do.

February. 2001. Field Interviews.
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And I know that there is a lot of things done in the underground, hydraulic oil, acid from batteries, chemicals.
Prep plants to treat the coal waste so it will float to the top and the heavier stuff will settle to the bottom. So, at
first there was fear, a lot of fear in us, because we didn’t know the scope of what was in this stuff, you know,
contamination.

May 2001: MCCC-Massey Submits Preliminary Impact Assessment
MCCC-Massey submits an impact progress report as ordered under the Administrative Order Consent for Compliance.
MCCC-Massey submits it approximately a month after the March Administrative Order. And, as stated in the previous
section on Water Quality Testing and Monitoring, the May progress report states that the sludge spill will have no longterm impact on the local ecology as tests show no significant signs of chronic or acute sludge toxicity. The report reads,


Slurry released from Martin County Coal’s impoundment contained a mixture of coal, rock (primarily shale)
and clay particles, which were separated from the recoverable coal and placed in the impoundment for the
purpose of settling. Because water removed from the settled material in these types of impoundments is either
used at the facility or released to streams through permitted discharge outlets no significant toxicity was
expected from the slurry supernant. The slight impairment seen in the acute slurry testing appeared to result
from the particles becoming adhered to the organism. 361

As written in the Water Quality Testing and Monitoring section, it appears based on a review and comparison of
November and May impact assessments that the same toxicity tests reported in the November 15/ 17 report are rereported in the May 2001 impact assessment. 362 It appears based on a review of available impact assessments and other
water quality tests that the above toxicity tests, conducted through Arkansas State University, are being relied on as the
exclusive and conclusive set of tests on slurry toxicity in Martin County, Kentucky.

June 2001: Presentation on Planned Reclamation Activities
A month later, it appears based on documents on file at the Records Division, Division of Water, that the subcontracting
firm for MCCC-Massey, presents a power point presentation to the SACs team on cleanup and reclamation activities in
Martin County. Apparently, this presentation is later appended to the May report on file with the DOW.
The first slide reads,


ETAG Presentation, Martin County Coal, June 13 2001

The second slide provides an overview of the points to be discussed. It reads,


Background / status
Reference Reaches
Screening level of Ecological Risk Assessment
Sampling and Analysis Plan
Summary 363
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Potesta & Associates, Inc. (May 2001) Martin County Coal Corporation. Summary of Toxicity Testing Initiated Following the Slurry
Release from Martin County Coal Corporation. Project No. 00-0340. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal.
Enforcement. P.5. Potesta & Associates, Inc. (November 15, 2000) Martin County Coal Corporation. Slurry Release Project. Impact
Assessment Report #1 (Historical Data Submission). Project No. 00-0340. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal.
Enforcement. P.5
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Note: Toxicity tests reported in the May 2001 report, conducted through the Arkansas Status University Ecotoxicology Facility, are
reported as being conducted from October 14 through November 11 2000. Approximately forty test results are reported as being
conducted during that time frame. These forty face sheets are included as part of the content body of the May Impact Assessment rather
than as an Appendix to the report.
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Potesta & Associates, Inc. (May 2001) Martin County Coal Corporation. Summary of Toxicity Testing Initiated Following the Slurry
Release from Martin County Coal Corporation. Project No. 00-0340. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal.
Enforcement. P.5. Potesta & Associates, Inc. (November 15, 2000) Martin County Coal Corporation. Slurry Release Project. Impact
Assessment Report #1 (Historical Data Submission). Project No. 00-0340. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal.
Enforcement. SEE: Appendix.
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It appears that the power point presentation, presented as an appendix, contains over 50 power point slides and was a
presentation on the environmental impact of the spill and subsequent cleanup and reclamation work plans that would be
implemented in the area to correct for environmental impact. Such a presentation would have been of interest to area
citizens and especially, to the EPA Citizen Advisory Group in Martin County. The presentation concludes with a
summary of points covered. The final slide reads,


Risk-Directed Cleanup Strategy
-Complies with CO Requirements
-Integrates Standard Protocols and Guidance
-Develops Effects Based Concentrations
-Establishes Clean-up/ Restoration Goals
Comprehensive Sampling Program
-Provides Data for SERAs, Stream Restoration and Sediment Transport Analysis
-Evolves based on Data Analysis
-Monitors Recovery (Estimated 2 years)364

The May MCCC-Massey Assessment plan, on file at the Division of Water, also includes a series of addendums and
memorandums of monthly teleconference sessions between MCCC-Massey and EPA Region 4. It seems that these
minutes have been compiled by MCCC-Massey’s subcontracting firm. The September 2001 minutes sent to EPA Region
4 states for the record that EPA Region 4 will be conducting monthly teleconference sessions with the SACs team. The
minutes read,


[Agency Official] began by noting that these calls would be scheduled for the Thursday of each month from
11:00 am to 12:00 pm EST. The main objective of the call is to maintain open lines of communication between
the Agencies and Martin County Coal (MCC). 365

Late April and May 2001: EPA Outreach Center in Martin County
As stated in the section on Civic Capacity, EPA-Region 4 establishes a Community Outreach Office in Martin County on
Main Street. 366 The EPA outreach plan is to organize a community advisory group. The Outreach Officer explains that
the community advisory board will choose someone that they trust to represent them at the meetings between the EPA
and MCCC-Massey. The Officer explains,


This is something that will help get a good communication going between everyone and help to develop a
trust.367

By June, as noted in the section on Civic Capacity, the EPA Outreach Office is scheduled to close. In lieu of the Outreach
Center, as also noted in the Civic Capacity section, EPA Region 4 then begins a series of teleconference sessions with
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Potesta & Associates, Inc. (May 2001) Martin County Coal Corporation. Summary of Toxicity Testing Initiated Following the Slurry
Release from Martin County Coal Corporation. Project No. 00-0340. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal.
Enforcement. P.5. Potesta & Associates, Inc. (November 15, 2000) Martin County Coal Corporation. Slurry Release Project. Impact
Assessment Report #1 (Historical Data Submission). Project No. 00-0340. DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal.
Enforcement. SEE: Appendix.
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Agency representatives of the SACs teams during this September 2001 conference call included: EPA Region 4, Kentucky Division
of Water, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services; Malcolm Pirnie, E & E and Potesta and Associates and Martin County Coal. Project note:
EPA conducts monthly teleconference call with its citizen advisory group on the first Tuesday of each month. Our research team asked
whether CAG members were aware of these other teleconference session between EPA, MCCC-Massey and the SACS team on the first
Thursday of each month, citizen representatives stated that they suspected that EPA was holding follow-up conference calls with MCCCMassey after meeting with the CAG. However, they were unaware that EPA Region 4 was regular teleconference sessions with the
company on the first Thursday of each month. These information channels appear never to have been communicated to the EPA CAG in
Martin County. Stephanie McSpirit(May 26, 2002). Field notes.
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Quotes taken from: Lilly Adkins (May 2, 2001) EPA opens office in Inez to address spill concerns. Martin County Sun. See also:
Gary Ball (May 2, 2001). EPA opens office in Inez. The Mountain Citizen. p.1.
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Lilly Adkins (May 2, 2001) EPA opens office in Inez to address spill concerns. Martin County Sun.
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area citizens with the culmination in Fall 2001of Martin County citizens establishing a formal working relation with EPA
Region 4. 368
Below, some of the of minutes of Region 4 teleconference session with Martin County citizens on cleanup and
reclamation issues are summarized for the reader’s benefit. Though citizens/ the CAG discuss of the matters in
teleconference session minutes that are highlighted here, in this section on Reclamation, focus on the discussions between
the EPA and area citizens with regard to cleanup and reclamation issues in the county.

Martin County Citizens hold Teleconference Sessions with EPA Region 4
Citizen press for an Independent Impact Assessment: Citizens state they had been in contact with the ATSDR and had
made a request for Health Consultations on different issues such as gardening, other health impacts.369


June 14 2001: Minutes: The community reps request a status report on the health consultation petitions on
different community concerns (not just drinking water). They state that some communications have been
accomplished with the ATSDR petition coordinator. The EPA indicates that they did not know the status of the
heath consultation. 370



June 26 2001: Minutes: Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry: The community again requests a
status report on the health consultation petition on different community health concerns (not just drinking
water). A special conference call with at least one ATSDR rep is desired. 371

Soil Replacement: During teleconference calls with EPA, residents express concerns with inadequate growing soils
being trucked in to cover sludge and restore properties:


June 14 2001: Minutes: 372 Citizens state that the coal company has destroyed many people’s gardens with
heavy equipment, placed rocks and inappropriate soils (e.g. not topsoil) as a replacement. As a result, citizens
say that people are unable to fully garden as they used to, use their land as they been used to, a way of life has
been destroyed and are impacted financially.



Citizens report that the coal company has not adequately replaced gardening areas with topsoil that contain
sufficient organic content. It is said that an organic content analysis should be conducted to replace gardening
areas with soils that can actually grow vegetables, and not simply any soil. They would like to see the Coal
Company come forward and correct this situation, as many locals depend on gardening as subsistence.

Status of the cleanup: During teleconference calls with EPA, residents express concerns with cleanup and reclamation
activities in the area as it appears to area citizens that little is being done to restore impact areas.


June 14 2001: Minutes: 373 The Community reps wanted to know what kinds of activities are being
undertaken by the Martin County Coal Corp and why –steam pumps being turned off). They expressed their
opinion that not enough information on the status of the clean up was being provided.



Citizens raise concerns about Remediation and Enforcement Agreement:



Citizens raise concern that the coal company was taking samples only and not involving the EPA water division
at some level during the water sampling activities (well water, streams, creeks, sludge.)

368

Stephanie McSpirit(June 2, 2002). Field notes. See also: U.S EPA Region 4. (September 19, 2001.) Conference Call Minutes: Martin
County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (June 14, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (June 14, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (June 26, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (June 14, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (June 14, 2001) Conference Call Minutes: Martin County Coal Corporation Slurry Spill Site.
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Citizens convey their concern that the coal company may have biased sampling and citizens were not aware of
any oversight activities by local/ state/ federal agencies.



An EPA representative states that the Water Division has requested all records from another division
coordinator, including these sampling records; however, he does not have the results at this time. An EPA
representative is to provide follow-up.

Septic Tanks During teleconference calls with EPA, residents express concerns with septic tank damage to area wells in
the cleanup zone.


June 14 2001: Minutes: 374 The community reps state that many residential septic tanks were severely
damaged during remediation activities and have not been replaced… The key question among the citizen reps
was, “why isn’t the coal company required to replace these septic tanks?”



Citizens state that they would like a quantitative assessment, location map of all septic tanks damaged by the
company, what the company has done (a chronology) and what corrective actions have been planned. An EPA
representative states that their current actions may be founded on a legal basis and that EPA does not have any
information at this time. 375



A citizen recommends that the EPA try to settle this issue internally, with the city of Inez and the coal company
since direct discharges of sewage may be a regulatory matter.



Citizens indicate that they would like to have a written reply as to the response actions that are being planned to
address this matter. [An EPA representative] is assigned follow-up on this issue.



June 26 2001: Minutes: 376 A Citizen states for the record that his septic tank is still damaged and a direct
discharge of sewage continues into Cold Water Creek as a result.



Citizens state that a Martin County Health Department official came to one citizen’s property to assess the
situation and came to the same conclusion that sewage was being discharged.



June 26 2001: Minutes: 377 The Mayor of Inez reiterates the fact that despite the Inez Waste Water System’s
offer to the coal company to hook-up homes that had damaged septic tanks with sewer lines. However, no
response had been received.



The Mayor indicates that the State Health Department is in favor of the proposed hookups.

Reclamation Plan During teleconference calls with EPA, citizens express concerns with reclamation activities in the
impacted areas.


June 14: 2001: Minutes: 378 Citizens discuss stabilization of banks, erosion, and a loss of citizen property near
streams: Citizens indicate that properties are being lost (to erosion) and according to the coal company, folks
who have requested rocks to prevent erosion cannot. It is said that the representative of the Highway Dept and
Division of Water are saying no to rocks. Citizens insist that this conflicts with the EPA work plan that states
something to the effect, “wherever there is a possibility of erosion, it shall be prevented.” An EPA
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Draft #1.
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representative responds and speaks of a planned Stream Assessment Report (with recommendations) Note: EPA
plans a Stream Assessment Report. It was agreed that a separate call be dedicated to this issue with the Water
Division


Citizens also express concern that the stream profile has changed due to the deposition of fine particles. As a
result, it is believed this may be enough to change the flood plain in discrete areas, and causes an additional risk
of flooding to residents. No answer was provided at the time.

Late Fall 2001: Citizens to be provided Public Comment Period
Citizen representatives hold another teleconference session with EPA Region 4 representatives. As reported in the Civic
Capacity Section of this report, citizens discuss with EPA the status of cleanup and reclamation activities and EPA
discusses with citizens the status of the final progress report that MCCC-Massey is compelled to submit under the March
Administrative Order.379 In this teleconference session, EPA Region 4 representatives tell the Martin County CAG that
they will have an opportunity to review and comment on the final draft of the submitted work and restoration plan.380
This is in accord with standard EPA protocol of involving citizens in environmental decision-making after an
environmental disaster. One document reads,


EPA is committed to early, direct and meaningful public involvement. Through CAGs, community members
have a direct line of communication with EPA. 381

January 2002: MCCC-Massey Submits Draft Stream and Reclamation Plan without Public Comment
MCCC-Massey submits its final stream and reclamation plan. And, as already outlined in the Civic Capacity section of
this report, it appears that the public comment period that was planned for Martin County citizen representatives of the
Citizen Advisory Group (CAG) is circumvented. A copy of the Martin County Coal Corporation Sample Final Stream
and Floodplain Restoration Plan382 is placed on file at the Kentucky Division of Water soon there after. In the end, EPA
Region 4 does not provide the CAG of Martin County citizens with a public comment period on the final draft recovery
plan as assured in teleconference session and in CAG documentation supplied to Martin County citizens. EPA
documentation from the Citizen Advisory kit reads,


The EPA must and will listen to your opinions and recommendations. 383

January 29, 2002: SACS Team to Discuss final Reclamation Plan for Martin County
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
In late January 2002, representatives from MCCC-Massey, EPA Region 4 and representatives of various other federal and
state agencies from both West Virginia and Kentucky meet in Lexington (with some in teleconference communication) to
discuss the details of the final reclamation plan. As highlighted in the Civic Capacity section of this report, transcript
records suggest that the meeting is daylong session and a transcript review of those present indicates that community
representatives -neither local elected officials nor members of the EPA Citizen Advisory Group- have been invited to
participate in the conference discussion on final reclamation plans for the community. 384 A member of the EPA Citizen
379
Under “Work to be Performed” See: United States. Environmental Protection Agency. Region 4. Administrative Order on Consent for
Removal Action. In the Matter of: Martin County Coal Slurry Spill Site, Inez Kentucky. Martin County Coal Corporation (respondent).
DOW File: 0054810-680-8002. Martin County Coal. Enforcement
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Advisory Group recalls that day. Based on field consultations with our project team, the CAG member recalls telephoning
the EPA On-scene representative as well as an EPA Region 4 attorney on the matter of citizen involvement and
representation in the SACS session on the final reclamation plan. The CAG member recalls, for the record, that there was
no EPA call back. 385

May 10, 2002
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Four months after the January 29 meeting, the final reclamation plan for the county and the county watershed is submitted
to EPA Region 4 by MCCC-Massey’s environmental consulting firm. As reported already in the Civic Capacity section
of this report, it appears that local citizens as representatives of the EPA CAG were never consulted on the contents of the
final recovery and reclamation plan.386

385

Stephanie McSpirit(June 19, 2002) Field Notes.
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Martin County Coal Corp Coal Slurry Release: Approved Plan (May 10. 2002) prepared for: Martin County Coal Corp by Ecology
and Environment Inc. Obtained through: EPA Region 4.
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Section Seven:
Recommendations on Improving Civic Capacity in Martin County

Public Involvement and Public Comment in Reclamation Strategies
________________________________________________________________________________________
Under CERCLA, as stated throughout this report, there are several important public involvement provisions that provide
for citizen oversight in EPA cleanup and recovery strategies at Superfund sites. As mentioned in the Civic Capacity
section of this report, in the stages of EPA remedial investigation and developing a feasibility study (RI/FS), there are
provisions for citizen input and public comment. This public input is to be used to develop remediation strategies.
Throughout the stages of environmental response, under CERCLA, citizens living near Superfund sites are provided with
ample opportunities to publicly comment on proposed EPA remediation plans of the contaminated area. For example, the
Public Participation Section (Section 117) of CERCLA reads, 387


Proposed Plan – Before adoption of any plan for remedial action to be undertaken by the President, by a State,
of by any other person under section 104, 106, 120 or 122, the President or State, as appropriate, shall take both
the following actions:



Publish a notice and brief analysis of the proposed plan and make such plan available to the public.



Provide a reasonable opportunity for submission of written and oral comments and an opportunity for a
public meeting at or near the facility at issue regarding the proposed plan and regarding any proposed findings
under section 121(d)(4) (relating to cleanup standards). The President or the State shall keep a transcript of the
meeting and make such transcript available to the public.



The notice and analysis published under paragraph (1) shall include sufficient information as may be necessary
to provide a reasonable explanation of the proposed plan and alternative proposal considered.



Final Plan. -- Notice of the final remedial action plan adopted shall be published and the plan shall be
made available to the public before commencement of any remedial action. Such final plan shall be
accompanied by a discussion of any significant changes (and the reasons for such changes) in the proposed plan
and a response to each of the significant comments, criticisms, and new data submitted in written or oral
presentations under subsection (a).



Explanation Of Differences -- After adoption of a final remedial action plan-o
o
o



if any remedial action is taken,
if any enforcement action under section 106 is taken, or
if any settlement or consent decree under section 106 or section 122 is entered into,and if such action,
settlement, or decree differs in any significant respects from the final plan, the President or the State
shall publish an explanation of the significant differences and the reasons such changes were made.

Publication. -- For the purposes of this section, publication shall include, at a minimum, publication in a major
local newspaper of general circulation. In addition, each item developed, received, published, or made
available to the public under this section shall be available for public inspection and copying at or near
the facility at issue.

387

Comprehensive Environmental Recovery Compensation and Liability Act. CERCLA: Public Law 96-510, Dec. 11, 1980; 94 Stat.
2767, 42 U.S.C. 9601 et. seq., 26 U.S.C. 4611, 4612, 4661, 4662, 4671, 4672 Available online: National Response Center:
http://www.nrc.uscg.mil/cercla.htm
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RECOMMENDATION #1:
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN RECOVERY AND RECLAMATION
RECOMMENDATION: We encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local
Government and the Office of the Governor to explore channels of public involvement in environmental recovery and
reclamation in Martin County, Kentucky. We encourage the above law-makers and their staff of associates, to review
the public participation provisions contained under CERCLA and RCRA and legally review how these provisions could
be re-invoked, in some form, in providing Martin County citizens with the appropriate civic mechanisms to participate in
rebuilding their environment and community since the 2000 October coal waste spill.
SUBRECOMMENDATION: In providing Martin County citizens with the necessary civic mechanisms in becoming
more involved in community affairs since the disaster, we encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the
Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor to act on recommendations set out by the
State Environmental Quality Commission (EQC) in January 2001: After Hearings on the Martin County coal waste
disaster, the EQC recommended to state and federal lawmakers that a citizen advisory committee of Martin County
citizens be established to oversee cleanup and reclamation activities in Martin County. We encourage the Kentucky
Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor to act on this
central EQC recommendation of establishing a citizen advisory committee.
SUBRECOMMENDATION: In supporting a citizen advisory committee to oversee and provide input on community
and environmental recovery, we encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local
Government and the Office of the Governor to hold EPA Region 4 to its formal commitments to its citizen advisory
group (CAG) of Martin County citizens.

SUBRECOMMENDATION: In holding EPA Region 4 to its commitments to its citizen advisory group, we encourage
the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor
to review EPA Region 4 statements and actions surrounding the final submitted stream and reclamation plan.
Testimony from Martin County citizens suggests that citizens were assured by Region 4 officials of a public comment
period on the final plan but were, in the end, denied a period for public comment. Further testimony suggests that Martin
County citizens, as formal CAG representatives, were not provided opportunity to participate in conference sessions with
company and other agency personnel on environmental recovery and stream mitigation strategies.

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATON: In rebuilding civic capacity in Martin County after the coal waste disaster, our
project team recommends to the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government
and the Office of the Governor that concerted efforts be made to follow through and pursue the January 2001 EQC
recommendation to appoint a citizen advisory committee in final cleanup and remediation activities in Martin County,
Kentucky. We encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and
the Office of the Governor to hold EPA Region 4 in compliance with its responsibilities to its Citizen Advisory Group of
Martin County citizens.

RECOMMENDATION #2:
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN WATERSHED MANAGEMENT

RECOMMENDATION: We encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local
Government and the Office of the Governor as well as the Kentucky State Public Service Commission to explore
channels for public involvement in water quality and water treatment issues in Martin County, Kentucky. We
encourage the above lawmakers and Public Service Commission to involve a team or taskforce of local citizens in
addressing long-term water quality and water treatment issues in Martin County.

SUBRECOMMENDATION: In involving a team or taskforce of local citizens in addressing long-term water quality
and watershed management issues in Martin County, we encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the
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Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor to act on the central recommendation
contained in this report to support independent water quality testing with full citizen oversight over the sampling
and testing methods. We encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local
Government and the Office of the Governor to act on this central recommendation of our report and involve a team of
local citizens and technical experts in water quality testing and monitoring of the local watershed.

SUBRECOMMENDATION: In building an independent action team of citizens and technical experts to monitor and
test water quality in Martin County, we encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for
Local Government and the Office of the Governor to pursue compensation for laboratory, technical assistance and
consulting costs that will be incurred. Many Martin County citizens are of the view that the coal company should be
financially responsible for such independent testing and monitoring of the local watershed. However, the project team,
upon recommendation from of its own citizen advisory committee, recommends that the Kentucky Appalachian
Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor aggressively explore
methods to ensure that citizen testing and monitoring be objective and independent of outside influences and financial
ties.

SUBRECOMMENDATION: In ensuring independent and objective testing of the local watershed with citizen
oversight, we encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and
the Office of the Governor to pursue the prospect of applying for technical assistance grants under CERCLA. As outlined
in the Civic Capacity and Water Quality sections of this report, under CERCLA local citizen groups in impacted areas are
able to apply for technical assistance grants (TAG) to assist them in their own independent assessment of the short and
long term impact of a chemical contamination on their local environment and community. And. as also outlined in this
report, because EPA did not respond under CERCLA in Martin County, such TAG grants were never made available to
Martin County citizens in their own bid to independently evaluate the impact to the sludge spill on the local watershed
and area soils. But, as also outlined in this report, there appears to have been initial agency maneuvers on the part of EPA
Region 4 to respond to the disaster by invoking its authority under CERCLA. Rather than recommending a review of the
set of exchanges leading to the shift to CERCLA to the Clean Water Act, this report recommends that, as a corrective
measure in fulfilling its statute obligations to citizens and the Commonwealth, the Kentucky Appalachian Commission,
the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor request that the federal EPA make
federal TAG grants available to Martin County citizens.

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: As stated in the body of this report, our project team recommends that the
Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department for Local Government and the Office of the Governor,
assist Martin County citizens in their civic efforts to conduct independent water quality and soils tests on the local
watershed. The position of this report is that since EPA Region 4 originally initiated a CERCLA response in Martin
County, citizens in Martin County, with support from the above governing bodies, should be eligible to apply for a TAG
grant under CERCLA. Regarding such grants for technical assistance, the provision in CERCLA reads:


The amount of any grant under this subsection may not exceed $50,000 for a single grant recipient. The
President may waive the $50,000 limitation in any case where such waiver is necessary to carry out the
purposes of this subsection. Each grant recipient shall be required, as a condition of the grant, to contribute at
least a 20 percent of the total of costs of the technical assistance for which such grant is made. The President
may waive the 20 percent contribution requirement if the grant recipient demonstrates financial need and such
waiver is necessary to facilitate public participation in the selection of remedial action at the facility. Not more
than one grant may be under this subsection with respect to a single facility, but the grant may be renewed to
facilitate public participation at all stages of remedial action. 388

It states that under CERCLA citizens might be able to apply for TAG grants at all stages of environmental response,
mitigation and recovery of contaminated sites. As mentioned throughout this report, such technical assistance grants
provide citizens with the opportunity to subcontract with their own team of independent experts in assessing and
monitoring EPA’s own assessment and mitigation strategies. We encourage the above governing bodies to enter into
negotiations with EPA Region 4 and US EPA to provide Martin County citizens with the opportunity to apply for such
TAG grants that are offered under CERCLA. A TAG grant would compensate and provide Martin County citizens with
one public participation provision under CERCLA that, in the end, was circumvented by EPA Region 4 when responding
to the disaster under Section 301 of the Clean Water Act.

388
Comprehensive Environmental Recovery Compensation and Liability Act. (CERCLA). See 42 U.S.C. sec.9617. Public Participation.
Available online: National Response Center: http://www.nrc.uscg.mil/cercla.htm
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Civic Capacity after an Environmental Disaster
As outlined in the Civic Capacity Section of this report, there are several civic mechanisms within several environmental
regulatory and response statutes. CERCLA is just one of the environmental statutes that includes a series of civic
mechanisms for citizen participation. Whether it is CERCLA, RCRA or other Community-Right-to-Know statutes, the
public participation provisions set out in each of these environmental laws provide area citizens with channels for input in
community environmental decision-making. In the specific case of CERCLA, such public participation provisions
provide area citizens with several important channels for participation after a chemical industrial disaster. These public
provisions seem essential in assisting a community in disaster recovery. Past research has suggested that communities
confronting threats of environmental contamination face not only issues of acute and long-term environmental impact but
also must confront the long-term impact of the disaster on community and civic life. Several studies, for example, have
suggested that after a ‘technological’ disaster, social integration in a community is often shattered as community members
begin to divide and form factions over the long-term impact of the chemical contamination on the local environment and
public health: The case research has identified divisions in which, there are those in the community that want to put the
disaster behind in an effort to restore local property values, encourage local commerce and maintain the jobs base in the
community. On the other hand, the case research has identified those persons in the community that remain concerned
about the long-term impact of the chemical contaminant on the local surround and continue to press for remediation or
compensation. These “corrosive” community tensions between factions have been referred to, in the sociology literature,
as the “loss of civility” within a community after a technological disaster. 389
In our extensive field interviews with area citizens after the coal waste spill, we asked citizens to comment on this issue
through the following question, “have you noticed any hard feelings in the community.” Some citizen responses to this
question are presented below:390


I think so. Towards Martin County Coal there are very hard feelings. I mean I know accidents can happen but
accidents can be prevented if you do what you are supposed to do. If you do your job the right way, that can be
prevented. Anything like that -that can damage your water supply should be better taken care of than that.



No. Because like I said, we understand that the coal companies are purely here to make a profit. Anybody that
has lived beside them, they know how they’ve been treating people for many, many years. This is nothing new.
But this was on a scale outside of anything anybody could imagine.



Well at first I kind of felt sorry for them. I thought it was an accident and they really didn’t mean for it to
happen. I’m sure they didn’t mean for it to happen. But as time went on and I’ve seen what they have done and
they really haven’t done things they said they would do like the supply water […] I feel hard towards them. I
do because I think they could have done a lot better.”



There are hard feelings because we’ve had three town meetings […] the last town meeting [one county official]
had a kind of convention meeting somewhere and he had to be out of town. He had said that he would help us in
any way. I haven’t really seen any participation, I haven’t really seen any.



There are hard feelings because the county officials have not progressed in doing anything progressive […] and
there are like I say a lot of people afraid to stand up.



There are no hard feelings, but people have always disliked the coal companies. I think that the event is being
used as a vehicle to get at the coal companies because of its past wrongdoings.



Yes, you have a lot of people who resent the people who are suing Martin County Coal. You have people who
are suing Martin County Coal that are resenting people who don’t help them.



Some people felt that the MCC plant should be opened up again. These people need work. On the other hand,
others believe that under no circumstances should MCC open up again. Many people were blaming the MCC
for everything. “ My dog died, it’s MCC fault.” We have tried to be fair but they [MCC] are not playing fair.”
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I just don’t know what all the fuss is about. There were no injuries to people just to the land.



I think that it has really become more of a feeding frenzy as far as the lawsuits are concerned. I think Martin
County Coal handled it very well at first until they were overpowered by it.



Yes, I am not cutting down at all the impact of the sludge but I think that the newspapers are playing it up […]
There is a feeding frenzy there because they think there’s going to be a lot of law-suits settled on it. At this
point in time they haven’t found a little bit of a carcinogen that’s not found in nature naturally.



Well, I personally feel, and this is a personal opinion […], but I personally feel that the coal co. has
purposefully tried to divide the members of the community in the way as saying things like, “all those lawyers
want is to make money off of this” […] We’ve had a group of people that they wanted to fight this and we had a
group of people that were resenting the people who were trying to fight it. Maybe they were resenting it for
different reasons. They were resenting it maybe because they had a family member that works for Martin
County Coal, or they think that by fighting this you’re going to cause my husband or uncle or whoever -my dadto lose his job. […] We still have a lot of people whose family members work for Martin County Coal who
wouldn’t dare speak out against Martin County Coal because they are afraid of losing their jobs. You know and
Martin County Coal, they support different things in our county. They donate a lot. You know and there are a
lot of people who won’t speak out against them because they are afraid of losing donations or whatever. That
really seemed to be bad at first it is not as bad now because we’ve been able to hold our meetings. You know,
to talk to people or get them to realize, but Martin County Coal had a lot of meetings with the public
themselves. A lot of people attended those meetings and after attending them you just had the sense that they
are not handling this right. And you know Martin County Coal would lose their support. Um, I think though
that one of the final events that has caused the Coal Company to lose a lot of it’s creditability is the latest
incident with MSHA finding the maps were not accurate and this was a big barrier between this and the mines
like they originally said. And that made them lose a lot of creditability. But you know there has been a
division, but you can just see a difference from week to week. People are finally...more people… I hate to
say…are ‘getting on board’ because that is not really the right words to say, but more people I guess are...I
mean even people who weren’t affected by this and are wanting to do something about it.



It is such a small community. You have an uncle, an aunt, a friend who is affected. I can see at first that you
might not have cared, but then you see how they are suffering.



There is a committee here (HELP) and out of this group that has signed a petition four of them have lawsuits
against Martin County Coal. That’s the ones I know of, -four. Do I think attitudes are changing? Actually I
don’t. I think that Martin County Coal has always been a good corporate partner […]. They are a major
taxpayer […] [and] are the largest employer of people in Martin County.



I think so yeah towards Martin County Coal very hard feelings. I mean I know accidents can happen but
accidents can be prevented if you do what you are supposed to do. If you do your job the right way. That can
be prevented. Anything like that that can damage your water supply should be better took care of than that.



Well, there are hard feelings, of course. There’s going to be hurt feelings no matter what. See, everybody is
praising [a county official] high to heavens, you know […] But I really and truly don’t feel like, to me, that the
officials are trying to help.



You have people that have worked for Martin County Coal for years and are in a situation much like my
neighbor. He only lacks several years before retiring at Martin County Coal. And he’s been a company man all
his life, you know, since he’s worked there. And, now, he has neighbors that live beside of him up Coldwater
that are taking issue with him because he’s kind of like siding on the Martin County Coal side and these people
are seeing what has really actually happened here. And, yeah, it has caused bad feelings between people.



I’m sure there are some hard feelings against the coal company. I mean, there has to be. I mean, like I was
saying. There has to be some hard feelings because that’s who they’re going to blame it on. I mean, that’s the
person to blame. And, then… So, I’m sure there’s some hard feelings. As far as like personally against [the
coal company president] there probably are not. I mean, because they have… I mean, honestly, I think, they
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have tried to meet with the community and tried to be as responsible, tried to take responsibility. The whole act
of God thing was kind of stupid. [laughter] You know, saying that. You know everything is an act of God, so
you know you can’t pin that on him. But, yeah, I’m sure there are hard feelings toward the coal company, as a
whole, or maybe coal, as a whole. But, like I said, you take those jobs away and people will sing a totally
different tune because, like I said, that’s people’s livelihood here. And, it’s what most people know. And, too,
coal mines and I’m not taking up for them, but they have done a lot, as far as putting some money into the
community, probably not as much as they should have, but some money into the community and into the
schools. You know, that kind of thing. So, like I said, I’m sure there are some hard feelings, to answer your
question. But I would say it’s towards the big coal company, not necessarily toward anybody in particular.
You couldn’t really hold it against anybody in the county, as far as any of our county officials.


There are hard feelings between the people who have direct financial ties to the coal company and the people
that simply are just residents of the area. They are not at the same point. The people that work for the company
are more loyal to it. You know, and the residents I believe over the course of time, had to come do that point. I
mean you mess with people over a couple of times and you are not willing to be fir Martin County Coal. A lot
of people like to hunt in this area. If you go on Martin County Coal property they will have you arrested. You
leave the property or they will have someone come and take you away and you will be arrested. They are not a
good neighbor. They want to come across with this image about how nice they are but they aren’t a good
neighbor. And we haven’t even touched on it but the water table in this area has definitely been contaminated.
But you don’t hear the coal company stepping up and saying what can we do for the people in this area.



My dad has lived in this area. He was raised in this area and his dad lived in the area and I believe his dad was
raised in the area and this area, here, I mean you can look at that map […] [Our family] have always lived in
this area. So the land doesn’t mean anything to the coal company but it does mean something to the people who
have lived here for a long period of time and that have ties to the community and land, -it means more. And
when you risk people’s lives then you really know you definitely start having hard feelings between the
company whose only interest is financial. I mean if you look at what the coal company did not do and reported
to the regulators what they did do and haven’t they systematically affected their credibility? I mean that’s how I
see it. You’ve got the MSHA and the EPA to me what credibility do they have? That’s like [the president of
Martin County Coal] saying that the property values have not been affected.



People are aggravated over sludge. The pond should of never broke. They have got engineers that should have
known that that mine was underneath that sludge pond and how close it was. From what I understand, I don’t
know, this is not the first time it has broke through. The coal company should have taken steps to prevent that.
They have engineers, they know where everything is that they should have taken steps but they took a chance
that it wouldn’t break and it did. People of this community should have meant more to the coal company for
them to keep a closer watch on what they were doing



We look at them a lot differently, the coal company people now. They knew in 1973, I think, that that pond was
a danger and they covered it up a couple times, a spill, with out us knowing about it. We have several in the
county right now that are the most dangerous ones […] and they aren’t doing anything about those either.



It’s kind of dying down at this point in time. I haven’t heard a great deal mentioned about it. Back right after it
happened, there were a lot of things going on. I know a lot of lawsuits were taking place. They were talking
about them. Had a lot of writings in the paper about them. Feelings were kind of harsh about Martin County
coal at the time. I haven’t head about it recently and so it has kind of died down.



Folks disagree but folks disagree agreeably. It’s not… of course, if you have a person here who has a family
member who works for Martin County Coal. They may feel a little bit hard at someone who might say MSHA
should fine the H.E.L.L out of Martin County Coal –or MSHA should close them down –or shut the mine
down. You know, folks who say ‘well –year- the you lose jobs.’ –But not anything major. Folks around here,
just take it for granted that is the way things are. You have some people, most of the people around here, are
‘pro coal..’ That is the big thing here. If we didn’t have coal mines, we wouldn’t have anything.



I haven’t noticed any hard feelings in the community. No.



Not that I know of. There might be some people that disagree with what I do. If they do, they have never said
so. Most people say ‘there is not much that I can do, but I am behind you 100%.’



There are skeptics. There’s people that are skeptical. Because they are afraid of maybe their job, which they
can’t be fired because they’re standing up for their rights. This is a God-given right. You know, we have our
rights. It’s just like voting. This is our right, this is our community, this is our home, this is where our children
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are raised, this is where our grandchildren are raised, this is the school systems that our kids go to. […] Our
children should not even be drinking this water. Some children are fortunate enough to have parents that can
bring, send the little jugs of water with them that cost .88, .89, .99 cents a jug; you know how much water costs
a little jug. Okay. There are some parents that they can’t afford that. These children, what are they supposed to
drink? These children drink the, you know, children drink a lot.


I’m sure it has to a certain point, but there is a lot, I say a lot. I think Martin County Coal employs 300 people
at present. Now, those 300, I’m not sure how many are residents of Martin County, but I’m sure the people that
are still working for Martin County Coal and lives in an area of this county, that is, has not had to deal with this
other than problems in their drinking water, it’s hard for them to understand that we think it’s a blessing that the
impoundment is going to be closed because they’re probably losing their jobs, if they have to close the
impoundment. And you know everyone looks out, everyone needs a job, got families, you know and I’m sure, I
think that’s one of the coal company’s big tactics, you know, is to try to get people to start plotting against each
other. I have even seen a few comments in the paper, in the one that has the Sound Off…



Yeah, and you know I’ve even heard, or read, a comment in there about people that, you know, they don’t know
why they are crying. A lot of it is due to the lack of education. As to the effect, or the long-term effect, this is
going to have, getting back to the conflict in the public. If the creek was running clear now instead of black,
you know, people are going to say, “well it’s gone.” They don’t realize that once you get mercury or lead into
the ground it’s there forever. It will never be gone. The only way for it to be gone is to remove that
contaminated soil and they are not doing that. But it has definitely caused problems in the community among
people, you know, people say you all are going to cost me my job. You know, they still have a job with Martin
County Coal. My neighbor retired from martin County Coal and had lots of relatives that worked there and still
work there. But, the way I look at it is even if I was employed there, it can’t be just for the good of me…it’s
got to be for the good of everyone that this is affecting, and until you get people in the community
understanding that, and I think that the organization that they’ve formed, H.E.L.P., I think that is doing a lot to
bring out, to make it more public to people other than the people of Coldwater and Wolf Creeks. Because I
know that they’ve got members from all over the county now, so that really helps.



Everybody, as in all of Appalachia, people have a natural distrust of coal companies. I think it goes back to the
20's and 30's, especially people who are second- and third- generations of coal miners, like I was at one time.
This spill here, even if this stuff is what the company officials say, that it was nothing but mud, people are not
going to believe it, because they don’t believe coal company officials anyway. The hard feelings have been
everybody blames Martin County Coal for this environmental disaster. For going on folks property, the cleanup itself has caused a lot of problems because they’ve tried to get this thing cleaned up, as quickly I believe as
quickly as they can. And, in doing so, you have 500 pieces of equipment, a large work force that you have to
just put together. You know a lot of times there are questions of where boundary lines exist and folks get mad.
You know, you drove this dozer across my property and you didn’t ask permission. You know how folks are
here. They are very protective of things like that. So, yeah, there are hard feelings. And I see another side of this
too. […] the environmental attorney, who is coming here. He’s got, I think, 2 million. There is a group that
believes Martin County Coal should be given another chance. It employs about 300 people. There’s a group of
folks who are banning together, which is good. It’s good to have a place at the table with coal operators. They
want to see how this thing is cleaned up, if it all is going to be cleaned up. They want to make sure that
everything is done up to par. Not just “O.K, we’ll just cover with some mud up and leave.” Once they mine all
the coal here. There’s another group, of course, that you have to take into account the 300 families that is
impacted by this spill, the 300 families of the miners who work up there represent, and stand a good chance of
losing their jobs. And other folks who say we need those jobs. We need that tax base for the county. Give them
another shot you kind of see that already taking shape. I sympathize with both groups. As a displaced miner, I
know what it is like to lose your job. But I also understand the other point, the other part, too. Would you want
to live on Coldwater or Wolf Creek right under this thing, with the chance that it could break. And it could
break again like it broke this last time 15 minutes after midnight, and you wouldn’t know. You have to balance
those things out. And you understand both sides.



Yes people feel like not enough is being done. They feel there should be more action from the coal company
and the company officials. To try to come to some solution or touch base on something. Then you have other
people who have lived here for years and this has happened t their property dropping their land and property
value.



I don’t really know, I’ve read the paper some about it and the biggest complaint was where the coal company
was saying it was an act of God and the newspaper was saying no it’s not an act of God; God don’t do this, coal
companies do this. My position basically, what I’m hearing, is just concerns, health concerns. I hear people
being angry at politicians, I hear them saying that the politicians don’t drink the water, they don’t have to worry
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about it. I think it’s more fear than anger. I’ve only talked to one person that was right in the middle of it and
actually what he said to me, ‘I just want a place to live, it destroyed my home.’ It’s not as bad as I thought it
would be. I’ve not heard a whole lot of people just wanting to destroy the coal company and take everything
they own and sue them for everything. I’ve not heard that yet, I think it is just more health concerns basically.

Out-Migration Tendencies since the Disaster
Apart from breakdowns in civic relations, other case research has documented patterns of out-migration from
communities after an environmental disaster. Some of this movement is sanctioned by the state as there are number of
important cases of government sponsored relocation after an industrial accident or chemical spill. Love Canal, Brio
South-Bend Texas, Buffalo Creek –West Virginia and the case of the Ojibwe Community in Ontario, are each document
cases where government intervened and relocated citizens from contaminated sites that posed grave risks to human health.
391
Some of the migration out of other communities is more voluntary. Case research has shown that citizens, who can
afford to, may tend to move out when there are threats of long-term contamination to local environment.392 In our
February field conversations with area residents, we heard persons expressing similar sentiments. Several persons said
that they wanted to leave Martin County and settle somewhere else. Some of what we heard citizens say is presented
below.393


I have filed to move jobs. But if it were not for my daughter being in school here, her friends, and my job. We
have talked about it and we would move out of the county in a heartbeat. It’s just been too much going on for
too long with coal related incidences. Well every time it rains here you’re scared to death. Cause you don’t
know what else they got hid, they got more ponds.



I had a tenant move, because of the noise, a lot of the commercial building tenants, because of the noise and
because the economy is so bad here he was losing money. He left, he told me that’s why he left.



I think there might be an exodus. The people right over here, the people that can move, the people that can
move will move. Let’s see, I talked with a lady in the parking lot yesterday. She’s trying to sell her house up on
Coldwater …and I mean, there’s all kinds of people […] they don’t want to quarrel. They’re sick of hearing the
quarrels. They don’t want to quarrel. They just want to get out and quietly leave. […] I believe we could
[battle this] if we all get together, but they’re not going to. It’s easier for them to just leave.



I don’t really look too far ahead. I know I really want to move out of the county. I don’t think I would be able to
sale my home.



Well, I think a lot of people want to move. Being from this county, my whole life and anyone from this county
knows, that property on Coldwater Creek was property that everyone would have loved to have. The value of
Coldwater was, -you know, the property value was extremely high. Coldwater was a very nice place to live.
Over probably, over the past few years, you know, you have a lot of people that bought property and built new
homes on Cold Water. It is not like that anymore. You couldn’t pay people now to live on Coldwater. So you
know the people who live there now, they do…they...they don’t want to stay. They don’t want to stay, so their
attitudes have changed in that way.



People’s have lost there ground where they make gardens. People have lost that. If you tried to sell house now,
nobody wants it. You know, so it’s a problem to everybody



I’m settled here. I’ve been here for 28 years. I don’t really want to move. Just never thought about leaving or
moving. It hasn’t changed my thoughts on that.
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I would just like to see the environment cleaned up, we’ve lived here all our life and worked all our life to get
what we got, and I feel like that we probably will might get a third of what we usually would get. If we try to
sell even,- if we could sell for that! I doubt we could even get the property for that.

Conclusion: Building Civic Capacity After a Disaster
Much of the case research on contaminated communities reports on breakdowns in civic relations and civic capacity after
a chemical industrial accident. There are, however, documented cases of community and civic recovery after a
contamination episode. Gratiot County, Michigan represents one case, documented in the literature, of community
recovery after an environmental disaster. In Gratiot County, case evidence shows the community pulling together in the
face of PBB contamination after an industrial accident and moving towards a path of community and environmental
recovery. The Gratiot case documents community residents, with state and local officials, working together, to develop
an “action plan” to address both the short and long term impacts of the contamination on the community. The case also
documents a series of other, citizen-led task forces and citizen action teams that developed, over the course of the years,
to deal with the litany of other harms associated with chemical leachates, potential ground water contamination, the
chemical plant’s final closing and the subsequent loss of jobs from the area. This case represented an eight-year trajectory
of citizen committee work, political work, grant writing and community building. This community work, partnerships and
coalitions, in the end, set the community on the positive trek towards environmental and civic recovery.394 Our project
team believes that Martin County, Kentucky can be added to the case research on successful community recovery after an
environmental disaster. This case can only be added if, the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department
for Local Government and the Office of the Governor act concertedly on the set of recommendations listed at the start of
this section.
The public participation provisions that were amended to CERCLA in 1986 under the Superfund Amendment Act
(SARA) were amended sometime after the Gratiot, Michigan environmental disaster. But it seems that these public
involvement provisions, along with the provisions of public comment amended to RCRA, provide area citizens with
several key civic mechanisms to assist in not only environmental recovery, but community recovery as well. Such
participation provisions provide citizens with channels to become civically involved in response, cleanup and mitigation
strategies in the face of an environmental-industrial disaster or industrial accident. Thus, while other case research has
consistently documented civic decline after an environmental disaster, the public involvement provisions in CERCLA and
RCRA can be considered aggressive government interventions –or correctives- to preempt local civic decay after an
episode of environmental contamination.
The public participation amendments to CERCLA and RCRA have since been incorporated into EPA Superfund guidance
strategies in responding to chemical-industrial disasters. The U.S. EPA, in its Guidance for Community Groups at
Superfund Sites, states 395


You can make a tremendous difference in community and environmental decisions. The United States
Environmental Protection Agency –EPA- is committed to early and direct and meaningful public involvement
in the Superfund process. One of the ways that communities can participate in site cleanup decisions is
forming a citizen advisory group.



EPA believes this is time well spent and that active and early effective community involvement will actually
save time in the long run.



EPA is committed to bringing all players to the table in the beginning and working together toward the common
goal of cleaning up the site. EPA must and will listen to your opinion and recommendations about the
hazardous waste site in your community. Community Advisory Groups promote effective two-way
communication between Superfund personnel and community residents ensuring that every one has a chance to
share his or her ideas and concerns. This is an important and sensitive job that calls for dedication and hard
work. Consider this, if you don’t participate? Who will?

Indeed, who will? Our student-faculty research team has spent time in the field in Martin County interviewing and
surveying area citizens separately, and as part of our citizen advisory committee. Based on our empirical observations,
and based also on a review of the public record of events in Martin County since the spill, it seems that there is a solid
core of local citizens who will participate and ‘stay true’ to their community and work, together, towards community and
environmental and economic recovery. The more pressing question becomes, who will provide citizens with the channels
394
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–promulgated by law- to participate? We encourage the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, the Kentucky Department
for Local Government and the Office of the Governor to act on the set of recommendations contained in this report and
begin to widen the channels for community involvement in watershed management and reclamation activities in Martin
County. These are the two principal recommendations to start rebuilding civic capacity in Martin County since the
October 2000 coal waste disaster.
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APPENDIX A
Eastern Kentucky University
Martin County Field Project

Please read and consider the following statement on confidentiality and consent…

Informed Consent Statement
We’re from Eastern Kentucky University and we’re here to try to understand what has happened since
October. There is always the chance that our interviews will be subpoenaed by others involved in the
lawsuits.
Although legal parties might review the transcripts, your identity will remain unknown. Transcripts will be
cleaned of proper names and places and other potential identifiers. Cleaned transcripts will become the
transcripts of record. Tapes and other records and notes will be destroyed.
This is not meant to convince you to participate. You are under no obligation to continue with this
interview or discussion, as we fully understand that the coal waste spill is a sensitive topic within the
community
Even if you decide to continue with this interview -if -at any time during this interview- you feel like not
continuing –we do not have to go on. We will destroy and dispose of the tape together –before leaving.
If you decide to continue with this interview, we will not ask you for your written consent, as this might
then become a record of our interview. We are requesting only your verbal consent (or check mark)
before going any further in our interview.
Finally, because of University guidelines, we must ask you the following: “That you are aware that there is
no monetary compensation involved in these interviews” and that you are aware, “that the compensation
is in contributing to knowledge about rural communities.”
Turn on tape or obtain check
Do you understand what we just went over ? [yes –on tape]
_____ Consent
_______________ Date of interview
_______________ Time of interview
_______________ Interview Code

Eastern Kentucky University
Martin County Field Project
You don’t have to respond to any of these questions, -if you don’t want to: But, before we start, can I ask
you three basic questions? This might help us understand some differences in opinions and experiences
among folks in Martin County, later on....

1. I have lived in Martin County …
all of my life
not all of my life

2. Do you live closer to...?
Inez
Warfield

3. Do you draw your water from...
the public water system
a private well

Topic: The Spill, Memories and Events
Question: Can you share with me where you were when you realized that there was a sludge
emergency?

Question: As best you can recollect, how have things unfolded from then until now?

Theme: Recovery
Question: How are things, -about getting back to normal ?

Theme: Water and the Environment
Question: There’s been talk about the public water supplies, what are your thoughts on that subject?

Theme: Changing Views
Question: Do you see folks’ attitudes changing about things... ?

Question: Has this event caused some hard feelings among folks in the community?

Theme: Anything else?
Question: Is there anything that we missed that you think people should know?

Before Closing: Collecting more interviews(TURN OFF AUDIO TAPE)
Question: Do you know of anyone else -whose opinion we should hear? Could you tell us their name?
Or suggest that they call us... (give Steph’s business card.) We certainly would like to hear from
those folk that might be reluctant to talk openly to the press but have an opinion -on way or the other...
We would like to hear it...

APPENDIX B

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY CODE BOOK -ADDED CONTROLS
Martin and Perry County Project
May 2001

Dear Perry County Resident,
We are a research team from Eastern Kentucky University of students and faculty. As
you might know, our research team has been in Martin County since November, talking with
local residents and public officials about the October coal sludge spill. Over the past several
months, we have spent much time interviewing and surveying Martin County residents about
their views on community life in Martin County and the coal sludge spill. In order to
understand the views of Martin County residents, we would like to know your views on
community life, coal waste and impoundments, here, in Perry County.
We are asking you to take approximately twenty minutes to fill out this survey. Please
note that we represent the university research community and NOT the mining industry nor
litigants engaged in lawsuits.
An Eastern Kentucky University field team member will be by a day later to pick up your
completed survey. Please DO NOT leave surveys outside, in clear view, for convenient pick
up. The reason is that we cannot then ensure the confidentiality of your responses. Maintaining
your privacy is our first priority in this research project.
Your participation in this survey is important. These survey findings will be included in a
final report to local, State and Federal lawmakers by the end of the summer. Although we are
encouraging your participation, we must stress that your participation in this study is completely
voluntary. There is always the possibility that our survey data could be reviewed by a third party
in the future. If you decide to participate, please note that your name will never associated with
your responses. You were selected randomly based on the number of surveys that need to be
distributed along this route. If you decide not to participate, we will then randomly select
another resident to replace you in our random sample of Perry County residents.
When filling out this survey, there are no right or wrong answers. We are simply
interested in your honest and open responses. So, please feel free to respond honestly and openly
to each of the questions. Either you or any other person in your home, over the age of eighteen is
invited to fill out this survey.
Please also note that you are under no obligation to respond to any questions that you
believe to be too sensitive or an invasion of privacy. However, we must stress that this survey
reflects only the broad community themes that we heard expressed by Martin County residents in
February. None of the questions, we believe, are of a particular personal or private nature.
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey. Thank you for helping us
understand things in your own community in Perry County and for helping us better understand
things in Martin County since the October coal sludge spill.
Sincerely,
Dr. Stephanie McSpirit, Project Director
(859-622-3070)
Sharon Hardesty, Field Coordinator
Robert Welch, Field Captain

CONTROL
1= Martin County n=290 (54%)
2=Perry County n=249 (46%)
total=539

SURVEY WAVE
A= 1= First Wave -March 10,11,12 n=129 (24%)
B= 2= Second Wave -March 15, 16,17 n=161 (30%)
C= 3= Control Phase -First /Second Wave May 19/20 n=102 (19%)
D= 5 = Control Phase - Third Wave September n=147 (27%)

GENERAL COMMUNITY VIEWS

We’ve talked to many residents about what life is like in Martin County. Now we want to know your views about
what life is like in your county. In general, how would you rate your community? Please rate each item (very
good, good, fair, poor, very poor), by checking the appropriate box.

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

1%
12%

9%
30%

38%
37%

30%
13%

22%
7%

5%

10%
34%

27%
39%

31%
16%

31%
7%

3%

1%
7%

8%
34%

34%
40%

56%
17%

1%
7%

4%
25%

16%
33%

33%
23%

46%
12%

3%
11%

16%
35%

44%
36%

25%
16%

13%
3%

n=521 X2=44 p=.00

2%
7%

20%
39%

46%
41%

21%
10%

11%
3%

As a place to raise children, this
community is n=522 X2=11 p=.03

8%
13%

31%
37%

30%
27%

17%
14%

14%
8%

Opportunities for young people are
n=529 X2=86 p=.00

2%

2%
9%

7%
28%

35%
37%

56%
24%

The quality of local government is
n=528 X2=94, p=00

The quality of the natural environment
(air, water, soil, etc) in our community is...
n=530 X2=105 p=.00

Job opportunities in the community are
n=529 X2=114 p=.00

Outdoor recreational opportunities are
n=519 X2=119 p=.00

The coal economy in this community is
n=511 X2=50. p=.00

The quality of life in this community is

In our early conversations with Martin County residents, many people expressed various concerns about their
community. We’d like to find out how much of a problem you think the following are in your community in your
County. Please rate each item, by checking the appropriate box, on the following scale (not a problem at all, a slight
problem, a moderate problem, a serious problem).
Not a problem at all A Slight problem A Moderate Problem A Serious Problem
Economic Growth
n=525 X2=112 p=.000

County government
n=517 X2=55 p=.00

City government
n=507 X2=57 p=.00

State government
n=509 X2=39 p=.00

Crime / Drugs
n=525 X=29 p=.00

Coal Waste
n=505 X2=133 p=.00

Unemployment
n=526 X2=40 p=.00

Education
n=526 X2=15 p=.001

Health Problems
n=525 X2=7 p=.068

Environment
n=513 X2=55 p=.00

Housing
n=524 X2=3 p=.431

Drinking Water
n=533 X2=184 p=.008

Sewage
n=528 X2=74 p=.00

Garbage
n=534 X2=99 p=.00

3%
14%

11%
32%

22%
32%

65%
22%

5%
19%

25%
38%

26%
24%

45%
19%

9%
31%

28%
33%

27%
22%

36%
14%

10%
25%

29%
38%

32%
25%

29%
12%

3%
1%

15%
7%

32%
17%

51%
74%

2%
15%

10%
32%

20%
34%

69%
12%

1%
3%

7%
19%

21%
33%

71%
45%

12%
26%

32%
28%

35%
30%

21%
16%

6%
10%

26%
29%

32%
34%

36%
26%

5%
16%

21%
37%

33%
31%

41%
16%

12%
13%

26%
33%

36%
31%

26%
24%

2%
21%

4%
33%

14%
22%

80%
24%

5%
23%

13%
28%

30%
23%

53%
26%

5%
32%

16%
27%

27%
20%

52%
21%

SINCE THE SLUDGE INCIDENT

We’ve also talked to many Martin County residents about the October sludge spill and how things are going in their
community since the spill. Now we would like to know how things are going in your County since the coal waste
spill.
The following statements concern you and your community since the spill in October. Please tell us how you feel
about each statement at the present time. Please rate each item (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree,
strongly agree or don’t know), by checking the appropriate box.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Don’t
know

I have been more active in participating
in community affairs since the spill.
(n=453, X2=10 p=.036**)

9%
5%

18%
20%

51%
62%

16%
11%`

6%
3%

6

People in this community are
distressed because of the spill.

4%
8%

4%
21%

4%
30%

33%
33%

55%
9%

6

I feel confident in handling my
personal problems.
(n=491, X2=7 p=.129)

3%
5%

2%
2%

12%
12%

41%
50%

42%
31%

6

People in this community are basically
the same.

19%
6%

30%
16%

13%
21%

27%
51%

11%
6%

6

My life has not changed.
(n=494, X2=69 p=.000***)

22%
4%

24%
7%

12%
19%

33%
58%

10%
12%

6

I have been less able to control
important things in my life.

19%
26%

33%
34%

20%
21%

21%
13%

7%
5%

6

I feel satisfied about sludge cleanup
activities.
(n=430, X2=51 p=.000*** )

46%
16%

21%
21%

12%
30%

13%
25%

8%
8%

6

People in this community
are divided over the impact of the spill.
(n=380, X2=76 p=.000***)

14%
11%

11%
22%

11%
42%

42%
24%

22%
2%

6

Since the spill...

(n=442, X2=139 p=.000***)

(n=463, X2=48 p=.000***)

(n=472, X2=7 p=.112)

NOTE: Questions asked of Martin County residents only.
Please read each statement made by some people that we have talked to concerning the spill. For each statement about
the spill, please indicate how often it has been true for you during the past seven days. Please rate each item (not at all,
rarely, sometimes, often), by checking the appropriate box.
Not at all

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

I have tried to remove it from my memory. (To act as
though it never happened). n=281

58%

10%

20%

12%

I have tried not to talk about it.

51%

16%

22%

11%

I have had a lot of feelings about it that I don’t know
how to deal with or handle. n=279

42%

19%

24%

15%

I had to stop myself from getting upset when I thought
about it or was reminded of it. n=282

38%

13%

23%

26%

During the past seven days...

n=284

Many people we talked to in Martin County expressed various views on how the spill was handled by different groups.
People in your county might share or hold different views, please tell us how you feel about each group or agency.
Please rate each statement (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree or don’t know), by checking
the appropriate box.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Don’t
know

51%
19%

20%
31%

15%
27%

11%
20%

3%
4%

6

41%
12%

29%
31%

17%
23%

11%
30%

2%
5%

6

31%
11%

30%
25%

22%
24%

14%
37%

4%
3%

6

n=473 X2=48 p=.000

I have trust in spill clean-up
companies. n=450 X2 35 p=.000

30%
11%

21%
15%

19%
29%

25%
41%

6%
3%

6

I have trust in the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)

35%
12%

25%
26%

20%
29%

16%
29%

4%
4%

6

I have trust in Federal mining
agencies. n=468 X2 =37 p=.000

35%
12%

26%
26%

20%
29%

16%
29%

4%
4%

6

I have trust in local news reporting.

26%
7%

18%
17%

24%
27%

25%
40%

6%
9%

6

Based on their response to the spill,...
I have trust in the coal company.
n=464 X2=54, p=.000

I have trust in local government.
n=479 X2=62, p=.000

I have trust in State agencies.

n=463 X2=37 p=.000

n= 481 X2 = 37 p=.000

In our conversations with residents of Martin County, some people expressed some ways to make the public water
system more acceptable to residents. How important are the following water quality and water treatment issues to you
in your County? Please rate each item (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree or don’t know),
by checking the appropriate box.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Don’t
know

1%
5%

1%
3%

2%
11%

27%
53%

68%
30%

6

1%
6%

6%
7%

6%
13%

31%
47%

56%
27%

6

45%
6%

32%
19%

12%
28%

6%
41%

5%
5%

6

The mining industry should contribute
financially to independent tests of water
quality. n=497 X2=44 p=.000

5%
4%

5%
8%

8%
11%

23%
46%

59%
31%

6

Coal severance taxes should be used to
upgrade the water facility.

4%
4%

4%
5%

9%
15%

27%
43%

57%
33%

6

The water treatment facility should enforce
stricter water quality standards.
n=500 X2=78 p=.000

An independent citizen’s committee should
monitor and test water quality.
n=491 X2=49 p=.000

The water treatment facility does a good job
of meeting water quality standards
n=450 X2=144 p=.000

n=486 X2=30 p=.000

In other conversations with residents of Martin County, people suggested ways to make coal waste impoundments
more safe and more acceptable to residents. How important are the following to you with regard to the impoundment
near your community? Please rate each item (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree or don’t
know), by checking the appropriate box.

Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Don’t
know

The federal government should set stricter mining
standards. n=489 X2=54 p=.000

4%
5%

4%
7%

7%
18%

27%
46 %

57%
25%

6

A local committee should have the power to shut
down the impoundment if they decide it is unsafe.

8%
6%

17%
9%

12%
13%

24%
47%

39%
26%

6

1%

3%
2%

4%
6%

36%
58%

58%
33%

6

An impartial inspector should be at the mining site
at all times. n=495 X2=22 p=.000

2%
6%

11%
9%

11%
18%

34%
42%

43%
26%

6

The mining industry should contribute more
financially for improving community facilities
(schools, parks, sewage systems). n=486 X2=21 p=.000

2%
5%

8%
8%

12%
16%

33%
45%

46%
27%

6

The coal company should protect property values in
communities downstream of the coal waste site.

1%
4%

3%
1%

6%
8%

28%
51%

63%
36%

6

The coal company should dredge the creeks of
sludge and silt. n=497 X2=47 p=.000

2%
2%

1%
3%

6%
8%

28%
54%

64%
34%

6

The mining industry should establish a local
outreach office, in town, to keep residents informed
of mining activities.

2%
3%

8%
5%

13%
11%

33%
55%

45%
27%

6

27%
8%

30%
33%

18%
28%

16%
21%

10%
9%

6

1%
2%

2%
2%

10%
18%

39%
58%

49%
21%

6

1%

3%
3%

10%
7%

30%
56%

58%
33%

6

n=481 X2=32 p=.000

The mining industry should provide the community
with an emergency safety plan.
n=508 X2=33 p=.000

n=503 X2=41 p=.000

n=483 X2=27 p=.000

The mining industry is already well-regulated
by federal and state agencies.
n=431 X2=27 p=.000

The mining industry should explore other (cleaner)
technologies to wash coal.
n=484 X2=40 p=.000

The mining industry should invest in technologies
to cleanup sludge spills.
n=505 X2= 40 p=.000

In our conversations with other residents of Martin County, some people had opinions on other issues that may (or may
not) be related to the spill. By responding to the next set of statements, we would like to know your views on some of
these issues. Please rate each item (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree or don’t know), by
checking the appropriate box.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Don’t
know

1%
3%

1%
3%

2%
7%

34%
62%

62%
26%

6

2%
2%

4%
2%

7%
7%

29%
53%

58%
36%

6

37%
11%

33%
42%

14%
21%

9%
22%

8%
4%

6

With so many experts telling us what is safe and
what is not, one really doesn’t know what to
believe. n=501 X2=45 p=.000

2%
2%

3%
3%

5%
11%

41%
64%

48%
20%

6

There has been too much emphasis on conserving
natural resources, and not enough on using them in
recent years.

10%
9%

13%
20%

21%
17%

33%
42%

23%
12%

6

21%
16%

24%
31%

22%
19%

19%
27%

15%
8%

6

44%
17%

25%
26%

11%
32%

11%
22%

9%
4%

6

There is little chance that the coal waste
impoundment near my community will rupture in
the future. n=133 (Asked in Perry County)

16%

35%

25%

20%

5%

I feel that these days a person doesn’t really know
who they can count on.

3%
5%

5%
4%

6%
12%

36%
55%

50%
25%

6

I feel that things are getting worse for the average
person. n=487 X2=27 p=.000

3%
4%

8%
12%

11%
18%

36%
44%

43%
21%

6

There’s no use in contacting public officials
because they aren’t interested in the average
person. n=475 X2=27 p=.000

7%
4%

11%
20%

13%
20%

28%
35%

41%
22%

6

70%
47%

17%
36%

4%
6%

5%
7%

5%
4%

6

6%
6%

15%
16%

13%
18%

22%
33%

43%
27%

6

We may never know the extent of the damage
caused by the spill in Martin County.
n=480 X2=64 p=.000

I feel the residents of Martin County should be
fully compensated for the spill.
n=495 X2=32 p=.000

I feel the residents of Martin County will be fully
compensated for the spill.
n=407 X2=45 p=.000

n=455 X2=15 p=.005

People have the right to change the natural
environment to meet their needs.
n=471 X2=11p.=.023

There is little chance that the Martin County coal
waste impoundment will rupture in the future.
n=373 X2=49 p=.000

6

n=499 X2=35 p=.000

Coal sludge is not hazardous.
n=476 X2=30 p=.000

A landowner should be able to do what they want
with their own property.
n=508 X2=16 p=.000

Finally, the following basic questions might help us understand some differences in opinions and experiences among
residents of Martin County and your County, related to events around the spill. Please respond to each item, by
checking either the appropriate box or filling in your response.
Female
MC 61%
PC 60%
n=524

Male
MC 39%
PC 38%

D_AGE Age _________ MC Ave= 46 s=15.5

PC Ave=49 S=17.35

n=501

D_YRSLV How long have you lived in this County?
________ Years MC Ave=37, s=19.2
PC Ave= 38, s=21.8
n=520

D_TOWN Do you live close to....

D_CREEK

MC Inez 70%
PC Hazard 74%

MC Warfield 30%
PC Vicco 26% n=514

3. Neither -

D_CRCNTY Do you live in...

MC Wolf Creek 24%
PC Perry County 92%

MC Coldwater 42% MC Neither 34%
Knott County 8%
n=525

D_EDUC How many years of
schooling do you have...
__________ Years.

D_HOWN Do you own /rent your
home.....

MC Ave =11.9, s=3.18
PC Ave =12.8, s=3.34
n=509

1. Own MC 85%
PC 69%

2. Rent MC 19%
PC 26%

3. Neither MC 4%
PC 5% n=526

D_HTYPE Your home is a ....

1. Single family home
MC =63%
PC =67%

2. Mobile Home
MC=29%
PC=14%

3. Apartment
MC=5%
PC=17%

4. Other
MC=4%
PC=2% n=523
Specify__________

D_WATER Do you draw your
water from...

1. the public water
system MC=85%
PC=89%

2. a private well
MC=14% PC=8%

3. Other
MC 4%

PC 2%

Specify__________
D_KIDS The number of
children (under 18) living in
your home is
______ (With
Children)
MC=47% PC =44%

 I have no children
under 18 years living at
home
MC= 53% PC=56
n=522

Yes
MC=32%
PC=25%

D_MINE Is any person in your household involved in the mining industry -either
through being employed, the sale of mineral rights, or through other business-related
activities? n=498
D_EMPLOY What is your employment status? Please check only one box
1. Employed,
Full time
MC= 34%
PC=33%

2. Housewife
MC=17%
PC=13%

3. Employed,
Part time
MC=4%
PC=3%

No
MC=68%
PC=75%

n=506

4. Unemployed 5. Retired

6. Disabled

MC=7%
PC=9%

MC=20%
PC=13%

MC=14%
PC=23%

7. Self
Employed
MC=4%
PC=4%

D_INCOME We realize that asking for information on income is a sensitive topic, but we certainly would
appreciate your response. For the year 2000, what general category best represents your household income before
taxes?
1. Under 10,000
MC=20%
PC=19%

2. 10,000-20,000
MC=27%
PC=19%

3. 21,000 -40,000
MC=27%
PC=33%

D_ELECT Did you vote in the last local election?
n=510
D_ACTCOM Do you consider
yourself active in community affairs?
n=523

1. Not Active
MC=43%
PC=37%

4. 41,000-60,000
MC=17%
PC=16%

5. Over 60,000
MC=9%
PC=13%

2. No
MC=24%
PC=25%

1. Yes
MC=76%
PC=75%
2. Somewhat Active
MC=51%
PC=54%

3. Very Active
MC=6%
PC=9%

D_LIVE If you could live any place in the United States you wanted to, would you choose the area where you are
living now? n=515
Definitely Yes
MC=19%
PC=28%

Probably Yes
MC=29%
PC=33%

Definitely Not
MC=20%
PC=12%

Probably Not
MC=33%
PC=27%

D_LVLIFE Do you expect to live most of the rest of your life in this community? n=515
Yes
MC=75%
PC=78%

No
MC=25%
PC=22%

Prior to the Spill, were you aware that there was a coal waste impoundment
up Coldwater Creek? (Asked Martin County residents n=287)

Yes
41%

No
59%

Prior to this Survey, were you aware that there was a coal waste
impoundment near your community? (Asked Perry County residents n=232)

Yes
57%

No
43%

Prior to th Spill in Martin County, were you aware that there was a coal
waste impoundment near your community? (Asked Perry County residents
n=228)

Yes
48%

No
52%

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey. Someone from the Eastern Kentucky University field team will
be by the next day to pick up your responses. If they are unable to make contact with you at home, could you
please leave a message on your door on a time that might be convenient for pick up of your survey ? Thank
you for helping us understand similarities and differences between Martin County residents and residents from Perry
County since the October sludge spill.

Map 4.A. Martin County Public Water System and Impacted Creeks:
October 2000 Coal Waste Spill
Martin County, Kentucky

Map 4.B. Martin County Public Water System and Emergency Water Line:
October 2000 Coal Waste Spill
Martin County, Kentucky

Map 4.C. Martin County Public Water System and Holty Branch Impoundment:
October 2000 Coal Waste Spill
Martin County, Kentucky

